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Abstract
Transportation modes, infrastructure and incentives - our whole mobility systems – are at the crossroads:
On the one hand they allowed us a to achieve a wealthy and comfortable lifestyle, on the other hand they
threat the very same by negative impacts on humans and the environment such as climate change, land use
and pollution. Especially for western suburban regions, which co-evolved with the emergence of the
automobile, urgency is especially high as well as potential. Although many projects have been done to
improve the systems, a breakthrough has not happened so far. One reason could be that mostly single
components were tested, but we also need to prove the feasibility of a whole new and sustainable mobility
system which can be built upon existing infrastructure. It is exactly this idea the Swiss sustainability
laboratory for mobility (NAMO in German) tries to put into effect. The transdisciplinary project NAMO aims
to establish a real world laboratory in an existing part of a settlement of a Swiss suburban municipality
where new innovative concepts can be applied exclusively during ca. five years.
This master thesis contributes to the project by giving a structured overview, an evaluation and an
assessment of suitability for research in the NAMO framework of transportation modes. In the whole
process literature review and expert interviews where used as a knowledge base. The overview is structured
out of a a user’s perspective and described by overarching criteria, followed by the evaluation through a
SWOT-Analysis. On this background a synthesis derives the most promising transportation modes for
implementation in NAMO. It involves different approaches: Research needs of transportation modes and
their elements are compared to possible and suitable research in a pilot project such as NAMO, experts
opinions on what kind of technology or mode should be spread but will not is considered, and the findings
are examined by general sustainability criteria and the often oppositional comfort claim.
It indicates that as innovative concepts, extreme lightweight construction and (partly) automatic driving
should be tested in NAMO together with an application of electric motors. However, the highest marks from
the experts as well as from a sustainability perspective are reached by the simple modes walking and biking.
Every mobility system for suburban regions should therefore base on them.
Two sets of transportation modes including these technologies and transportation modes are presented.
They cover all functions, using classic public transportation for some long distance trips and trying to
promote walking and the use of bikes, eBikes or eScooters for local transport. One of them is a personal
rapid transit (PRT) system serving as a back up system for those modes, it works demand responsive,
automated and with electric driven small lightweight vehicles driving on dedicated guide ways at main
streets of the test area and to the next important transportation nodes. Parking areas at about 300 metres
from every home can also be reached by the PRT system, providing personal or shared cars. This set of
transportation modes mainly will enhance classic public transportation through a comfortable local system
and allows traffic-reduced, quiet areas. The other set tries to optimise the efficiency of individual motorised
transport by a sharing system having the optimal vehicle for every function such as small lightweight
vehicle for driving inside the test area. It also uses centralised parking like above, but vehicles can be ordered
and would drive slowly but autonomous to users, allowing trips starting at front doors.
The unique possibility in NAMO of changing not just single components but the whole mobility system –
transportation modes as well as infrastructure and incentives – offers the opportunity to learn how to
overcome the main challenges of both sets: automatic driving technologies and its legal consequences.
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Erweiterte Zusammenfassung
Unsere Mobilitätssysteme mit ihren Verkehrsmitteln, Infrastrukturen und Anreizen stehen am Scheideweg:
Auf der einen Seite erlaubten sie uns eine komfortable Lebensweise aufzubauen, auf der anderen Seite
bedrohen sie eben diese durch negative Einflüsse auf Mensch und Umwelt wie Klimawandel, Landverbrauch
oder Emissionen. Die heute typischen Europäischen Mobilitätssysteme – Transportarten,
Transportinfrastruktur und Anreize – müssen deshalb weiterentwickelt werden. Im Speziellen diese der
suburbanen Regionen, wo Problemdruck aber auch Potential zur Anwendung eines neuen
Mobilitätssystemes gross ist. Obwohl dies vielerorts erkannt wurde und einige Projekte das System zu
verbessern versuchen oder versucht haben, blieb ein Durchbruch bis jetzt aus. Eine Erklärung dafür könnte
sein, dass es nicht genügt, einzelne Komponenten von Transportmitteln, Transportinfrastrukturen oder
Anreizen zu verbessern; es muss auch die Machbarkeit eines umfassend neuen und nachhaltigen
Mobilitätssystemes aufgezeigt werden. Diese Idee verfolgt das Nachhaltigkeits-Labor Mobilität Schweiz
(NAMO). Das transdisziplinäre Projekt will in einem gebauten Quartier einer Schweizer Vorortsgemeinde für
ca. 5 Jahre ein 1:1 Labor verwirklichen, wo neue und innovative Konzepte zur Mobilität eingesetzt und
untersucht werden können, um so den Lernprozess voranzutreiben.
Diese Masterarbeit unterstützt die Anfangsphase des Projektes NAMO, indem sie eine strukturierte
Übersicht und eine nicht aggregierte Bewertung möglicher Transportarten und deren Elemente gibt, sowie
Empfehlungen von geeigneten Transportmitteln und Technologien für den Einsatz in NAMO. Die Arbeit
stützt sich dabei auf Literaturrecherche und Experteninterviews als Informationsquellen. Die Übersicht ist
geordnet durch Kriterien, welche sich an den möglichen Funktionen von Transportarten anlehnen und
damit die wichtigsten Unterscheidungsmerkmale für den Nutzer herausstreichen. Transportarten wie auch
ihre Elemente sind dabei durch immer gleiche Kriterien standardisiert beschrieben, wodurch ein Vergleich
einfach möglich ist. Die Bewertung der Transportarten und ihrer Elemente erfolgt anhand einer SWOT
Analyse. Sie streicht dabei die wichtigsten Eigenschaften heraus und ermöglicht so einen schnellen
Vergleich innerhalb einer Kategorie. Die Arbeit kann durch diese benutzerfreundliche Übersichts- und
Bewertungsart als Informations- und Inspirationsquelle im weiteren Prozess des Projektes NAMO dienen.
Zusätzlich kommt die abschliessende Synthese zu Empfehlungen von geeigneten Transportmitteln und
Technologien für den Einsatz in NAMO. Die Synthese erfolgt durch verschiedene Ansätze: Was NAMO für die
Forschung bieten kann wird verglichen mit dem Forschungsbedarf bei den Transportmitteln und deren
Elementen; es wird bedacht, welche Technologien und Transportarten nach Experten verbreitet werden
sollten, aber nicht werden, und beides wird durch allgemeine Nachhaltigkeitskriterien und das oft dazu
gegensätzliche Kriterium Komfort geprüft.
Aus der Kombination dieser Ansätze kann gefolgert werden, dass in NAMO die innovativen Konzepte
extremer Leichtbau und (teilweise) automatisches Fahren geeignet sind, zusammen mit einer Anwendung
eines Elektromotors. Die besten Noten durch die Experten wie auch aus Sicht der Nachhaltigkeit erhalten
jedoch die einfachen Transportarten zu Fuss gehen und Fahrrad fahren, letzteres auch elektrisch
unterstützt. Mobilitätssysteme für suburbane Regionen sollten deshalb immer auf diesen basieren für den
lokalen Transport.
Aus diesen Erkenntnissen sind zwei Transportartensets hergeleitet, welche die Nutzung von Fahrrädern,
Elektrovelos und –scooters sowie zu Fuss gehen fördern sollten und alle Funktionen für eine suburbane
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Gemeinde erfüllen können, zusammen mit existierendem klassischen öffentlichen Verkehr für manche
weite Distanzen.
Eines der Sets kann mit ”PRT Back up System” betitelt werden und besteht demzufolge aus einem personal
rapid transport (PRT) system, welches Transport bei allen Witterungen und Zeiten garantiert. Das PRT
System besteht aus kleinen Leichtbau-Vehikeln für bis zu max. sechs Personen, welche auf dafür
bestimmten Leitwegen elektrisch und automatisch fahren. Die Fahrzeuge können auf Knopfdruck bestellt
werden und bringen einen ohne Zwischenhalt zum gewünschten Fahrziel innerhalb des Testgebietes oder
zu den wichtigsten Verkehrsknotenpunkten wie z.B. Bahnhöfen. Durch das PRT Vehikel können auch
zentralisierte Parkhäuser in ca. 300 Meter Distanz von jeder Wohnung erreicht werden, wo auf das eigene
Auto oder gemietete effiziente Autos gewechselt werden kann. Für das System werden bestehende grössere
Quartierstrassen teilweise für das PRT System reserviert und freie Parzellen sind für die Parkhäuser zu
nutzen. Der grösste Vorteil des Systems bezüglich der Umweltauswirkungen wird neben der Förderung von
zu Fuss gehen oder Zweirädern ein komfortables lokales Verteilsystem zur Attraktivitätssteigerung des
klassischen öffentlichen Verkehrs sein. Ausserdem können verkehrsberuhigte Zonen geschaffen werden und
Lärm sowie die benötigte Fläche werden reduziert. Der Zugang zum Verkehrssystem ist für die allermeisten
Leute durch das PRT System garantiert.
Das andere Set von Transportmitteln steht unter dem Motto ”Optimales Vehikel durch ein Sharing System”.
Es versucht, den individuellen motorisierten Verkehr zu optimieren, indem für jede Funktion das optimale
Vehikel gemietet werden kann. Wie beim PRT System werden auch hier zentrale Parkhäuser oder auch
Parkareale erstellt, von welchen aus die gewünschten Leihwagen auf Anfrage des Nutzers langsam aber
autonom vor die Haustüre rollen. Auf diese Weise wird Tür-zu-Tür Transport ermöglicht und trotzdem Platz
vor den Gebäuden geschaffen und der Verkehr beruhigt. Die Optimierung des Vehikels je Funktion wird
durch den Einsatz von verschiedenen Technologien erreicht: Für grössere Distanzen kommen effiziente
Verbrennungsmotoren und/oder Plug-in Hybride zum Einsatz, für regionalen flexibeln Transport
Elektroautos und innerhalb des Testgebietes Leichtbaukonstruktionen mit elektrischem Antrieb und
minimaler Grösse. Um den Zugang zum Transportsystem für alle zu erlauben, kommt ein flexibles
öffentliches Verkehrssystem zum Einsatz wie z.B. ein Sammeltaxi. Lärmprobleme werden durch den
vermehrten Einsatz von Elektroantrieben minimiert, die Kombination mit dem klassischen öffentlichen
Verkehr wird verbessert, da durch das autonome Fahren das Parkplatzproblem entfallen wird. Gemäss des
Mottos werden negative Umweltauswirkungen aber hauptsächlich durch die effizientere Nutzung von
effizienteren Fahrzeugen reduziert.
Die grössten Herausforderungen bei beiden Transportmittel-Sets wird das automatische respektive
autonome Fahren sein. In beiden Sets ist die Herausforderungen etwas vereinfacht: Einmal durch reservierte
Leitwege, einmal durch tiefe benötigte Geschwindigkeiten und bei beiden durch die Möglichkeit in NAMO
auch weitere Rahmenbedingungen wie Infrastruktur und Normen anzupassen. Insbesondere letzteres wird
auch die gesetzlichen Fragestellungen vereinfachen, die ähnlich wichtig werden dürften wie die
technologische Seite.
Als nächster Schritt im Projekt NAMO muss die optimale Vervollständigung des neuen Mobilitätssystemes
durch die nötige Transportinfrastruktur und geeignete Anreize erforscht werden. Die Konkretisierung eines
Transportmittel-Sets anhand einer realen Beispiel-Gemeinde in zwei folgenden Masterarbeiten wird es
zudem ermöglichen, praktische Implikationen aufzuzeigen.
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Terms, Definitions & Abbreviations
•

Agglomeration: Agglomerations are areas consisting of several municipalities with a population of
over 20'000 inhabitants. They have a core zone (a core city and eventually other municipalities) and
adjacent municipalities, for which the core zone is the dominant place for work (largely simplified
from the Swiss Department for Statistics: Schuler, Joye, & Dessemontet, 2005).

•

ICE: Internal Combustion Engine

•

IED: Institute for Environmental Decisions

•

Element of a transportation mode: Building block of a transportation mode, can be technological
like drive train or traffic lane or an element of the form like ownership or availability in time.
Transportation modes can be described through their element specifications.

•

Element specification: Specification of an element of a transportation mode. The element drive
train has for example the specifications electric motor, ICE, compressed air motor or muscles.

•

NAMO: German abbreviation for the Swiss sustainability laboratory for mobility, a transdisciplinairy
project that aims to test new mobility system for suburban regions in a real life project.

•

NSSI: Natural and Social Science Interface

•

Mobility system: A system which consists of all elements influencing mobility at a certain locality
and time, including transportation modes, transport infrastructure and incentives like e.g.
regulation, financial incentives or spatial planning.

•

Plug-In (Hybrid): Hybrid vehicle with a battery powering an electric motor and an ICE, whereby the
battery can be charged from the outside.

•

Suburban region: Municipalities of an agglomeration that are not part of the core zone lie in the
suburban region. Characteristics of settlements are between classic cities and villages, population
densities classically ranges from 500 up to 2500 people per square km (Amt für Raumordnung und
Vermessung, 2010).

•

Sustainability: Can be defined as in the often used definition in the Bruntland-Report (Brundtland,
1987) as ”Development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of
future generations to meet their own needs." In this thesis sustainability is understand as a claim to
minimise or eliminate negative environmental impact while in the same time guarantee social
acceptance and long-term economical profitable solutions.

•

SWOT Analysis: Analysis to find Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threads of the
investigated elements (see also p.23 ).
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1 Helping to develop mobility systems further
1.1

Our mobility systems are at the crossroads

Mobility systems are an integral part of our lifestyle, no matter if we think of working, free time, shopping,
holidays or trade. Mobility systems and other life systems have co-evolved for centuries. On one hand
development in e.g. trade and industries has made new transportation modes necessary, on the other hand
these may have only emerged because of the availability of new transportation modes. The latter is
especially true for the common lifestyle of living in suburban regions and working in cities. Although it can
be argued that therefore some of today’s structures can be altered in a way that less transportation is
needed, mobility systems will always remain a backbone of our societies. Only through them we could
achieve today’s wealth and comfort.
However, these large benefits of mobility systems do not come without costs. The Swiss federal department
for statistics (BFS, (2011) estimates the total external costs of transportation to about 8.5 billion CHF. Well
known is the relative high share of the transportation sector at the CO2 emissions – in Switzerland it is 37%
(Altwegg & Schnorr, 2010) - due to a high energy demand covered mostly by fossil fuels. Other emissions as
NOx and particulate mater have been largely reduced, but can still be problematic at some hot spots. The
huge vehicle fleets also need considerable energy during production, can use scarce material and causes
accidents. At last mobility also needs land resources – in Switzerland one third of settlement areas is used
for transportation (Altwegg & Schnorr, 2010) – which often cannot be used for other purposes. Due to this
fact and noise emissions transportation modes largely influences other spheres of life like recreation and
leisure activities.
The negative impacts of today’s mobility system are cumulating now. The growing economics in Asia as well
as in South America are implementing similar systems as the western world has, reintroducing pollution
problems there and enforcing climate change worldwide (illustrated by Figure 1). At the same time the
extension of existing transport infrastructure in Western Europe is facing more and more resistance and
financial problems although traffic bottlenecks become larger every day (e.g. Friedli, 2010). To make the
challenge complete, also the power source of transportation – gasoline – reaches its extraction limits and
the end of this cheap and practical energy source seems to be in sight (visualized in Figure 2). There are
other sources available, but they are either even more polluting – as gasoline made of coal – or more costly,
facing therefore problems when wanting to guarantee access to transportation for everyone.
The western mobility systems have therefore to be developed further to reach a more sustainable stage. We
need to optimize the positive contribution to the economic and social possibilities in our life, and we have to
drastically reduce the negative impacts on humans and the environment. We need solutions that can be
built on the existing transportation- and settlement structure and which are economically attractive, i.e.
that it should be possible to produce them at a large scale.
Areas with a high urgency but also a high potential are suburban municipalities. There are large challenges
like relative long distances inside towns due to low densities, which also make comfortable and efficient
commuting more complicated. But there is also a theoretically high impact of measures due to the fact that
73% of Swiss citizen are living in agglomerations and many suburban municipalities are still growing
(Bundesamt für Statistik (BFS), 2011a).
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Figure 1: Growth of energy demand for transportation by modes and by regions (Figure 5.3 in Ribeiro et al., 2007)

Figure 2: Production Scenarios for conventional crude oil. Note that oil supply may be maintained longer through
unconventional sources and other fossil fuels but under increased costs. Bbl: oil barrel, equal to 158.987 litres, R/P=
Reserves-to-production ratio, USGS: United States Geological Surveys (Figure 2 in Wood et al., 2004)
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We need to make a bigger step forward

The challenges are faced with many initiatives. Firstly, we can reduce negative impacts by reducing the need
for transportation modes. Teleworking or settlements with high densities can hereby help. Governments are
promoting public transportation, walking and biking as efficient transportation modes (Lorenzi, 2011).
Sharing initiatives are emerging claiming a more efficient use of vehicles in such a scheme. Carmakers are
researching and already producing more efficient motors, better materials and new fuels. There are also
many pilot projects testing new innovative concepts like dial a bus or bike sharing in Switzerland (Frick et al.,
2003) or automated driving around Europe (CityMobil, 2011).
However, these are mainly improvements for single components, whereas the view on the whole system is
often lost. This could reduce or equalise the intended improvement, nicely illustrated by the case of car
weight, where actually large weight reduction has been achieved, but was equalised by larger cars with
more equipment (Burgener, 2011). Most projects also prove their feasibility in an environment together with
the existing elements of mobility systems. This seems to be wise if we really want to test the feasibility in
existing environment – but what if the only solution would be a whole new mobility system?
So a break through has not happened so far and one reason could be that it is not enough to introduce and
test single components of the system. It may also be necessary to prove the feasibility of a whole new and
sustainable mobility system, which can be built upon existing infrastructure and is applicable to many
settlements.

1.3

Searching solutions through a transdisciplinaire laboratory for mobility

To make a pilot project possible that can test a whole new sustainable mobility system and not just
components, the Swiss sustainability laboratory for mobility (NAMO in German) was launched (see also Box
1). NAMO is a project that funds on a transdisciplinary perspective, working together with all important
stakeholders like car manufacturers and other companies, NGOs, governmental organisations and science.
We understand transdisciplinary thereby as a principle that demands to start from a relevant complex
problem and subsequently gather knowledge and experiences from science and society to elaborate
together possible solutions by a mutual learning process (Scholz et al., 2006).
The project focuses on development of solutions for existing settlement areas in suburban municipalities by
enabling a real life testing of new concepts in such a location. For this, a built part of a suburban
municipality will be defined and used exclusively during ca. five years to test an innovative and sustainable
mobility system. The systems should include elements that go beyond step-by-step adaptation of today’s
mobility systems; it aims to be a lot more than just another electric car fleet test. If the pilot is a success, it
should be possible to produce the elements of the mobility system in serial production by automobile- and
other companies. But it is very clear that this project will only be one small contribution to more sustainable
mobility system; it could only indicate which strategies could be worth to further investigate. Therefore, an
equal important goal is to have analysed results and experiences from the laboratory that could be used in
future projects. Finally we also understand NAMO also as a learning process for all stakeholders which
findings have to be passed on.
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NAMO
Sustainability-Lab for Mobility Switzerland
The Sustainability Laboratory for Mobility Switzerland (NAMO in German) aims to contribute to the further
development of the Western European mobility systems by supporting the learning process. It does so by a
pilot project, which allows testing and analysing possible future mobility forms and technologies on both
demand and supply side for Swiss suburban communities.
Thereby it has to be understood that NAMO is more than a fleet test – it is a laboratory where interactions
and acceptance of different parts of a mobility system can be analysed. Starting from vehicle technologies,
it includes traffic infrastructure as well as incentives. NAMO will also initiate a mutual learning process
between industry, science and society. This way new approaches can be found, which are economical,
ecological and from a social point of view attractive.

A laboratory for mutual learning between industry, science and society
NAMO creates an environment where the necessary learning process to develop new mobility systems is
possible. A real world laboratory will be set up in an existing part of a settlement of a Swiss suburban
community. There new innovative mobility systems can be tested for a certain time e.g. 2013-2018. This new
systems include new technologies (e.g. propulsion systems or guidance systems), new forms of mobility (e.g.
car sharing or dial a bus systems) and different kinds of incentives (e.g. land use measures, norms, laws and
financial incentives). The real world setting will allow analysing how the different elements interact and
how the community accepts them. The inclusion of stakeholders from industry, science and society in the
process will give the possibility for a creative exchange allowing breaking out from only sectional solutions.

A broad support for NAMO
NAMO is lead by a co-patronage of auto-schweiz (Association of the Swiss Car Importers) and the ETH
Zurich (Natural and Social Science Interface). Three master theses are investigating at the moment possible
organisation forms and contents of NAMO. An advisory board consisting of experts form industry, science
and society assists the NAMO project with their knowledge and their network.

Contact
ETH Zurich
Natural and Social Science Interface
Prof. Dr. Roland W. Scholz
Phone: +41 44 632 58 92
Email: roland.scholz@env.ethz.ch

auto-schweiz
Association of the Swiss Car Importers
Max Nötzli
Phone: +41 31 306 65 65
Email: m.noetzli@auto-schweiz.ch

Box 1: The sustainability laboratory for mobility Switzerland NAMO
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1.4 The contribution of the master thesis to the project NAMO
This master thesis is one of the first steps towards the realisation of the NAMO laboratory. It therefore aims
to help starting the project by discussing possible elements of mobility systems for passenger
transportation, which can be used to tackle the problem of existing Swiss suburban settlements. An
overview, a first evaluation of these elements regarding their sustainability and the use of testing them in
the NAMO project should be given. The overview and evaluation enables the stakeholders to see what is
possible and what is recommendable for NAMO. When it comes to the development of the mobility systems
that will be implemented in NAMO, this thesis can serve as library of knowledge about transportation
modes. Due to the nature of the project, other more administrative tasks for NAMO will also be part of the
thesis as e.g. the writing of a project description and correspondence with project members.
To reach the above-described goals, the master thesis contains a structured overview of the transportation
modes that could be implemented in existing Swiss suburban settlements. The researched elements of
mobility systems are therefore ordered with meaningful criteria and described always in the same manner
to allow comparison, whereby connections to other systems are also shown. Secondly, the qualities of the
elements are described, also always in the same manner. Finally some conclusions out of this knowledge
base are drawn considering which transportation modes could be worth testing in the NAMO pilot project.
According to these requests the following research questions can be deduced:
• How can elements of mobility systems be ordered to see their possible use in suburban regions?
• What are the possible sustainable elements of mobility systems for existing suburban settlements in
Switzerland and which are their assets and drawbacks?
• Which elements of mobility systems are best suited for testing in a project like NAMO?

1.5

Outlook

These questions are answered in the following chapters. Firstly, the process to get these answers is
explained and which methods contributed to which process steps. The result chapter ”Assessing
transportation modes for NAMO” explains as a first step for the first research questions, what we actually
mean with transportation modes – the focussed elements of mobility systems in this thesis. Then the
ordering scheme and criteria to assess the transportation modes and their elements in a standardized
manner are presented, followed by the actual assessment. This last step includes also an evaluation of their
assets and drawbacks through a SWOT analysis. The last section of the result chapter then prepares the
ground for an answer to the last research questions, which is given in the next chapter ”Suggestions for
testing in NAMO”. This chapter discuss suggestion of most suitable transportation modes and their
elements for testing in NAMO and presents also two possible sets of transportation modes that could be
tested in NAMO. A summary of these propositions can be found in the conclusion chapter, which also
indicates further research needs.
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2 Process & Methods
The process for answering the research questions introduced before was not linear, but an iterative process.
In a first step, relevant elements of mobility systems had to be identified and be ordered in a meaningful
way. By doing this, the first research question – a meaningful ordering scheme for the relevant elements of
mobility systems – could be answered. Literature review and expert interviews were the methods used in
this step.
The second step was based on the previous one, but new information gained here also influenced the
results gained in the first step, mainly affecting the ordering scheme. The second step consisted of the
assessment of the relevant elements of mobility systems. First an in depth analysis of the selected elements
was performed followed by an evaluation of those concepts. The second research question can therefore be
answered in this step. Methods used were literature review, expert interviews and a SWOT-Analysis.
In the last step, a final synthesis allows to make suggestions on which elements of mobility systems are
worth testing in NAMO and allows therefore answering the last research questions. In parallel to all these
steps, project administration took some time, which e.g. included in the first weeks the writing of a
description of the project NAMO. A week-long workshop in Japan on sustainable transportation, called the
Nissan Workshop in IpoS, the Pegasus conference on mobility in Freiburg and the EMPA day containing a
series of lectures on sustainable mobility gave additional valuable insights for the thesis.
Next, the process steps as shown in Table 1 will be described, followed by the used methods.
Table 1: Overview of the process steps and the used methods (in italic)
Finding and ordering relevant elements of mobility systems
Finding mobility

Analysis of relevance: Is the

concepts

concept applicable in the

Ordering of the
concepts

framework of NAMO and

Literature review,

Literature review,

does it contribute to the

expert interviews

expert interviews

goals of NAMO?

Assessment of relevant elements of mobility systems
In depth analysis of important elements

Qualities, and drawbacks of relevant

of mobility systems

elements of mobility systems

Literature review, expert interviews

SWOT-Analysis

Continuously: Project
administration

Synthesis: Suggestions for NAMO

Insights from pervious steps, expert interviews
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Process
Finding and ordering relevant elements of mobility systems

The first steps in the process include the search of elements of mobility systems, the analysis of their
relevance and their ordering. This has to be understood as an iterative process, as e.g. the attempts at
ordering the elements helped in the analysis of their relevance and structured the search for concepts. One
layer higher, the whole process step was also in a circular relation to the next step (assessment of relevant
elements), as new findings there influenced e.g. the ordering schemes and the second step is based on the
first.
To find mobility concepts, an explorative literature review was done, but some ideas could be found also
from suggestions from experts during the expert interviews. The first ordering schemes structured the task
of finding elements of mobility system, as it allowed to see in which fields research could be necessary or
interesting. In this explorative process, firstly all kind of elements of a mobility system were collected, but
the huge number of findings made it necessary to focus on some aspects. As the most important element
for NAMO, passenger transport modes were chosen: All elements that are actually transporting people and
not only those helping to transport them.
Once collected, the findings need to be analysed: As explained before, the
focus is on transportation modes, so it has to be investigated first, if the
elements actually are transportation modes. To be able to judge if an
element is a transportation mode or not, a clear definition of what we
understand by transportation modes and an overview of where we can
locate transportation modes inside the field of transportation is needed.
Through that, also the field which the ordering scheme net to cover can be
set. In a second filter, it was judged if the transportation modes are
interesting for NAMO. Despite of status quo modes, which per se are
interesting as a base line, this means roughly speaking that they should be
applicable and testable in existing Swiss suburban settlements and that they
are improving the system towards more sustainability – so that they are
meeting the goals of NAMO. Transportation modes that went through this
filter are further distinguished by their importance; as it is not feasible to
investigate all found transportation modes in depth. Modes for specific
functions and modes with very limited potential were assigned a low
importance. Transportation modes that went through all three filters
(illustrated in Figure 3) are assessed in the second process step.

Figure 3: The filtering process

Parallel to the work of searching transportation modes and examining their relevance, ordering schemes are
looked for and tested. Possible ordering criteria are found through reviewing existing schemes of other
researchers such as the fit-stretch approach for transportation technologies from Elzen (2001), the well-
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known avoid-shift-improve trinity (Dalkmann & Brannigan, 2007; Neuenschwander & Walter, 2005;
Schweizer Akademie der Technischen Wissenschaften, 2003) or the stage of a concept (e.g. National Society
of Professional Engineers, 1990; Stage-Gate, 2010). Further ideas were derived from the expert interviews as
well as investigating the collection of the elements of mobility systems according to their similarities and
main differences.
By establishing a meaningful ordering scheme, the first research question is answered. According to the
research questions, the ordering scheme will be meaningful if it makes the use of the transportation mode
in suburban regions and in NAMO obvious. We should therefore be able to see, whether or not we can use
the transportation mode for e.g. shopping, commuting, transporting goods etc. from the ordering scheme.
The rational behind this hard work of establishing a meaningful ordering is threefold: Firstly, it helps to
guide the explorative part of this thesis, as it becomes clearer in what field transportation modes may still
be missing. Secondly, it facilitates to see the connections and similarities between the concepts at first
glance. This leads to the third reason: It is also easier for the reader of this thesis to get an overview through
a meaningful ordering.

2.1.2

Assessment of relevant elements of mobility systems

The previous step leads to a list of concepts, which should be described in depth as well as providing a
means of ordering them. However, during this second step new insights led both to changes in the selection
of transportation modes and the ordering structure.
The second process step includes a description and evaluation of important transportation modes in order
to be able to answer the second research question. It again based on a literature review and on insights
gained from the expert interviews. In the process it became clear, that it is easier to describe the underlying
elements of transportation modes separately. This way a distinction between a hybrid-motor driven bus and
a conventional motor driven bus as a transportation mode isn’t necessary, but allows them to be
summarized by e.g. the transportation mode ”classical public transportation”. The focus can therefore lie on
emerging holistic issues when describing the transportation mode. Still, differences based on e.g. engine
technologies can be considered in the element description.
To make the descriptions comparable, a set of criteria that can be applied to all elements and transportation
modes had to be found. These criteria were defined at the beginning of the in-depth analysis, which helped
to structure the process. They then were continuously adapted during the data collection by reviewing the
found attributes. They are presented in chapter 3.2.2. To give a first evaluation of the transportation and
their elements, a SWOT-Analysis was performed, which uses the information from the literature review and
the expert interviews.

2.1.3

Synthesis

This final process step uses the knowledge elaborated in the previous steps and additional information of
expert interviews on technologies and transportation modes that should be applied in NAMO as they are
advantageous, but need further research opportunities to be spread wider. It answers the last research
question: Which concepts are best suited to be tested in a project like NAMO?
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To draw the conclusion, different approaches were combined illustrated in Figure 4. First it has to be
identified what NAMO can offer. This is based on 1.3 and Box 1. Then it has to be discussed, which
transportation modes and elements should ideally spread from a sustainability point of view, which can be
based on the insights from the SWOT analysis and the expert interviews. From the descriptions we can
summarize what kind of further research on transportation modes is needed. Finally, the intersection of
these different approaches will reveal the most suitable transportation modes and elements.

Figure 4: The different approaches in the process step ”synthesis”
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2.2 Methods
2.2.1

Literature review

Literature review was used in the process steps one and two for finding, ordering, describing and evaluating
transportation modes and their elements. The literature review was mainly internet-based; sources are
papers, reports and websites. These are not always scientific sources, so importance was laid on the
reliability of the sources. Especially the first ordering schemes facilitated the literature review in the
explorative first phase by providing some structure and orientation.

2.2.2

Expert interviews

Information from semi-structured expert interviews helped in the first process step for finding concepts and
ordering them, in the second step for the description of the important transportation modes and to get
insights into their qualities and drawbacks and finally for some ideas for the synthesis.
Semi-structured expert interviews are defined as interviews that are held because of an objective interest
and are conducted with experts. Experts are thereby defined as people that have long-time experience in
the topic of the interview. On the other hand, if the interview should go beyond some well-known banalities,
it is crucial that also the interviewer understands the basics of the topic. Through the study of the topic
some guiding questions will be derived and hypotheses about possible answers may be constructed. The
interview is prepared through an interview-guide consisting of question blocks for the different subtopics. It
will be recorded and at least summarised through keywords in the following analysis (Mieg & Näf, 2005).
Interviewees were mainly experts that are involved in the NAMO project, but to cover all kind of
transportation modes, also some external experts were interviewed. In total 15 experts were interviewed,
whereof three are experts of the carmaker VW (see Table 2). To avoid a dominance of their opinions these
were summarized as one opinion. Experts were approached via email and phone, to inform external experts
about NAMO a project description was provided (see appendix). The interviews were held face-to-face and
one time via phone and were structured by interview-guidelines (see appendix). They took about one hour,
were always structured in a similar way and have two main parts: In the first general part, the field of
expertise oft the interviewee is asked, opinions about the ordering principle of the transportation modes
and which transportation modes or elements should ideally be spread in the future in Swiss suburban
regions. The latter serves for generating ideas for the synthesis. In the second part of the interview, which
differed depending on how specialised experts were, specific questions to transportation modes and
elements were asked. This was done according to the criteria found in the in-depth analysis and served to
get information for the description and the SWOT-Analysis.
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Table 2: Overview of interviewed experts
Expert

Organisation/Position

Field of expertise

Locality and date of
interview

Experts of VW:
Professor Form,
Mr. Mertens and
Mr. Stauss

Researchers of Volkswagen AG,
German car company

Cars, motors, fuels,
construction, automatic
driving

Wolfsburg, 28.3.2011

A. Burgener

Auto-schweiz, managing
director

Cars, sales and
developments in
Switzerland

Bern, 12.1.2011

C. Beglinger

Transportation consumer
organisation VCS, head
transport policy division

Transportation in general,
focus on public
transportation, low- or
non motorized
transportation modes

Bern, 22.2.2011

D. Bresch

SwissRe, head sustainability &
emerging risk management
division

Transportation in general

By phone, 31.1.2011

G. Zanoletti

Elite rent-a-car, CIO

Cars, Sharing, renting

Geneva, 23.2.2011

H. Gautschi

Toyota, environmental officer

Cars: Different fuels and
propulsion technologies

Safenwil, 20.1.2011

J. Pauli

Mobility academy of the
automobile club TCS, researcher

Transportation in general,
electric propulsion,
transport planning

Zurich, 10.2.2011

J. Wick

Journalist, car expert

Transportation in general,
focus on cars

Oberrieden, 13.1.2011

L. Guzzella

ETH, Professor

Improvement of ICE, other
motors, fuels, lightweight,
automatic driving

Zurich, 7.1.2011

P. Hofstetter

WWF Switzerland

Transportation in general

Zurich, 2.2.2011

R. Lorenzi

Federal Office for Spatial
Development ARE, head
transport policy division

Transportation in general,
focus on low or nonmotorized transportation,
public transportation,
transport infrastructure

Zurich, 28.1.2011

S. Kaufmann

Kamoo electrocars, CEO

Electric cars, electric
motor, batteries

Schlieren, 28.1.2011

S. Schneider

Jud AG, managing director

Transportation in general,
Transportation planning

Zurich, 28.1. 2011
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SWOT Analysis

The SWOT-Analysis (= Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats) uses data from the literature
review and the expert interviews. It is used in the second process step to give a first evaluation of the
selected transportation modes and their elements.
The SWOT-Analysis is an instrument that is often applied in projects or in companies to gain a quick
overview of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats. Usually the strengths and weaknesses of the
current internal situation, e.g. inside the company, are listed first. Then, external opportunities and threats
for the future are derived or listed. The next step that could be conducted then would be the creation of
ideal strategies when combining two of the four fields. It should be for example possible in the combination
of strengths and risks to reduce risks by using the strengths (Controllling-Portal.de, 2010; Frischknecht &
Schmied, 2003). However, as the goal of the SWOT-Analysis is not the improvement of transportation
modes and elements but to evaluate and compare them, this second step is not conducted in this thesis.
The question may arise, why not a more structured and aggregating method is used to evaluate the mobility
systems, like e.g. the value benefit analysis (Frischknecht & Schmied, 2003). There are a couple of answers to
this: First, it may neither be feasible nor fair to compare all transportation modes directly. Every mode may
be useful in different fields of transportation. There also won’t be a single solution, but possible solutions,
which are most probably combinations of transportation modes. Also, in more aggregating methods there
the question of who is evaluating is very important, and so far the really direct involved stakeholder, the
suburban community, has even not yet be defined as the project locality is not yet defined. That is why for
this thesis an easy to understand overview and initial evaluation is chosen and presented. This can later be
used to help selecting definite solutions by stakeholders setting their own priorities.
To apply the SWOT-Analysis to transportation modes and their elements, a clear definition is necessary of
what internal and external attributes are and future influences. So for this master thesis, all attributes that
are inherent in today’s elements or transportation modes and their direct influences are defined as
strengths or weaknesses. Attributes in relation to other elements, transportation modes or possible
combinations thereof, possible future developments of the element or mode and everything that could
happen when they are applied, are considered to be opportunities or threats. On the other hand, everything
that has happened and been already applied can be understood as a direct influence of today’s
characteristics and will therefore appear as a strength or weakness.
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3 Assessing transportation modes for NAMO
This chapter explains firstly the term transportation mode, which is the focus element in this thesis of
mobility systems. This is done in relation to other aspects of mobility and by looking into transportation
modes and analysing its elements. Afterwards, how transportation modes can be ordered in a meaningful
way und how they can be assessed to allow comparisons is discussed. Then, the actual assessment of
transportation modes and their subunits is done, aiming to give an overview of the most important issues.
Finally, we analyse which transportation modes are best suited for testing in projects like NAMO.

3.1

Embedding and itemization of transportation modes

Transportation modes are firstly located in a wider framework of mobility – the mobility system – and then
analysed to reveal its elements. We therefore start a journey from an overarching synthetic view to an
analysist’s view.

3.1.1

Transportation modes are embedded in mobility systems

We all know what is meant in daily life with mobility or transportation. However, what we see every day is
only a tiny part of a whole system. Transportation – defined as a change of location of an object in a defined
system (Ammoser & Hoppe, 2006) – is what we mostly observe, but to be able to transport we often need
an extensive transport infrastructure. Also the way we built our environment – dense or disperse
settlements – and different kinds of non-material factors – financial resources, laws – influence the
availability and choice of our transportation modes. Putting these very different elements all together, we
get a mobility system.
These mobility systems, involving all elements determining our spatial mobility, are specific for each
location and time. Figure 5 gives an overview of these elements.

Figure 5: Elements of a mobility system
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In the centre we have the most visible transportation modes, which finally ensure our mobility. We thereby
also include the form in which the transportation means are used: As a fix line public transport, as a tax, as a
shared vehicle and so on. The transportation modes are the core of all mobility systems, but highly
dependent on the surrounding components, most apparently on the transport infrastructure, which
involves stationary infrastructure as roads, traffic lights or stations but also institutional infrastructure such
as schedule planning or information technology applications. In the outer ring we have five sometimes
overlapping elements that influence the choice and the available transportation means (largely adapted
from Dalkmann & Brannigan, 2007). They can be called incentives, as they principally influence the
specification of the transportation means and/or the transport infrastructure. However, in the case of
spatial planning, it is obvious that also the transportation means largely influence the way of spatial
planning if we think about the settlement development along railways and the possibility of more disperse
settlements through the introduction of the car.
The incentives are classified as:
-

Spatial planning, involving measures such as roadway connectivity, car free residential areas or
transit oriented development (TOD).

-

Regulation with measures like speed reduction zones or anti-pollution laws that push towards
desired states of the system.

-

Financial incentives include negative incentives like road pricing or positive ones like cheap public
transportation fares.

-

Improving offers that enhance spreading of the use of transportation means by adding a new or
strengthening an existing benefit. Examples are a combined ticket for car sharing and public
transportation or the Guaranteed Ride Home (GRH) – when normally used transportation is not
working a ride home through e.g. taxi is guaranteed and free – that makes e.g. public traffic more
attractive (Victoria Transport Policy Institute, 2010).

-

Promotion is the communication of the attractiveness of the alternatives and their incentives.
These include campaigns for specific transportation modes or more neutral information centres.

A more extensive overview of some incentives can be found in the appendix on page 142. Important to
notice is, that if we want to reduce traffic according to the trinity of reduce-shift-improve, mainly this outer
ring of incentives gives us the means to do it. However, in the further proceeding we concentrate on
transportation modes, as they are the core elements of every mobility system and because of limited time.
Implications on transportation infrastructure are thereby also regarded, but not mentioned separately
although systems liked shared parking spaces, car stackers or roundabouts can significantly alter the
mobility system.
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Transportation modes combine elements of the form and of technology

When we look inside transportation modes, we can see that they again consist of mostly clearly
distinguishable elements. These elements can be firstly divided into two categories: Elements of the used
technolo g y and elements of the realised for m. Figure 6 shows the different elements worked with in this
thesis.

Figure 6: The elements of a transportation mode and the directly linked one ”traffic lane”, distinguished by elements of
the technology and elements of the form.

In the category of technology we have important elements that describe the material features of a vehicle
that is used: The various energy carriers that can be used to provide the necessary energy for movement,
the used drive train, the size of the vehicle, the way the vehicle is constructed (if it is at all a vehicle) e.g. light
weight construction or heavy construction and the way the vehicle is driven, whereby this item involves
features like automated driving and chauffeured service, so clearly it is not pure technological. The mode of
driving has however always very direct implication on technology. Finally in this category we have the
element “traffic lane” where it can be argued that it is actually not part of the transportation mode, but of
the transport infrastructure. It is also included in this analysis as an element, as transportation modes
cannot be thought of without the surface they drive on. Other infrastructures as organisation infrastructure
or parking spaces are not that central, but they will be considered in the further analysis.
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The category of the form consists of five elements only which should reflect the most important “soft”
issues for users, drawing from ideas of (Vuchic, 2007) and the interviews: There is the ownership of the
transportation mode, the business model used (renting, private use or just a fare) and the item starting
point defines where we can start the trip with the transportation mode. Then we have the flexibility of the
route, i.e. where we can go with the transportation mode, and when we can use the transportation mode –
the availability. Thereby it is important to notice that flexibility has multiple aspects: Firstly, we call it
flexible if we can go with a transportation mode to an exact destination of our desire. But we call it also kind
of flexible if we can go with a transportation mode as far as we want. So we have flexibility in distance and
flexibility in the path.
A transportation mode can be defined by specifying these described elements. However, two or more
specifications of a technological element are sometimes possible (e.g. gasoline or natural gas as an energy
carrier) for the same transportation modes. This is different for the specifications of elements of the form,
where each transportation mode has mostly only one specification in one element. For the later description
of transportation modes we therefore define: A transportation mode is defined by the specification of its
elements of the form and technology. The specifications of the elements of the form are thereby exact for
each element despite of one; the elements of technology can have various specifications.
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3.2 Discussing transportation modes in a structured way
It is not only important to have a clear idea of what we speak, what has been the topic in the last chapter,
but also on how we speak of it. In the scientists world this should always happen in a structured way.
Therefore this sections aims to show how transportation modes firstly are ordered and then assessed in a
standardized way in this master thesis.

3.2.1

An ordering of transportation modes according to functionality for the user

Before we dug into transportation modes, we need to have an ordered overview to be able to relate things.
How things are ordered always depends on the one who orders them i.e. what is important for him.
Transportation modes are here no exceptions. Ordering will and should always be functional.
There are, however, some common known ordering schemes: First of all, transportation modes are ordered
according to where they are used: On land, on water or in the air. Then there is often made a distinction
between public transportation and motorized individual transportation, and potentially as third category
slow speed non-motorized travelling. As we will see later, this distinction is, as many others, also not exact
and not always useful, or where do we put personal rapid transit (PRT, see 3.3.3.7) systems and where eBikes?
If we want to focus on how to diminish environmental impacts of transportation modes, we can use the
trinity of whether the measures avoid, shift or improve transportation (modes). Thereby ”avoid” means that
as less transportation as possible is the goal including substitution of trips and distance reduction. ”Shift” is
the switch from (often) unsustainable motorized individual transportation to public transfer or nonmotorized transportation and ”improve” means improvement of efficiency or general sustainability of the
transportation modes (Dalkmann & Brannigan, 2007; Neuenschwander & Walter, 2005; Schweizer
Akademie der Technischen Wissenschaften, 2003). This ordering system is not only made for transportation
modes but also for other measures inside mobility systems, that is why transportation modes mostly are in
the shift or improve category. IN addition it is not always very clear, which category is suitable or if both are,
e.g. if we look at the eBike.
Consequently, although improving sustainability performance is one goal of the NAMO project, in this
thesis a different ordering is done, which does not primarily serves measurement of sustainability
performance, but those finally using the transportation modes by describing the possible use of the
transportation mode. Such an ordering for the user allows on one side this most important stakeholder to
get an overview which is easy to understand, on the other hand we can check with such an ordering if we
finally have transportation modes serving all functions in the new mobility system that will be tested in
NAMO.
What do users want to know about transportation modes? Many of them would want to know for which
functions they could use it (see also 3.2.2) such as shopping, commuting, get around in free time etc. As
transportation modes often fulfil many functions, and therefore ordering will be blurred, closely related
elements are taken: Where we can go with transportation modes and when it is available– the flexibility of
the route and the availability (illustrated in Figure 7).
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Figure 7: Ordering of the transportation modes: firstly through availability: time, then flexibility: route and inside this
sections according size

We assume that these are the most important items describing functionality, although space for goods
transportation or driving pleasure may be also important. There are actually also transportation modes
serving only one or two functions, due to the subsequently minor importance these are however not
discussed in-depth. We will see now that if we can take the element availability: time and flexibility: route
for ordering, we naturally also could take any other combination of elements for ordering, depending on
what function the ordering should serve.
With this ordering, we did not do any differentiation between public transportation and private (motorized)
transport. This is done consciously, as not once again the non-existing duality emerging out of those two
ordering principles and their advantages and disadvantages should be the topic, but how to combine
elements of both for a better system.

3.2.2

Overarching criteria for a standard assessment of transportation modes and their
elements

After ordering transportation modes and their elements those should also be described in a standardized
manner so that they can be compared. This is done by criteria which should cover all important aspects and
can be applied to all transportation modes and elements. Those criteria are:
•

Possible functions

•

Preconditions

•

Technical data

•

Costs

•

Comfort

•

Handling

•

Social and psychological issues

•

Environmental impact

•

Connections to other systems

However, these criteria are only described in each element respectively transportation mode if the criteria is
also significantly affected. If nothing is mentioned in a description of an element/transportation mode for a
criterion, it implies that there are no important issues concerning that criterion. In the proceedings,
elements as well as transportation modes are described. Thereby the description of transportation modes is
done that way that only holistic issues are discussed; inherent issues of their element specifications are only
discussed in the element description. In the following, the criteria and their contents are explained.
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Possible Functions
Contents: Which functions are served? Flexibility of route, leisure activities, commuting, shopping, going on
holiday, luggage & goods transport, status & style, driving pleasure?
This key criterion describes for what transportation modes can be used. Mostly they are used to be able to
reach destinations, where actual needs can be served. Saying it plainly, they are then not desired, but are
helping to fulfil functions necessary for life like e.g. commuting only helps to be able to get money.
Different, because here the transportation modes serve an actual desire, are the function driving pleasure
and status & style. Daily mobility of people in Switzerland is dominated by travelling for leisure activities
(45%), followed by commuting to work and school (27%) and shopping (11%) (Bundesamt für Statistik (BFS),
2007).
Functions are also the base of the elements availability: time and flexibility: time taken for ordering
transportation modes (see 3.2.1). Although that at best the ordering should make clear at first glance for
which functions transportation modes can be used, the specifications of this elements can only indicate if in
the end a transportation mode can be used for leisure activities, commuting, shopping, going on holidays
etc. As this finally desired functions are not defined by discrete values in flexibility and availability. Instead
there are just more or less suitable element specifications depending on functions. Additionally, possibility
of transporting luggage & goods also influences possible functions, and naturally driving pleasure and
status & style have been left out when only looking at these two elements. Figure 8 shows the ranges of
requirements at flexibility, availability and space for luggage & goods of transportation modes according to
the functions they serve. It visualizes, that possible functions as such cannot serve as an ordering principle.

Figure 8: Requirements (blue fields) at transportation modes for fulfilling different functions: travelling to/for leisure
time, going to work or study, to shop or on holidays.

Preconditions
Contents: Necessary infrastructure, laws, density of population or users, other transportation modes,
technology research, knowledge & skills of the user
This criterion describes preconditions of elements or transportation modes, if there are any. As precondition
we define everything, that is not given anyway in Swiss suburban municipalities for the specific element or
transportation modes. So if as back up transportation mode some classical public transportation is needed
this would not be mentioned, as this will be the case anyway, but if separated guide-ways are needed, this is
mentioned.
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Technical data
Contents: Range, speed, kind of energy used, storage type, efficiency:
Technical data are explained in this criterion: Speed and range influences the possible functions, efficiency is
most important in connection with environmental issues. Efficiency is thereby described in different ways,
depending on element respectively transportation modes. At the highest level, we understand efficiency as
energy used per person and distance. As this definition cannot be used when describing e.g. a drive train, we
also use other efficiency definitions describing energy losses: Well-to-wheel, well-to-tank, tank-to-wheel and
efficiency of the storage process.

Costs
Contents: Availability, costs for provider or producer, investment costs, running costs
In this criteria firstly availability of the element specification or transportation mode is discussed, as this
decides over the possibility to buy it at all and accuracy of data or possible coming price reduction, if e.g. only
very few models are available by now. Then, costs for the provider of transportation modes or producer of
elements are discussed if essential, followed by investment costs and running costs from a user perspective.

Comfort
Contents: Possible activities during transport, weather influences etc.
Within this criterion influences on comfort through the transportation mode or the element are described:
If, for example, people need to pay attention to the street or if they can even work during transportation, if
they have to wait for the transportation mode in the rain or if they do not need to step outside buildings to
get to it.

Handling
Contents: Necessary handling during transport and before or after transport
This criterion describes, whether any action such as getting a ticket, booking or tanking is required before,
during or after transport. Also less regular tasks as maintenance are hereby included.
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Social and psychological issues
Content: Access, liveability, noise, health, safety, social contacts, pattern of thoughts
A range of issues is included in this criterion. It is examined who could have access to the transportation
mode (or maybe element). Access can be restricted due to high investment costs or running costs, abilities
or skills. Secondly, with liveability we understand how the transportation mode or the elements affect other
functions provided by land and infrastructure nearby; one subsection is thereby noise. Safety issues are
considered in this criterion, also from a psychological point of view, as well as how much social contacts are
necessary, without giving a judgement on it. If there are some well-known patterns of thoughts about the
transportation mode or the element, it is also mentioned here.

Environmental impact
Content: Land use, emissions during transport and CO2, emissions during lifetime, use of (rare) material,
impacts during production and disposal and other
This broad criterion mainly includes impacts on the environment like emissions, land use or material use.
The efficiency discussed in the criterion ”Technical data” will thereby have an important influence.

Connections to other systems
Content: Connections to other element (specifications), transportation modes, systems
Here connections to other topics are mentioned, whether they influence, enhance or restrict the discussed
element or transportation mode. Some important connections are actual combinations of two elements or
transportation modes, those are discussed separately.
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3.3 Assessment of transportation modes and element specifications
Before starting with the actual assessment, firstly how it was decided to choose or not to choose a certain
transportation mode or element specification is explained. Then element specifications such as building
blocks of transportation modes are discussed, which lastly allows concentrating on holistic issues emerging
when combining those specifications to transportation modes. These holistic considerations of
transportation modes together with a SWOT analysis including important aspects of their element
specifications is done in the last section of this chapter.

3.3.1

Choice of transportation modes and their element specifications

The explorative research in papers, journals, books and World Wide Web revealed plenty of transportation
modes, transport infrastructure elements and incentives for transportation modes (see Appendix).
Obviously, not all of these first-time collected concepts should and can be further investigated. Firstly, the
focus is on transportation modes and their elements, other parts of mobility systems are not further
discussed. Secondly, transportation modes that do not meet the requirements for the project can be left
aside. Three main criteria can be derived from the attributes of NAMO, which decide over the fate of the
transportation modes when it comes to further investigation and description:
• Sustainability: Transportation modes (or elements of them), which are not sustainable, would contradict
the goals of the project and should not be further investigated. Obviously, whether a transportation
mode/element is sustainable is quite hard to judge in a short time. As a consequence, those which are
clearly not sustainable are left aside. This is easier to judge, as it is enough to give one reason, e.g. much
more energy consumption or much more land use compared to the Status Quo, to leave the option aside.
• Scope and place of the project: The transportation mode must be appropriate for a suburban region. This
means that it is now use to build a traditional high-capacity metro. The transportation mode has to be
applicable or at least partly applicable for transportation in the range of zero to few kilometres and it has
to make economic sense for population densities between 500 up to 2500 p/km2 (Amt für Raumordnung
und Vermessung, 2010), which are the average densities of Swiss suburban communities.
• Stage of the transportation mode: We cannot implement a vague idea. In the proceeding of an idea to
realisation we need the transportation mode to be at least in a prototype or test phase.
If one of these criteria is not fulfilled by the transportation mode, it will be left aside. The examination of the
collection with this cleaning up criteria leaves behind us transportation modes such as flying cars (not
sustainable, stackable cars (only in concept phase) or bus rapid transit (scope: not suitable /needed in Swiss
suburban regions). Some concepts are of only minor importance but suitable, such elements are shortly
mentioned like additional energy carriers in 3.3.2.1 and transportation modes for specific functions in 3.3.3.11.
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Assessment of element specifications

Figure 9 gives an overview of the considered elements. The following tables will show important aspects of
these element specifications and some important combination of different specification of the same
element are also discussed. Comments on combinations will only highlight emerging issues due to the
combination of two specifications, if not mentioned otherwise, the combination possess the attributes of
each specification logically merged. Fuel cells are considered in the element drive train together with the
electric motor, as a technology on how to feed the electric motor.

Figure 9: Overview of the elements
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3.3.2.1

Energy carriers

Energy carriers supply the transportation modes with the necessary energy. Either there are on board of the transportation mode itself or they are in
undisrupted connection with the transportation mode, having the actual energy reservoir away from the moving object. A range of energy carriers
such as fly wheels, hydraulic hybrid systems or supercapacitors that have not yet been applied broadly and/or are mostly additional as they have
limited storage capacity in connection with low energy densities are not discussed here (Hamilton, 2009; Stecki & Matheson, 2005). However, they
may have their importance in combinations or in some special fields.
Description

Diesel

Gasoline

Natural Gas

Biofuels

Hydrogen

A heavy weight liquid fossil
fuel consisting mostly out
of long carbon-hydrogen
molecules.

A medium weight liquid
fossil fuel consisting
mostly out of medium size
carbon-hydrogen
molecules.

A lightweight gaseous
fossil fuel consisting out of
methane, it is used mostly
as compressed natural gas
(CNG).

A fuel made out of recent
organic material, can be
liquid or gaseous, e.g.
biogas, bio diesel, bio
ethanol, sun fuels (15).

Hydrogen serves as an
energy, whereby hydrogen
has firstly produced
through a real energy
source or existing energy
carrier, e.g. through
electricity or through
reforming of methane.

Could be limited through
available filling stations

Could be limited through
available filling stations

Could be limited through
available filling stations

Filling stations are spread
all over Switzerland, but
the net could still be
denser.

Filling stations, but can
often be used instead of
fossil fuels in the same
tanks and engines.

Net of hydrogen filling
stations, there is a n eggchicken problem (4),
storage in compounds still
in research stage (11, 17)

One tank filling last up to
ca. 400-500 km (1) and
recharging is immediately,
energy density, is reduced
compared to gasoline by
about one third to half (2),
the tank must be specially
built for high pressure
(200-300 bar) and
absolute tight for keeping
the gas. Also energy
needed for compressing,
could be 10-15% of energy
content (11)

Depending on exact fuel,
the same as fossil fuels:
varying, medium to high
energy densities

With fuel cells about 790
km (car of Toyota, 6)
feeding an ICE about the
same as CNG (7): ca 400500 km, immediate
recharging. Storage
technology is demanding
(19), in compounds theoretically high energy
densities (11, 17). Energy is
needed for compressing
like CNG or for
liquefaction.

Possible functions
Flexible routes (e.g.
leisure activities),
Preconditions
Infrastructure, laws,
technology, other
systems
Technical data
Range, kind of energy
used, storage,
efficiency (incl. Energy
for tank construction)

One tank filling last more
than 1000 km and
recharging is immediately,
highest energy density of
all fuels (3), as liquid only
few energy is needed to
construct the simple tank.

One tank filling last up to
1000 km and recharging is
immediately, has a very
high energy density and is
simple to store compared
to other energy carriers (1)
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Costs
Availability, running
costs, investment costs

Diesel

Gasoline

Natural Gas

Biofuels

Hydrogen

Fuel costs slightly higher
than gasoline: ca 1.6-1.8
CHF/l (1), fluent, January
2011: 1.79, higher price can
be (partly) compensated
through more efficient ICE
with diesel and slightly
higher energy content per
litre. Future rise in price
probable.

The price per litre gasoline
is fluent, 1.4-1.7 CHF/litre,
January 2011: 1.73, (1), per
kWh kinetic energy at
wheels: 0.8-1 CHF. As oil
reserves get depleted, it
will most probably rise to
some extend in the future
(3), also high taxes on fuel.

Fuel costs about 1.62 - 1.84
CHF/kg (12, 13), but higher
efficiency: cheaper than
gasoline, about 0.6-0.7
CHF/kWH at wheels,
investment costs for tank
are higher than for liquid
fuels, tanking
infrastructure is more
complicated

Divers, biogas is a
component of natural gas
in Switzerland to about
10%, has therefore the
same price (15), investment
in tank depending on form
of fuel

Few products on the
market (3), ca. 0.4 to 1.4
CHF/kWh at wheels
depending on engine
efficiency. Investment
costs for tank are higher
than for liquid fuels,
tanking infrastructure is
more complicated (4), runs
with modified diesel,
gasoline engine (18)

Handling
Before/after transport
Social and
psychological issues
Security, rebound
effects, pattern of
thought
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Considerable more tanking
stops are needed

There are few oilproducing countries,
mostly these are judged to
be in not stable region. The
more sustainable fuel
could lead to the attitude
of not carrying anymore
how much is driven, or
buying larger cars, or
buying at all a car, and
therefore lead to less
impact reduction or even
more. But this effect is not
always found (16).

There are few oilproducing countries,
mostly these are judged to
be in not stable region.

Possible tank explosion are
feared by people (9) but is
technological (almost)
solved. There are few oilproducing countries,
mostly these are judged to
be in not stable region. The
more sustainable fuel
could lead to the attitude
of not carrying anymore
how much is driven, or
buying larger cars, or
buying at all a car, and
therefore lead to less
impact reduction or even
more. But this effect is not
always found (16).

Considerable more tanking
stops are needed

The more sustainable fuel
could lead to the attitude
of not caring anymore how
much is driven, or buying
larger cars, or buying at all
a car, and therefore lead to
less impact reduction or
even more. But this effect
is not always found (16).
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If judged as more
sustainable fuel, it could
lead to the attitude of not
carrying anymore how
much is driven, or buying
larger cars, or buying at all
a car, and therefore lead to
less impact reduction or
even more. But this effect
is not always found (16).
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Diesel

Gasoline

Natural Gas

Biofuels

Hydrogen

NOx and particulate
matter can be many times
higher than with gasoline
when burnt, however new
euro norms and new
technologies oblige to
lower these (5), When
burning, emits
theoretically the most CO2
compared to the other
fossil fuels, due to better
fuel economy CO2
emissions per km is today l
ca 24-33% (well-to-wheel,
6) with an average car

Due to catalyser pollution
when burning in an ICE is
nowadays less a problem
(2, 3, 9) for average cars,
but two-wheeler still emit
a lot. Euro norms push
further improvements (9)
By far the most important
fuel causing the CO2
emissions from
transportation (through
burning in an ICE), which is
ca. 24% of the total CO2
emissions in Switzerland
(7)

Very few pollutants, when
burnt, no particulate
matter, NOx about half
compared to gasoline (5).
When burning, emits the
least CO2 compared to
other fossil fuels, natural
gas can reduces CO2Emissions by about 20-25%
(2), but needs more
material and energy to
construct the tank

Pollutants and material
need depending on form of
fuel, CO2 neutral when
burning, but upstream
processes can produce
more CO2 as gasoline.
When farming for biofuels,
conflicts with food
production may arise and
other land use. Biofuels out
of organic waste hasn't the
problem and is now
promoted (14), but
production is limited. Also
with agriculture for
biofuels, only 10% is
possible in Switzerland (2),

Very few pollutants (11),
only NOx are undesirable
engine out emissions, can
be higher than gasoline
(18), indirect emissions
depending on production
of hydrogen, tank
construction needs more
energy and material as
with liquid fuels

Combination with
electricity from the grid,
battery, compressed air,
mixing with biofuels.
Works with the drive train
ICE, as very high energy
density good for long
distances (flexible route)
and heavy, large vehicles.

Combination with
electricity from the grid,
battery, compressed air,
mixing with biofuels.
Works with the drive train
ICE

Combination with
electricity from the grid,
battery, compressed air,
mixing with biofuels.
Works with the drive train
ICE

Combination with
electricity from the grid,
battery, compressed air,
mixing with fossil fuels.
Works with the drive train
ICE. Can be an alternative
to diesel to use in large,
heavy vehicles.

Mixing with fossil fuels or
biofuels, can improve ICE
efficiency this way and
reduce pollutants, allows
step by step construction
of H2 charging net (11), also
used through fuel cell to
feed an electric motor,
energy density allows use
in large, heavy vehicles (17),
Hybrid electric vehicle (3);

Cleaner combustion

Cleaner combustion

Sustainable production
from sustainable sources

Compounds for high
energy density

Environmental impact
Land use, emissions,
impacts during
production and
disposal

Connections to other
systems
To other specifications,
elements or systems

Research topics
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Diesel

Gasoline

Natural Gas

Biofuels

Hydrogen

Strengths

High energy density and
lower CO2 emissions than
gasoline

High energy density,
standard fuel

Medium energy density
and low emissions

High to medium energy
densities and no CO2
emissions

Medium energy density, no
pollutants when driving,

Weaknesses

CO2 emissions, lot of
pollutants

Highest CO2 emissions,
pollutants

Limited sustainable
resources

Very complicated tank
construction

Opportunities

More efficient alternative
to gasoline, cleaner
combustion, hybridisation

ICE efficiency gains and
hybridisation further drop
emissions,

CO2 emissions,
complicated tank
construction, reduced
range
Clean, efficient alternative
to gasoline, hybridisation

Development of biofuels
could be pushed through
rising oil price (3)

Use in mix with other fuel,
use in fuel cell to produce
electricity

Threads

Shortage of supply,
gasoline made out of coal
without measures to avoid
negative externalities
could enforce the
environmental problems
(3)

Shortage of supply,
gasoline made out of coal
without measures to avoid
negative externalities
could enforce the
environmental problems
(3)

Shortage of supply,
gasoline made out of coal
without measures to avoid
negative externalities
could enforce the
environmental problems
(3)

Unsustainable Production

Unsustainable Production,
egg-chicken problem

Summary

Literature:
1 (Bundesamt für Statistik (BFS), 2011b), 2 (Guzzella, 2009), 3 (Burgener, 2011), 4 (Gautschi, 2011), 5 (Engerer & Horn, 2008), 6 (Sullivan et al., 2004), 7 (Altwegg &
Schnorr, 2010), 8 (KWO, 2010), 9 (Hofstetter, 2011), 10 (ConsumerReports.org, 2008), 11 (Klell, 2010), 12 (gasmobil ag, 2011), 13 (GRAVAG AG, 2011), 14 (Mertens, 2011), 15
(BiomassEnergie, 2010), 16 (de Haan et al., 2006), 17 (Maruscyk, 2010), 18 (White et al., 2006), 19 (Guzzella, 2011), 20 (Pauli, 2011)
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Description

Possible functions
Flexible routes (e.g.
leisure activities),
luggage & goods
transport
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Compressed air

Battery

Electricity from the Grid

Human body substances

Compressed air serves as
an energy carrier, whereby
compressed air has firstly
to be produced through a
real energy source, mostly
it's done through grid
electricity.

A battery is saving
electricity in a chemical
way to use in an electric
motor.

Electricity is retained
directly from the grid, so
the grid serves as energy
carrier.

The source of human
forces: carbohydrates and
lipids stored in the human
body.

Possible all, but reduced
range, due to low energy
density, may be reduced
carrying capacity due to
need for weight reduction
(2), quick charging station
can extend range

Depending on amount of
batteries, which are
expensive. The possible
range of today’s cars is far
enough for the ca. 80% of
the trips (18, 23), quick
charging station or battery
exchangers extend range

Limited freedom through
necessary connection to
electricity transmission
infrastructure

Limited reserves

Fast air filling stations for
long distance, normal
recharge with normal grid
electricity with external or
internal compressor (1),
need parking space with
plugs, is not always given
when street parking, plugs
have to be standardized

To extend the range quick
charger stations (probably
at key points, 18, 23) or
battery exchanger (less
probable to come, 1, 18) are
necessary. For normal
charging connection to
normal grid, with possible
minor adaptations (18) (10,
14) For a start, quick
charging is not necessary
(18). Need parking spaces
that allow to plug the car
to the normal grid are
needed. Plugs have to be
standardized.

Need electricity
transmission
infrastructure

Preconditions
Infrastructure, laws,
technology, other
systems
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Combination: Battery –
fuels for combustion
An electric motor is
combined with an internal
combustion engine. Uses
other batteries than in
electric cars, can be
without external battery
charging (hybrid) or with
(plug-in).
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Technical data
Range, kind of energy
used, storage,
efficiency (incl. Energy
for tank construction)
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Compressed air

Battery

Electricity from the Grid

Human body substances

Combination: Battery –
fuels for combustion

MDI claims with 220kg
weight a range of 220km,
other claim 160, no
independent testing (1, 2),
storage at compression of
about 300 bar, need tight
pressure resistant tank (1),
charging takes with quick
charger some minutes,
normal charging takes
about 1 -5 hours (1), energy
density 5 times lower than
battery (7), low efficiency
through compression,
storage and expansion:
depending on exact
technology about 54%
efficiency losses (4),

Range varies greatly in
direct relation to amount
of batteries. Most
(announced) models have
a range between 100 to
200 km (5), batteries of
eBikes about 45 km (21)
If heating is necessary the
range can be dramatically
reduced (3), charging takes
up to 8h, quick chargers
about half an hour, quick
are battery exchangers
(18), batteries have a low
energy density compared
to fossil fuels: 24 kg
compared to 1 kg diesel for
the same distance (1)

Range only limited through
electricity transmission
infrastructure, energy is
taken directly from the grid
and storage is therefore
practically unlimited, for
calculating efficiency the
energy needed to built up
the connection to the grid
has to be considered

Limited through speed
through muscles power
aided by transformation
technologies

Hybrids cars drive mostly
with fossil fuel ca. 1- 2.5 km
pure electric (14, 34), plugins can drive in a pure
electrical mode ca. 20 – 80
km, but for that it also
needs five times the
battery capacity compared
to today’s hybrids (14, 16,
26),

Products of MDI should
come on the market 2011 (1,
2), on-board tank and air
compressor 6200 CHF
additional to traditional
car, (4), fuel costs of 22
Rappen/kWh (8) and
efficiency of compressed
air motor: 0.58 CHF/kWh
at wheels,

Few pure battery feed
vehicles in larger scale are
available, but bikes,
scooters are coming.
Battery prices are high, ca
618 CHF/kWH (15kWh for
100km for a small car), fuel
costs of 22 Rappen/kWh
(24) with electric motor
efficiency at wheels,
cheaper than gasoline but
with technology spreading
taxes will come (29)

Trolley buses can be found
in several Swiss cities, also
trams and natural trains,
needs investment in
electricity transmission
infrastructure additional to
vehicle has to be
considered, fuel costs of
about 22 Rappen/kWh like
with batteries

Costs
Availability, running
costs, investment costs
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There are some serial
produced hybrids on the
market, few plug ins, but a
range of products will be
available in the next years
(16, 14) Investment is
higher in a hybrid as higher
complexity of construction
and battery prices (14, 31),
lower compared to an
electric car. Lower fuel
prices depending on use of
battery, can with hybrids
sometimes offset higher
investment (14)
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Handling
Before/after transport

Social and
psychological issues
Security, rebound
effects, pattern of
thought

Environmental impact
Land use, emissions,
impacts during
production and
disposal
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Compressed air

Battery

Electricity from the Grid

More charging is needed
as it has limited range, one
have to be ready to some
hours until the tank is
filled again or use quick
charging stations

More charging is needed
as it has limited range, one
have to be ready to wait
some hours or about half
an hour when using quick
charging stations

Charging of battery is
needed when using a plugin

That a compressed air car
can be used for 100% of
the trips is doubted, as
many charging stops are
needed, people want to be
sure that they have
enough energy also for
unexpected situations (18,
29), Rebound effect as with
other sustainable fuels
possible (see biofuels, 36)

Battery could burn in case
of an accident, (29), That a
compressed air car can be
used for 100% of the trips
is doubted, as many
chagrin stops are needed
(7, 14, 23), people want to
be sure that they have
enough energy also for
unexpected situations (18,
29) high price of batteries
challenge marketing (9),
Rebound effect as with
other sustainable fuels
possible (see biofuels, 36)

Still a car for 100% of the
trips (7), Rebound effect as
with other sustainable
fuels possible (see biofuels,
36)

Emission problem is
shifted to power plants,
more electric power than
with battery needed as less
efficient. No emission
when driving, no battery
needed saves rare material
and weight (2), more
energy and material
needed for tank than with
liquid fuels

Emissions shifted to power
plants. Total contribution
of the battery on the
environment 7-15%
depending on method
used (18) and vehicle size,
recycling possible (14), only
small amount of rare
material needed, still in
LCAs batteries are the
reason for worse
performance than fossils in
e.g. human toxicity (26)

Emissions are shifted to
the power plants, energy
and material for
transmission lines have to
be considered

Human body substances

Practically no negative
impacts
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Combination: Battery –
fuels for combustion

A study says, that if with
an average trip length and
95% Swiss power mix plugins with an electric range
of ca 50 km would be
better in all categories
compared to pure electric
cars (22),
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Connections to other
systems
To other specifications,
elements or systems
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Compressed air

Battery

Electricity from the Grid

Human body substances

Is the fuel for compressed
air motor. Hybridisation
with other fuels or
lightweight construction
to overcome low energy
density. Route flexibility is
only flexible in region
without quick chargers.
Needs a lot of sustainable
produced electricity to
produce compressed air, if
it should be a viable
alternative.

Supplies electric motor.
Hybridisation with other
fuels or lightweight construction to overcome low
energy density. Route
flexibility is only flexible in
region without quick
chargers. Sharing or rent a
car would simplify battery
management (18) but
range problems could arise
(38). Needs sustainable
produced electricity to be a
viable alternative, full
electric driving in Switzerland will rise demand
about 14% (15), can be used
to regulate electricity
supply e.g. at peak hours
by connecting with grid
when charging: idea of
smart grid (28), efficiency
of this system can be
doubted (9)

Supplies electric motor.
Can propel also large heavy
vehicle through electricity
(no battery problems), is
track bound therefore
follows fix line without
hybridisation (fuel,
battery). Needs electricity
from sustainable sources
to be a viable alternative.

Supply of human power,
Can be pre-step to use of
hybridisation with electric battery as the only energy
motor as assistance, to
carrier
extend range: Could
extend from flexible in
locality to flexible in region
not flexible route.
Construction needs to be
light.

Testing in real life (2),
efficiency gains in compression, expansion,
customer behaviour:
relative long charging,
range security

Battery capacity: ca 10%
more is possible (21),
Battery life time (29),
Lower battery prices (23)
Quick chargers (18), plug
standardization, customer
behaviour: long charging,
range security

Research topics
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How to promoting use, as
most sustainable source
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Combination: Battery –
fuels for combustion
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Compressed air

Battery

Dominik Ruprecht

Electricity from the grid

Human body substances

Combination: Battery –
fuels for combustion

Summary
Strengths

No CO2 emission, pollution No CO2 emission, pollution No CO2 emission, pollution No negative
during use. Unlike
during use
during use
environmental impacts
batteries very limited
environmental impact
during production of tank
material.

Reduced CO2 emission,
pollution when driving,
unlimited range

Weaknesses

Very low energy density,
Inefficient and therefore
potentially high polluting
production through
electricity
Large extension of
sustainable electricity
production

Still considerable CO2
emission and pollution
when driving depending
on degree of hybridisation,
many components
Seen as alternative where
range is not limited (13)
and still environmental
impact is reduced, raise in
oil price could push
technology

Opportunities

Threads

Use of unsustainable
produced electricity

Low energy density, high
price, some negative
environmental impacts
during production of
battery.
Research achievements in
battery capacity, economy
of scale and other factors
that lower price, 475
CHF/kwh in 2015 is
possible (23), quick
chargers, environmental
friendly battery
production, extension of
sustainable electricity
production
Use of unsustainable
produced electricity, not
seen as viable alternative
as limited range (7, 14, 23)

Track bound technology,
environmental impact
depends on electricity
production, infrastructure
building is necessary
Extension of sustainable
electricity production

Limited range

Use of unsustainable
produced electricity,
inflexibility is seen as
unacceptable

Use is not seen as
comfortable

Awareness of health
issues, combination with
batteries

Literature:
1 (Motor Development International, 2010), 2 (Fairley, 2009), 3 (Chen et al., 2011), 4 (Creutzig et al., 2009), 5 (Gyr, 2010), 6 (Dönitz et al., 2010), 7 (Guzzella, 2011), 8
(ElCom, 2011), 9 (Burgener, 2011), 10 (Ingram, 2010), 11 (International Energy Agency, 2009), 12 (Bullis, 2010), 13 (Wick, 2011), 14 Gautschi (2011), 16 Guzzella (2009), 17
Lorenzi (2011), 18 Kaufmann (2011), 19 (Bertsch, 2010), 20 Schneider (2011), 21 Pauli (2011), 22 (Notter et al., 2010), 23 (Lache et al., 2010), 25 (Biketec AG, 2011), 26 (Althaus
& Gauch, 2010), 27 Zanoletti (2011), 28 Mertens (2011), 29 Form (2011), 31 (Dincer et al., 2006), 32 (Vliet et al., 2010), 33 (Friedrich, 2007
), 34 (Toyota, 2010), 35 (Shireen & Patel, 2010), 36 (de Haan et al., 2006), 37 Hofstetter (2011), 38 Stauss (2011)
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Drive train

The drive train makes the transportation mode move, it convert the energy provided by the energy carriers to kinetic energy.

Description

Internal Combustion
engine
Most of today’s vehicles
work with an internal
combustion engine (ICE),
which converse chemical
energy in work and heat
through burning a
substance with oxygen.

Possible functions
Flexible routes (e.g.
Many drivers like the
leisure activities),
sound of an ICE as typical
commuting, shopping, sound.
going on holiday,
goods transport, status
& style, driving
pleasure
Preconditions
Technology, knowledge Long experience, but wit
& skills of the user
alternative fuels some
adaptation may be
necessary, e.g. low ignition
energies of hydrogen-air
mix (16)
Technical data
Speed, energy carrier
Max. Permissible speed
used, efficiency of drive possible, can use all
train and well-to-wheel combustible energy
carriers when adapted for
it,
At optimum driver train
efficiency with gasoline
around 37% (3, 7), but most
of the time run at partial
load and therefore
44/147

Electric motor

Compressed-air motor

An electric motor propels
the vehicle; it can get
electricity through direct
transmission, from a
battery or from hydrogen
via a fuel cell, which
produces electricity from
hydrogen, emitting only
water. Electric motors
allow regenerative
breaking.

The compressed-air motor Human powered mobility
works similar to an ICE, but through human muscles.
instead of burning
substances to get kinetic
energy, the expansion of
compressed air is used.

Stress-free and
comfortable driving
especially for commuting
due to silence automatic
starting etc., this
additional comfort comes
with costs, but can be
worth it (23)

Different motor sound as
an ICE, despite of that
basically similar

Speed limited and
Comfortable driving as
therefore range: 300with an electric motor
400m for walking, 3-5 km
possible
for biking are people
willing to do is normally
assumed (26), limited good
transport, pleasure of
exercising body

Testing and optimizing
necessary, as between
prototype and serial status

Normal health necessary

The AirPod of MDI has
max. speed of 70 km/h (1),
max. permissible speed
harder to achieve, uses
compressed air as energy
carrier. Tank-to-wheel
efficiency ca. 35% (17),
well-to-wheel efficiency
depending on electricity
source, 11 – 40% (32, 17)

Max. speed about 40km/h
with a bike, efficiency can
be seen as very high, as no
external energy source
needed.

Max. Permissible speed
possible, fast acceleration,
uses electricity from a
battery, the grid or indirect
via fuel cell. Efficiency of
tank-to-wheel ca 80-90%
(15, 16, 17), well-to-wheel
30-80 % depending on
electricity source (3, 17)

Muscles

NSSI Master Thesis 01/11

Hybrid ICE - Electric motor
An electric motor is
combined with an internal
combustion engine. There
are several forms: Range
extender for el. motor,
serial where ICE feeds
battery, parallel and mixed
forms.

Efficiency between those
of electric motor and ICE,
depending on how much
each one is used and in
which form.
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Costs
Availability, cost for
producer, investment
costs, running costs

efficiency of ca. 17% (3),
today’s technology can
improve car efficiency to
ca. 20-25% (2). Use of
diesel brings efficiency of
20% (3), H2 efficiencies
between 17-20 (16), natural
gas slightly worse ones (3)

With fuel cell well-towheel only 9-31% if H2 is
not gained through gas
reforming (3), fuel cell
efficiency: 60-80 % (7)

Long experience, mass
production (1), diesel
motors are and will be
more expensive than
gasoline ones as
complicated treatment of
pollutants (9), more
moving parts as an electric
motor: more maintenance
(16)

Broader application in twowheelers, few larger
vehicles models with only
electric motor (with or
without fuel cell) available.
Price of motor comparable
with ICE (27), fuel cell very
expensive (30, 32), simple
construction of gear box
and motor, less moving
parts, no combustion, but
tires are used up sooner as
torque is higher, all together cheaper maintenance (16)

Comfort
Driving

Handling
Before/after transport
Social and
psychological issues
Noise, health

April 2011
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Between prototype and
serial production. MDI has
vehicles with compressedair motor that should be
ready for larger series (30,
31), similar motor
production as ICE but no
mass production today

None

Comfortable and simple
driving (no gears, smooth,
fast acceleration) (23)

Increased complexity (two
motors) of construction
leads to higher costs,
including fuel costs
investment can sometimes
be offset (see energy
carriers, 3.3.2.1:
combination battery –
fuels for combustion)

Comfortable simple driving
as with electric motor
possible (no gears, smooth,
fast acceleration) (23)

Needs often more
maintenance than an
electric motor

Maintenance need is
reduced compared to an
ICE (16)

Maintenance necessary

Noise of ICE can disturb
people nearby

Silent motor

Rather silent (1)

Silent transportation form,
Enhance health, active
engagement in
transportation affects
people positively (4)
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Internal Combustion
engine

Electric motor

Compressed-air motor

Muscles

Can burn polluting (fossil)
fuels, less efficient the
more pollution, pollution is
direct on street

High efficiency in
combination with
batteries, lower with fuel
cell: Needs less energy
input than ICE. Pollution
away from the street, at
electricity production
locality

Not pollution on street, but None
efficiency like ICE, inclusive
fuel provision most
inefficient technique,
therefore highly
dependent on proper
electricity production

Combination with
compressed air engine:
hybrid pneumatic engine
(35), increase efficiency to
>30% (main engine: ICE,
13), combination with
electric motor combination
(see left column), runs with
al combustible fuels,
construction has to spare
significant space to motor
and air cleaning (29)

Combination with ICE (see
left column), runs with
electricity feed direct
through grid, indirect from
H2 through fuel cell or
from battery. Needs less
space than ICE, new ways
of construction are
possible (29): more interior
room, motor at wheels.
Sale of electric cars can be
done in partnership with
electricity producers (7).
Good for stop-and-go
systems: delivery, post etc.
(29)

Combination with ICE,
parallel or for recharge or
only assisting ICE, can inc
Parallel or ICE for recharge
or assistants of ICE (see
ICE)

Combination with other
propulsion technologies
necessary for larger
distances, only flexible in a
region with hybridisation

Efficiency improvements
can leading to fuel
consumption reduction of
about 20% (3), but people
have to buy it: marketing
for efficient motors is
necessary (1)

Broad application will still
arise some technological
questions (29), Fuel cell
needs further research
(28): Freezing of produced
water (also on street) (8),

Testing and optimizing
necessary, as between
prototype and serial status

How to promote use, as
most sustainable motor

Hybrid ICE - Electric motor

Environmental impact
Emissions, Efficiency

Connections to other
systems
To other specifications,
elements or systems

Research fields
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Reduced emission through
partially use of electric
motor, CO2-Emissions can
be reduced by about 30 to
45% (hybrids, 27, 36,)
Slightly more CO2 and
other environmental
impact during production
(9) through more material
use
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Internal Combustion
engine

Electric motor

Strengths

Proved technology: mass
production, cheap

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Dominik Ruprecht

Compressed-air motor

Muscles

Hybrid ICE - Electric motor

Very efficient engine, good Silent
acceleration, few moving
parts: simple maintenance,
silent, fuel cell would allow
larger ranges

No negative
environmental impacts,
free

Improved efficiency
compared to an ICE, silent
when in electric mode

Inefficient

Fuel cell: very high price,
lowers efficiency

Limited range

Complex construction, not
as efficient as a pure
electric motor

Efficiency improvements
have big potential to
reduce consumption with
minimal costs, so people
around the world could
profit (3)
Use of unsustainable fuels

Mass production can
Combination with ICE to
further lower prices, fuel
boost efficiency
cell: allows to use electric
motor in combination with
fast tanking (29)

Awareness of health
issues, combination with
electric motor

Mass production can lower
prices

Use of unsustainable
produced electricity, fuel
cell: prices stay high

Use is not seen as
comfortable

High prices

Summary

Threads

Inefficient

Use of unsustainable
produced electricity, direct
competition to electric
motor

Literature:
1 Guzzella (2011), Friederich (2007), 3 Guzzella (2009), 4 Hofstetter (2011), 5 (3sat, 2007), 6 KWO (2010), 7 Burgener (2011), 8 (Verkehrs-Club der Schweiz (VCS), 2010), 9
Gautschi (2011), 10 Warren (1998), Bresch (2011), 12 Hofstetter (2011), 13 White, Steeper & Lutz (2006), 14 Pauli (2011), 15 (Notter et al., 2010), 16 Kaufmann (2011), 17
(Creutzig et al., 2009), 18 KWO (2010), 19 (Simons & Bauer, 2010), 21 International Energy Agency (2009), 22 (Bullis, 2010), 23 Wick (2011), 24 Toyota (2011), 27 (Vliet et al.,
2010), 28 Mertens (2011), 29 Form (2011), Motor Development International (2010), 31 Fairley (2009), 32 (Chen et al., 2011), 33 (Creutzig, Papson, Schipper & Kammen,
2009), 34 Gyr (2010), 35 (Dönitz et al., 2010), 36 (Dincer et al., 2006), 37 (Shireen & Patel, 2010)
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Size

The size of a transportation mode can decide its capacity and can influence to a great extend its efficiency. Sheathing/No Sheathing is an issue in the
next chapter Construction, and therefore won’t be evaluated here.
Description

No vehicle

Wheels

Two-wheeler

Minimal dimensions

No vehicle is used.

Some assistance to human
power is given in form of a
very small not sheathed
vehicle (about 1 m2) for
one person which can
assist human power or run
purely with small motors,
but do not use the
principle of bicycling.

A vehicle for one to two
persons, with 2 wheels and
possibility to sit, which can
assist human power or run
purely with small motors,
if human powered it uses
the pedalling action.

Sheathed Vehicles that
A vehicle with sheathing
have largely reduced
for 1-2 persons and with
dimensions compared with more than 2 wheels
an average comparable
vehicle. As an extreme an
only one-person vehicles
using no more space than
for the person to sit is
thinkable.

Long distances are not
possible in a normal time
frame as speed is reduced,
reduced luggage and
goods transport

Reduced space reduces
possibility to transport
goods and luggage

Space to transport goods
can be reduced, to show
status may be not
appropriate

Possible functions
Range, luggage &
Long distances are not
goods transport, status possible in a normal time
& style
frame as speed is reduced,
luggage and goods
transport largely reduced
Technical data
Range, speed,
Speed is reduced, therefore
efficiency measured by in normal time frame also
mass moved per
range, most efficient in
person
terms of mass moved per
person
Costs
Investment costs,
running costs
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No costs

For 1 - 2 Persons

Speed is reduced, therefore Efficient in terms of mass
in normal time frame also moved per person
range, very efficient in
terms of mass moved per
person

Reducing size will also
reduce weight and
therefore less weight per
person is transported, is
therefore more efficient

Mostly less efficient than a
two-wheeler because of
bigger size, more air
resistance, more weight,
but depending on average
occupancy.

Very few costs

Can lower investment
costs, reduced fuel
consumption leads to
reduced fuel costs

Medium investment costs,
depending on exact type.
Investment can be lower
than "for a family" but only
if with this type not
additional vehicles are
needed, reduced running
costs compared to "for a
family"

Small to medium
investment necessary,
efficient form can lead to
less fuel costs

NSSI Master Thesis 01/11
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Social and
psychological issues
Security, liveability,
pattern of thought

Environmental impact
Land use, emissions,
impact during
production and
disposal

Connections to other
systems
To other specifications,
elements or systems

Dominik Ruprecht

No vehicle

Wheels

Two-wheeler

Minimal dimensions

For 1 - 2 Persons

Disadvantage when
accident with larger
vehicles

Disadvantage when
accident with larger
vehicles

Disadvantage when
accident with larger
vehicles, can reduce traffic
jams

Minimising size can reduce
passive safety. People may
have safety doubts when
on the street with
comparable normal size
vehicles (5), can reduce
traffic jams

Disadvantage when
accident with larger
vehicles, in case of an
accident with smaller
vehicles more stable, can
reduce traffic jams

No negative impact

Negligible impact

Needs less space than
bigger sizes. Impacts
during production and
disposal about 1/4 to the
half reduced with the
same no of people
transported (1) compared
to a the size ”for a family”

Reduces the needed space,
reduces overall impact

Needs less space than
bigger sizes, less/more
efficient in terms of
space/person than bigger
sizes depending on
occupancy

Goes hand in hand with:
no cover, muscle-propelled,
manual driving, not track
bound as the only possible
element combinations. It
allows local flexibility of
the route, starting point:
front door

As very light weight it
works well with low
density energy carriers,
especially batteries (easy to
store and recharge) or just
muscles, with no cover,
manual driving, not track
bound, often privately
owned and used makes
sense as small investment
and negligible space
demand

As very light weight it
works well with low
density energy carriers,
especially batteries (easy to
store and recharge) or just
muscles, is not track bound
and is manually driven,
sheathing adds comfort
element (8), often privately
owned and used, as small
investment and negligible
space demand

As reduced weight it can
work well with low density
energy carriers, e.g. the ENV concept of GM (2)

Is not propelled by muscle
power. Optimization of
weight and other
efficiency factors can be
more profitable than with
smaller forms

Factors that enhance use

Factors that enhance use

Factors that enhance use

Marketing research, how
to make minimal
dimensions a trend.
Oppositional opinions
today (5, 7)

When do households (only)
possess a vehicle for 1 -2
people? How to promote
use of this specification

Research topics
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No vehicle

Wheels

Two-wheeler

Minimal dimensions

For 1 - 2 Persons

Strengths

No costs, no negative
environmental impact

Very few costs, very small
negative environmental
impact

Cheap, low environmental
impact

Reduced environmental
impact

Reduced environmental
impact when larger size
occupancy would be low

Weaknesses

Limited range, limited
space for luggage, goods

Limited range, limited
space for luggage, goods

Lower security compared
to larger vehicles, limited
space for goods, luggage

Reduced space

Opportunities

Awareness of health issues Awareness of health issues Combination with electric
motor and batteries

Threads

Use is not seen as
comfortable

Higher environmental
impact when larger size
occupancy would be high,
limited impact reduction
when only 2nd car
Propagation as first car
would significant reduce
environmental impact and
required space
Only use as 2nd car
reduces environmental
benefits

Summary

Use is not seen as
comfortable

Use is not seen as
comfortable

Can enhance more
sustainable low energy
density energy carriers,
development as a trend (7)
Use is not seen as
comfortable (5)

Literature:
1 (Spielmann & de Haan, 2008), 2 (General Motors, 2010), 3 (Sayers, 2011), 4 Burgerner (2011), 5 Wick (2011), 6 Gautschi (2011), 7 Schneider (2011), 8 Form (2011)
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For a family

For 8 - 20 people

For 20 - 100 people

For more than 100 people

Modular car

A vehicle with sheathing
for 3 - 7 persons

A vehicle with sheathing
for 8-20 Persons

A vehicle with sheathing
for 20 - 100 Persons

A vehicle with sheathing
for more than 100 Persons

A car that is constructed
based on different
modules, which can be
added if needed to the
basic motor-tank module
that would fit for 1-2
Persons.

Flexibility of route may be
reduced due to
coordination needs with
other users

Flexibility of route may be
reduced due to coordination needs with other
users, vehicle is not able to
drive to narrow streets

Flexibility of route may be
reduced due to coordination needs with other
users, vehicle is not able to
drive to narrow streets

For vehicle of this size
streets need to have a
certain width. To be
economically to a certain
extend, enough users must
be using the vehicle.

For vehicle of this size
streets need to have a
certain width. To be
economically to a certain
extend, enough users must
be using the vehicle.

Many technological
problems to solve: How to
fit together perfectly the
modules in all circumstances, long lifetime of
elements etc. no concept
realised so far (2, 3)

Possible functions
Flexible routes

Preconditions
Infrastructure,
minimum demand,
technology

Technical data
Efficiency: Number of
user/per size of vehicle

Costs
Investment costs,
running costs

April 2011

Efficiency dependent on
occupancy, if (to some
extend) fully occupied,
more efficient than
comparable smaller forms,
as weight and space per
person will be reduced (4)

Efficiency dependent on
occupancy, if (to some
extend) fully occupied,
more efficient than
comparable smaller forms,
as weight and space per
person will be reduced (4)

Efficiency dependent on
occupancy, if (to some
extend) fully occupied,
more efficient than
comparable smaller forms,
as weight and space per
person will be reduced (4)

Efficiency dependent on
occupancy, if (to some
extend) fully occupied,
more efficient than
comparable smaller forms,
as weight and space per
person will be reduced (4)

Number of user/per size of
vehicle can be always
adjusted to optimum

Medium investment costs

Medium to high
investment costs, reduced
fuel costs if economical
occupancy, maintenance
of fewer, but larger
vehicles

High investment costs,
reduced fuel costs if
economical occupancy,
maintenance of fewer, but
larger vehicles

High, educed fuel costs if
economical occupancy,
maintenance of fewer, but
larger vehicles

Higher investment than
vehicles of similar maximal
size (3), reduced fuel costs
due to better ratio persons
/ weight, but probably
more maintenance
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For 8 - 20 people

For 20 - 100 people

For more than 100 people

Modular car

Can reduce traffic jam
(when good occupancy),
disadvantage when
accident with larger
vehicles, in case of an
accident with smaller
vehicles more stable, social
contacts are enforced

Can reduce traffic jam
(when good occupancy),
disadvantage when
accident with larger
vehicles, in case of an
accident with smaller
vehicles more stable, social
contacts are enforced

Can reduce traffic jam, in
case of an accident with
smaller vehicles more
stable, social contacts are
enforced

Dependent on occupancy.
Bigger sizes with high
occupancy are able to have
a smaller environmental
impact than smaller forms
with sheathing, especially
on land use.

Dependent on occupancy.
Bigger sizes with high
occupancy are able to have
a smaller environmental
impact than smaller forms
with sheathing, especially
on land use.

Dependent on occupancy.
Bigger sizes with high
occupancy are able to have
a smaller environmental
impact than smaller forms
with sheathing, especially
on land use.

Dependent on occupancy.
Bigger sizes with high
occupancy are able to have
a smaller environmental
impact than smaller forms
with sheathing, especially
on land use.

More material need,
eventually more space for
additional modules, but
better ratio of user /
weight transported,
therefore reduced
emissions per person.

Is not propelled by muscle
power. Optimization of
weight and other
efficiency factors can be
more profitable than with
smaller forms. Renting can
be economical if not used
often.

Is not propelled by muscle
power. Optimization of
weight and other
efficiency factors can be
more profitable than with
smaller forms. Renting or
paying a fare. Owner is
often a company or a
community.

Diesel, or alternative
biofuels, hydrogen or
electricity from the grid are
preferable fuels for this
size. Today mostly diesel
(5). Not propelled by
muscle power.
Optimization of weight
and other efficiency factors
can be more profitable
than with smaller forms.
Mostly as vehicle in public
transport, therefore users
pay a fare. Owner is a
company or a community.

Diesel, or alternative
biofuels, hydrogen or
electricity from the grid are
preferable fuels for this
size. Is not propelled by
muscle power.
Optimization of weight
and other efficiency factors
can be more profitable
than with smaller forms.
Mostly as vehicle in public
transport, therefore users
pay a fare. Owner is a
company or a community.
Door-to-door transport is
not done with this size.

Is not propelled by muscle
power. Optimization of
weight and other
efficiency factors can be
more profitable than with
smaller forms. Renting of
additional modules is
thinkable.

Social and
psychological issues
Liveability, security,
Disadvantage when
social contacts, pattern accident with larger
of thought
vehicles, in case of an
accident with smaller
vehicles more stable.
Allows to take the whole
family on the trip, a fit for
all solution, often car
purchasing is done
according to that principle
(2)
Environmental impact
In general

Connections to other
systems
To other specifications,
elements or systems
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Research topics
Factors that enhance
occupancy

Factors that enhance
occupancy

Factors that enhance
occupancy

Factors that enhance
occupancy

Many technological
challenges

For a family

For 8 - 20 people

For 20 - 100 people

For more than 100 people

Modular car

Strengths

Size fit for 100% trips of a
family

Sound for medium
transport demand

High transport capacity

Very high transport
capacity

Optimal occupancy
reduces fuel consumption
and space on streets

Weaknesses

Less efficient even with
Needs coordination
high occupancy than larger between people
sizes

Needs streets with a
certain width, needs
coordination between
people

Needs streets with a
certain width, needs
coordination between
people

Opportunities

High occupancy
diminishes environmental
impact.

Threads

Weak occupancy leads to
weak environmental
performance.

Reduces environmental
impact with sound
occupancy more than
smaller forms with
sheathing, especially land
use
Necessary social interactions are perceived as
negative. Weak occupancy
leads to very weak environmental performance.

More expensive as similar
normal (max.) sizes, extra
parking spaces for extra
modules (3), extra material
and therefore energy use
for production
Perceived as future trendy
technology

Reduces environmental
impact with sound
occupancy more than
smaller forms with
sheathing, especially land
use
Necessary social interPerceived as complicated
actions are perceived as
negative. Weak occupancy
leads to very weak environmental performance.

Summary

Reduces environmental
impact with sound
occupancy more than
smaller forms with
sheathing, especially land
use
Necessary social interactions are perceived as
negative. Weak occupancy
leads to weak environmental performance.

Literature:
2 Mertens (2011), 3 Form (2011), 4 Stauss (2011), 5 Vuchic (2007)
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3.3.2.4
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Construction

Construction influences mainly weight and therefore needed energy to move the transportation mode. It also highly influences (perceived) security
and comfort.

Mode of operation

Possible functions
Flexible routes (e.g.
leisure activities),
luggage & goods
transport, status &
style
Preconditions
Technology, laws, other
elements and systems,
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No vehicle

No sheathing

Extreme light weight
construction

No use of special material
for transportation.

Vehicles without
sheathing, which have
therefore highly reduced
weight (open sport cars are
not part of this element).

The construction of the
vehicle is changed to reach
a drastic reduction of
weight; this might affect
safety and comfort
standards of today. Despite
of that also optimization of
aerodynamics and rolling
friction will occur.

Without assistance of
some transport vehicle,
speed is greatly reduced;
therefore range is reduced
to destinations in a range
of some kilometres in
reasonable time.

Space to transport goods is Weight of baggage will be
reduced, things are
more decisive in a light
exposed to weather.
weight construction, light
weight construction is
used today for sport cars
(3)

Optimization of weight,
aerodynamics and rolling
friction
Weight, aerodynamics and
rolling friction are
optimized without
affecting current safety
and comfort standards.

Without communication
technologies to avoid
accidents beforehand
(technology of automatic
driving) safety cannot be
maintained for a
reasonable price, conflicts
then also with laws (8), or
cheap light weight
material has to be found

NSSI Master Thesis 01/11

Standard - robust
A construction that is
optimized for high passive
security and low price.
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No vehicle

No sheathing

Extreme light weight
construction

Optimization of weight,
aerodynamics and rolling
friction

Standard - robust

Reduced weight compared
to vehicles with sheathing,
leads to less energy use per
person transported

Range could be increased
due to fuel savings. Weight
can be reduced to 800 kg
(50% of an average today
car) with safety measure
reduction or large cost
increase. 1% weight
reduction leads to ca. 0.7%
reduced need of
mechanical energy, with
optimization of rolling
friction and aerodynamics
a reduction of about 50%
compared to an average
car of today can be
therefore possible (2)

Range could be increased
due to fuel savings.
Today’s technologies allow
ca. 23% fuel need reduction
using an optimised
compact car compared to a
medium class car (1500 to
1200 kg). Every 100 kg
reduce consumption by
about 0.35l/1oo km (5)

Construction is heavier, so
consumption of fuel is
higher per person
transported than in other
specifications

No costs

Less material need means
oft also reduced price, fuel
costs are reduced due to
reduced consumption

Very expensive sport cars
have today really
lightweight: X-Bow of
KTM, Lotus 2 Eleven, are
700kg and 670kg, 60’000
and 75800 CHF (3).
Without active security
measures or law adoptions
prices will remain high (2)
as expensive processes and
material e.g. mass
production as with steel is
today not possible and
harder to achieve (10).
Weight reduction can save
fuel costs.

Not purchasable as such
but today’s cars have quite
different weight, rolling
friction and aerodynamics
according to comfort
standards etc., so when
purchasing a difference,
but a small one, can be
made. Investment is
comparable to standard –
robust, but fuel costs are
reduced: weight saves fuel
expenses, per year ca 370
CHF with 100kg reduction
(4)

Purchasable, investment
depending on other
elements, higher than
without sheathing, higher
fuel costs as with weight
reduction, as additional
fuel is need to move this
mass

Exposed to weather,
equipment possible

Exposed to weather,
equipment possible

Sheltered

Sheltered

Sheltered

Technical data
Range, efficiency:
Slow speed, therefore
energy need per person range is reduced to some
transported
kilometres (in reasonable
i.e. in normally reserved
time for transportation).
No material of vehicle has
to be transported,
therefore very efficient.

Costs
Availability, cost for
producer, investment
costs, fuel costs

Comfort
Weather influences

April 2011
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Social and
psychological issues
Security, pattern of
thought

Environmental impact
Use of (rare) material,
impacts during
production and
disposal, emissions
during use

Connections to other
systems
To other specifications,
elements or systems
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No vehicle

No sheathing

Extreme light weight
construction

Optimization of weight,
aerodynamics and rolling
friction

Standard - robust

More vulnerable in mixed
traffic to other vehicles

More exposed to outside
influences than in vehicles
with sheathing

For a reasonable price
passive safety of a
standard-robust
construction can most
probably not be
maintained (2). People may
not like to drive a
significant lighter car than
others, which even costs
more, because of safety
considerations (3)

Will allow to have about
the same passive safety as
with standard – robust
specification

Highly passive safety
standards for users

No negative
environmental impact

Saves material resources

Use of special materials for
lightweight construction:
carbonfiber, aluminium,
titan etc. (5). Could require
during production more
energy and be more
polluting as normal (steel
based) material. Emissions
during use highly reduced
due to reduced fuel
consumption.

Some special materials
may be used. Emissions
during use reduced due to
reduced fuel consumption.

Main material steel needs
lot of energy to be
produced, 15% of CO2
emissions of a car during
production (9), also water
and air pollution, but also
high standards: 95% of
material is recyclable,
ongoing improvements (6)

Works with energy carrier:
human body substances
and drive train: muscles,
size: no vehicle, driving:
manual, lane: not track
bound, flexibility: locality,
availability: always and
privately used and owned

Mostly together with size:
two-wheeler, mostly not
track bound, manual
driving

Combination automatic
driving allowing technique
to avoid accidents
beforehand, the need for
expensive security
measures when reducing
weight can then be
reduced (2), extend range
especially for low energy
density, allows use of
muscles depending on size.

Rolling friction is also
reduced with tracks e.g.
railways. Cannot propelled
anymore with muscle
power

Cannot propelled anymore
with muscle power
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Research topics
Factors that enhance use

Research of cheap and
lightweight material.
Carbon fibre is coming (8,
10) but complicated
processing. In general
research how to do in mass
production with the new
materials (10) Acceptance

Research of lighter weight
materials, materials and
forms for lower rolling
friction, forms with lower
rolling friction, user
acceptance

Further optimisation of
process of construction to
minimize negative impacts

No vehicle

No sheathing

Extreme light weight
construction

Optimization of weight,
aerodynamics and rolling
friction

Standard - robust

Strengths

No costs, no negative
environmental impact

Low costs, reduced
material use

Highly reduced fuel
consumption

Reduced fuel consumption
without high costs, high
passive safety

High passive safety, low
costs compared with other
forms with sheathing

Weaknesses

Exposed to weather,
limited range and speed

Exposed to weather

Impact of material
Only incremental reduced
production could be higher fuel consumption
than with standardrobust, high costs or
additional measures
necessary and/or reduced
passive safety

Opportunities

Equipment against
weather influences could
come in fashion (1)

Equipment against
weather influences
could come in
fashion (1)

Threads

Not seen as comfortable

Not seen as comfortable

Summary

Introduction of active safety concepts
(with automatic driving), introduction of
low density energy carriers could require
light weight, development of cheap and
environmental friendly light weight
materials alternatives, higher energy
prices

Higher energy
prices could raise
awareness

Trends could lead to
Higher energy prices
increase of factors instead
of optimization (5), battery
weight could even increase
weight of vehicle
Literature: 1 Lorenzi (2011), 2 Guzella (2009), 3 (Wassertheuer, 2007), 4 (Marré & Tekkaya, 2010), 5 Friedrich (2007), 6 Burgener (2011), 7 Gautschi (2011), 8 Pauli (2011), 9
3Sat (2007), 10 Form (2011)
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Safety doubts, prices could
stay high

High fuel consumption
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Driving

Who or what drives the transportation mode influences efficiency, but also (perceived) security. It is the decisive element for the function ”pleasure
of driving”.

Description

Possible functions
Trips to other
countries, regions,
pleasure of driving

Preconditions
Knowledge & skills of
the user, Infrastructure,
laws, other specifications, technology,
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Manual

Chauffeur

Electronic driving
assistance
Vehicles get information
from the outside, but are
not communicating with
others, so they can help
by detecting incoming
crossing vehicles, help to
keep the lane or keeping
optimal distance etc.

Platooning

Automatic

People that want to get
to a different place drive
themselves.

A chauffeur drives people
that want to get to a
different place.

Vehicles can be connected
virtually so they move as
one unit and therefore only
the front vehicle has to be
driven, other are following,
air resistance can be
reduced and streets can be
used more economically.

The vehicle is driven by a
computer, which receives
information through
receptors of the outside and
other car to find the way.
Vehicles can therefore drive
autonomous without any
driver or the driver doesn't
have to drive during (parts of)
the trip (12).

Experience of self-driving

No driving experience

Experience of self-driving, Will take place only at part
but can be diminished
of the trip, driving
experience reduced to ev.
front car driver than

If not the same system is used
in a large areas or worldwide,
problems could arise, no
driving experience at least
partially: the computer could
drive during low complexity
phases (highways, 7) or high
complexity phases,
interesting phases could still
be driven by driver (12)

Normal ability to see,
normal reaction and
health, planning of route
and driving license for
some vehicles are
necessary attributes and
skills of user

The same skills and
attributes are necessary
for the chauffeur, for
larger size vehicle special
driving licenses are
necessary

Skills and attributes like
with specification
”manual” necessary,
broad application also of
automated eco driving in
ca. 3 years possible (5)

Most probably also skills and
attributes like with
specification ”manual”
necessary at start of system.
Infrastructure e.g. landmarks,
communication net, need to
be ev. adapted (5, 7).
Laws need to be changed, can
be main challenge (12)
responsibility issues. Builds
upon electronic driving
assistance.

Skills and attributes like
with specification ”manual”
necessary.
Some laws have to be
adapted; in many countries
it says that humans must be
in control of a vehicle at all
the time (2). It needs still
some research, could be
ready in next 5-10 years if
desired for broad application
(5).
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Technical data
Speed, efficiency

Costs
Availability, cost for
producer, investment,
running costs

April 2011

Efficiency of driving
depending on driving
style, if driven according
to Eco Drive technique
consumption can be
reduced about 15% (4)

Efficiency of driving
depending on driving
style, if driven according
to Eco Drive technique
consumption can be
reduced about 15% (4),
appropriate driving can
be easier achieved with
professionals or people
driving very often

Investment of money and Chauffeur has to be paid.
time resources to get a
driving licence. With Eco
Drive fuel consumption
can be reduced by about
15 % (4).

Dominik Ruprecht
Some laws need to be
changed e.g.: human must
be in control of a car at all
time (2)

Needs still large amount of
research necessary (5, 8),
Problem of how to implement
it: if some people have
automatic vehicles – some
not (5), best to implement
first in closed zone (6)

Automatic EcoDriving
and other future
technologies allows more
efficient driving through
a reduction of the fuel
consumption (1, 5)

Is an element for parts of
the trip, when platooning air
resistance is reduced
through reduced headway
distance (2, 4), if front car
drives efficient others will
also. Traffic will be more
fluent as coordinated
movement (12).

Higher speed is possible with
the same safety as automated
control (2), efficiency is
increased by the same
features as with electronic
driving assistance and
platooning, plus totally
eliminating inefficient driving
behaviour (16),

Available today in some
models: assistances
maintaining appropriate
distance, lane departure
detection and
assistances, back-up
collisions intervention by
activating brake, around
view monitor, moving
object detection and
more (3, 7), in next years
first for high, than
medium and low price
level (7). The necessary
electronic equipment
should contribute
significantly to the price
(5) and features will
reduce fuel consumption.

Not yet available, could
come in next 5-10 years if
effort is put in (5). Also here
necessary electronic
equipment should
contribute significantly to
the price (5) and features
will reduce fuel
consumption more than
with only electronic driving
assistance.

Optimistic experts say it could
be ready in 8 years (16), others
in 20-30 years (5), depends
also on adaptation of laws
(12). Tools are here but may
not be ready for all
circumstances, as many tests
prove (EN-V of GM, Mercedes
Benz test driving, Googles
tests, 6, 17, 16), will most
probably first come with
guide ways (7, 14). It needs
may be investment in infrastructure as communication
networks, land marks etc.,
control centres (5, 14). Factors
from platooning and
electronic driving assistance
are also valid, even more fuel
consumption reduction
possible.
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Comfort
Possible activities
during transport, end
of transport tasks

Social and
psychological issues
Access, safety, pattern
of thought

Environmental impact
Impacts during
production and
disposal, energy use

Connections to other
systems
To other specifications,
elements or systems
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Manual

Chauffeur

Electronic driving
assistance

Platooning

Automatic

When driving few
activities are possible like
listening to music, radio
etc. and some talking.

When just sitting in the
vehicle many activities
are thinkable, incl.
reading, working on
computer

When driving few
activities are possible like
listening to music, radio
etc. and some talking.

While platooning it's like
having a chauffeur (if not
front car driver), when not
like manual driving.

Activities as with chauffeur
are possible, fully automated
car can find e.g. parking space
themselves (6), public
transport higher service
reliability (14)

Access is restricted for
some vehicles to people
who are able to get a
driving license.

Safety can be higher with
experienced drivers.

Access is restricted to
people who are able to
get a driving license,
electronical assistance
can enhance safety, but
people could also reduce
general attention
because of these gadgets
(10).

Access is restricted to people
who are able to get a driving
license. Safety can be higher
depending on platooning
system and front driver.
People may suspect
computer driven vehicles to
not drive safely, and they
may also like to drive
themselves (10), but
platooning will be done only
part of the trip.

Access (probably) restricted to
people who are able to get a
driving license. Accidents
could be excluded in a perfect
working system, removing the
driver theoretically heightens
security (8, 12). People may
suspect computer driven
vehicles to not drive safely,
and they may also like to drive
themselves (10), pedestrians
may also need to have some
technology on them to be
better detectable (5).

Emissions when driving
depends on efficiency of
driving style, fuel
consumption can be
reduced by about 15 %
with Eco Drive (4)

Emissions when driving
depends on efficiency of
driving style, fuel
consumption can be
reduced by about 15 %
with Eco Drive (45)

Reduced fuel
consumption reduce
emissions when driving,
increasing use of
electronic material

Higher fuel consumption
reduction, reduce emissions
when driving, increasing use
of electronic material

Highest fuel consumption
reduction, reduce emissions
when driving, more increased
use of electronic material and
more infrastructure

Users do not normally
drive large size vehicles;
at the moment no
systems with track bound
manual driving.

Combines features of
manual and chauffeured
driving. Electric motor
makes exact automatic
steering easier (14). Can be
seen as part of the
Dualmode concept (see
traffic lane, 3.3.2.6) to

Combines features of manual
and chauffeured driving.
Electric motor makes exact
automatic steering easier (14).
Renting could be enhanced
through allowing to
summoning vehicles (16),
enables extreme lightweight

Users do not normally
Will not be always
drive large size vehicles;
available (availability)
at the moment no
systems with track bound
manual driving.
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automate high frequency
streets (8), is a concept for
streets, not guide ways i.e.
track bound.
Can be seen as competitor
to public transportation as
people may be attracted
that before choose public
transportation as they didn't
had to pay attention to the
way (13)

construction (1, 15, 16). Track
bound systems would be
easier to realise first, the more
separated the easier.
Can be seen as competitor to
public transportation as
people may be attracted that
before choose public
transportation as they didn't
had to pay attention to the
way (13)

Further development of
technology, solutions for
safety responsibility during
platooning, proposal for
adaptation of laws,
customer acceptance and
interaction computercustomer (19)
Platooning

Further development of
technology, solutions for
safety responsibility issues
(accidents, data hacking etc.,
5), proposal for adaptation of
laws, customer acceptance
and interaction computercustomer (19)
Automatic

Research topics
Further development of
technology

Manual

Chauffeur

Electronic driving
assistance

Strengths

Low system complexity,
low costs

Other activities possible
Enhanced safety and
then driving, access for all reduced fuel
consumption

Highest fuel consumption
reduction, other activities
possible then driving

Weaknesses

Access restricted to
owners of driving
licenses, efficiency of
driving depends on user,
activities restricted to
driving
Eco Drive can enhance
efficiency of manual
driving significantly

High running costs,
efficiency of driving
depends on driver, no
pleasure of driving

High system complexity,
higher costs, adaptation of
infrastructure, more material
needs, no pleasure of driving

Summary

Opportunities

Threads

April 2011

Higher fuel consumption
reduction, partially other
activities than driving
possible
Higher system
Higher system complexity,
complexity, slightly
slightly higher costs and
higher costs and material material needs, partially no
needs, activities
pleasure of driving, partially
restricted to driving
activities restricted to
driving
Perceived as trendy (10)
People still can drive on
interesting parts of the trip
(7, 12)

Combination with light
weight construction allows
drastic fuel consumption
reduction (1, 15, 16),

People don’t trust automatic People don’t trust automatic
driving or like to drive
driving or like to drive
themselves (10)
themselves (10)
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Literature:
1 Guzzella (2011), 2 Ehlig-Economides & Longbottom (2008), 3 (Shirato, 2010), 4 (Quality Alliance Eco-Drive, 2010), 5 Guzzella (2011), 6 Sayers (2011), 7 Burgener (2011), 9
Bresch (2011), 10 Wick (2011), 11 General Transport System Foundation (2010), 12 Form (2011), 13 Hofstetter (2011), Vuchic (2007), 15 Guzzella (2009), Markoff (2010), 17
(iMaR GmbH, 2010), 18 Pauli (2011), 19 Mertens, 2011)

3.3.2.6

Traffic lane

This element is only at the edge part of a transportation mode, actually being a transport infrastructure part. It firstly affects the flexibility of
transportation modes. Dualmode is a combination of track bound – not track bound working with any combination of own lane – mixed used lane,
still allowing maximal flexibility. It also involves elements of automatic driving and platooning (see 3.3.2.5), but in contraire to platooning it involves
some guide-way elements.
Track bound - own lane
Description

Possible functions
Flexible routes (e.g.
leisure activities),
driving pleasure
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Track bound - mixed used
lane
The vehicle is specialised to The vehicle is specialised to
run on a dedicated track. It run on a dedicated track. It
can run only on this track,
can run only on this track,
which is separated from
which runs on the normal
normal streets. There are
street. There are various
various types of tracks
types of tracks thinkable:
thinkable: monorails, cable railways, cable with rail,
(in combination with rail or linear motor or similar
alone), magnetic, aerial
electric supply principles.
contact line or other
electric supply principles,
elevated, on ground or
underground.

Not track bound - own
lane
The vehicle can run on
normal streets but uses a
separate lane or moves on
a dedicated street.
Examples are biking on
bike trails, bus rapid
transport systems on
dedicated lanes. Not
included are here
highways, although they
exclude some vehicles.

Not track bound - mixed
used lane
Vehicles that can run on a
normal street and use a
mixed use street.

Dualmode

Vehicle has to follow
dedicated route

Vehicle can move on all
streets, but dedicated
lanes may be limited

Vehicle can move on all
streets

Still on smaller streets
people could drive freely,
which are also the more
interesting parts of the
travel (9)

Vehicle has to follow
dedicated route
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The concept of dualmode
means motorized (often
individual) vehicles which
use some kind of outside
controlled automated
driving at parts of the
transport way. These
outside-controlled
passages are most often
highways or other bigger
roads. Some guiding
structure (external linear
motor, rail, lane markers)
helps to drive the vehicles
form the outside.
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Preconditions
Infrastructure,
demand, other
elements and systems,
technology, laws,

Technical data
Speed, efficiency:
rolling resistance

April 2011
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Track bound - own lane

Track bound - mixed used
lane

Not track bound - own
lane

Not track bound mixed used lane

Eventual elevated
infrastructure, for sure
track infrastructure has to
be built newly (2), needs
some minimum demand

Track infrastructure has to
be built

Dedicating existing lane to
the vehicle or building of
new street(s) have to be
done, needs an energy
carrier in the vehicle.

Needs an energy carrier Large investments are
in the vehicle.
necessary (2) including
adapted standardized vehicles
and ev. New streets or
adaptation of streets, the
infrastructure however
doesn't need to exclude
existing infrastructure or
vehicles (10). Needs a (small)
energy carrier in the vehicle.
Needs still development, now
ready for demonstration
objects but 5-10 years needed
to reach everywhere readiness
(2). Needs pooling of several
stakeholders (vehicles,
infrastructure, to develop the
system (2). Same
preconditions as for automatic
driving valid (3.3.2.5)

If really separated, high
speeds are possible
(security issue), the general
transport system
foundation speaks of
240km/h what would be
for far distances running
speed (3). Rolling
resistance is mostly lower
as hard material (e.g. steel
wheels on steel rail: ca. 10
times lower than rubbertires on concrete roadway)
can be used, i.e. energy
consumption per unit
weight is much lower (8)

Speed dependent on speed
of traffic on street. Rolling
resistance is mostly lower
as hard material (e.g. steel
wheels on steel rail: ca. 10
times lower than rubbertires on concrete roadway)
can be used, i.e. energy
consumption per unit
weight is much lower (8)

Speed can be higher than
on mixed used lane, as
vehicle can drive limited
only through own speed
limit. Rolling resistance can
be higher than on/with
tracks (8)

Speed dependent on
speed of traffic on
street. Rolling
resistance can be
higher than on/with
tracks (8)
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Dualmode

Same features as automated
driving or platooning (see
3.3.2.5): reduced air resistance
when reduced headway
distance, more efficient
driving
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Track bound - own lane
Costs
Availability, investment Mostly higher investment
costs, running costs
than normal streets, but
large range: PRT: 17 to 30
million CHF per km, light
rail has costs of 30 to 41
million CHF/km (2) or 9 to
28 mill CHF/km (8) for
probably lower, lighter
transport. Running costs
include coordination costs
for vehicles on track
Comfort
Possible activities
In general smooth
during transport
transport than not track
bound, therefore better
condition for e.g. laptop
use etc (7). No traffic jam
for user, but system more
vulnerable on disruptions.
Social and
psychological issues
Noise, liveability,
Less noise compared to
safety, rebound effects, highways (43-65 dB to 70
pattern of thought
dB = PRT) (2), fewer but
heavier vehicles. Safety can
be higher than on normal
streets. A rebound effect
can occur if the faster
travelling speed leads
larger driven distances.
Elevated infrastructure
may lead to concerns (2)
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Track bound - mixed used
lane

Not track bound - own
lane

Not track bound mixed used lane

Additional costs to normal
street investment, but
large range. Mostly lower
as with an own lane as less
extensive infrastructure,
starting from 9 mill.
CHF/km (8) for railways.
Needs also coordination
costs for vehicles on track.

Additional costs to normal Starting from 7 mill.
street investment; bus
CHF/km ca. (8) for
rapid transit is about 7.5bigger streets
14.4 - 19.5 CHF/km (2, 8) if
not only converting
existing lane. Some
coordination of vehicles on
lane may be necessary.

Not yet on the market (2),
thinkable is an electric guide
way from which automated
vehicle draw propulsion
energy in real time, e.g. a
linear induction motor (2, 4),
costs would than be about 1113 Mill. CHF/km (2, 10), also
need for coordinating systems,
see also platooning and
aut0matic systems (3.3.2.5)

In general smooth
transport than not track
bound, therefore better
condition for e.g. laptop
use etc (7). System is more
vulnerable on disruptions.

Less traffic jams

Activities like with automatic
driving (3.3.2.5) are possible,
can reduce traffic jams

Theoretical often less noisy
(2) but fewer and larger
vehicles. Safety can be
higher than on normal
streets. A rebound effect
can occur if the faster
travelling speed leads
larger driven distances.

Safety can be higher than
on normal streets. A
rebound effect can occur if
the faster travelling speed
leads larger driven
distances

Traffic jams possible
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Dualmode

A rebound effect can occur if
the faster travelling speed
leads larger driven distances.
People are not restricted on
the system: Freedom of
choice: Still traditional
transportation would be
possible (10), other
considerations as with
automated driving
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Environmental impact
Land use, energy use
for propulsion and
infrastructure, material
use

Connections to other
systems
To other specifications,
elements or systems

April 2011
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Track bound - own lane

Track bound - mixed used
lane

Not track bound - own
lane

Not track bound mixed used lane

Dualmode

Needs additional space if
not underground, elevated,
but can save also
otherwise additional
necessary street capacity,
Due to greater capacity
less roads may be needed
(2) as larger, longer
vehicles are possible.
Reduced rolling friction
reduces energy
consumption, but more
material and energy for
infrastructure building
may be needed.

Due to greater capacity
fewer roads may be
needed (2) as larger, longer
vehicles are possible.
Reduced rolling friction
reduces energy
consumption, but (may be)
more material and energy
for infrastructure building
may be needed.

Needs additional space,
but can save also reduce
otherwise additional
necessary street capacity,
more material use.

Material and energy
need for street, no
efficiency gains.

More efficient driving during
outside-controlled part of trip,
material need and energy to
built infrastructure may be
higher than at a normal street.

Combination own-lanemixed lane see track
bound – own lane. Works
well with energy carrier:
electricity from the grid,
light weight constructions
are easier to implement
and automation, as total
separated lane (safety),
allows bigger sizes of
vehicles, as longer vehicles
(4 wagons and more) need
physical guidance (7, 8) to
drive on less space.
Flexibility reduced to fix
lane, starting point will be
not at front door therefore.
Elevated guide ways could
allow building e.g. PV
installations on top. Good
option to transport heavy
goods (3).

Works well with energy
carrier: electricity from the
grid, light weight constructions are easier to
implement and
automation, as total
separated lane (safety),
allows bigger sizes of
vehicles, as longer vehicles
(4 wagons and more) need
physical guidance (7, 8) to
drive on less space.
Flexibility reduced to fix
lane, starting point will be
not at front door therefore.
Can influence and hinder
other traffic, especially
maintenance blocks also
other traffic (12). Good
option to transport heavy
goods (3).

Combination own lanemixed lane: telematic the
lane could be partially
work as own track: for the
time e.g. bus is driving
through the street is
reserved for it (7).
For total flexibility mixed
used lane will have to be
used.

For starting at front
door, flexible ways.

Enhance use of low energy
density energy carriers, as long
parts of trip could be propelled
from the outside, batteries
could even be recharged
during automated travelling
(10), internal energy carriers
can have smaller reserves. As
high-speed parts of travelling
are outside-controlled
extreme lightweight
construction could be realised
easier, as safety is less a
problem with reduced speed
and at high speeds accidents
could theoretically excluded.
Other aspects as with
automatic driving or
platooning (see 3.3.2.5).
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Research topics
Power transfer device from
external source to vehicle,
routing algorithms to manage
thousands of fast-moving
vehicles, check-in and out and
latching mechanism to
connect vehicles, but no new
scientific discoveries are
require, (2)
Track bound - own lane

Track bound - mixed used
lane

Not track bound - own lane Not track bound mixed used lane

Dualmode*

No traffic jams, high
speeds and capacities
possible, reduced rolling
friction
Higher costs, additional
space needed

High capacities possible,
reduced rolling friction

Higher speed as with
mixed used possible, only
traffic jams possible at
intersections
Additional space needed,
some additional costs,
higher rolling friction

Low costs

Reduced traffic jams, higher
speeds and capacities possible

Traffic jams, low
capacities, higher
rolling friction

Higher costs, higher rolling
friction, no elimination of
traffic jams

Opportunities

Automated driving lowers
running costs, light weight
construction lowers energy
consumption

Automated driving lowers Higher speed leads to
running costs, light weight higher capacities
construction lowers energy
consumption

Threads

Especially elevated
Can lead to more traffic
infrastructure is very
jam or road blockage
visible and may not be
liked; additional space may
not be available.

Summary
Strengths

Weaknesses

Traffic jams are affecting
specification, higher costs

Additional space may not
be available.

Vehicles may not have to be
changed, only connection to
system has to be implemented
(9)
Standardization of vehicles or
interfaces may be
problematic, many
technological challenges
*See also: Summary for
platooning, automatic driving

Literature:
1 Warren (1998), 2 Ehlig-Economides & Longbottom (2008), 3 General Transport System Foundation (2010), 4 Schneider & Komersika (2010), 5 West Virginia
University (2011), 6 Pauli (2011), 7 Beglinger (2011), 8 Vuchic (2007), 9 Burgener (2011), 10 (Pander, 2010), 11 Hofstetter (2011), 12 Wick (2011)
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Availability: Time

This element describes the availability of the transportation mode in time. This element is naturally largely influences by others like ownership or size
of the transportation mode.
Description

Always available

On request

Flexible schedule

Fix schedule

The transportation mode is
available at any time.

The transportation mode is
available on request, either
around the clock or in some time
frame.

The transportation modes works
on a partly fixed schedule, e.g.
with a fix departure time at an
important station or at some
stations, between them the
schedule is not fixed.

The transportation modes work
on a fixed schedule.

Flexible

Ordering in advance is necessary
ranging from one hour (1) to a
day before (3)

Ordering is often necessary, also
meeting the schedule.

Possible departures depend on
fix schedule.

System to request, e.g. via
internet or phone etc.

Published schedule on internet,
at station, etc., System to
request, via internet or phone
etc.

Published schedule on internet,
at station etc

Runs only when used

Runs only when used, drives also
empty until meeting point

Can run part of the route only
when needed

Runs also when it won't be
needed

Depending on vehicle type high
costs as ownership: private and
business model: private use is
(almost) required

Special infrastructure for
requesting. On demand service
can be more expensive than a
fixed schedule for users

Costs for informing people about Costs for informing people
the schedule, infrastructure for
about the schedule
requesting. On demand service
can be more expensive than a
fixed schedule for user

Requesting

Requesting, studying the
schedule

Possible functions
Flexibility of departure
Preconditions
Infrastructure

Technical data
Efficiency: Empty trips

Costs
Costs for provider, running
costs

Handling
Before/after transport

April 2011
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Social and psychological
issues
Access, rebound effects,
pattern of thought
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As it is always available, more
trips could be made, but the
feeling of freedom is associate
with this specification

Users need to have access to
(knowledge about) information
technology for requesting. Can
be seen as comfortable leading
to more trips, but also more
complicated compared to always
available.

Users need to have access to
(knowledge about) information
technology for requesting and
the schedule. Can be seen as
comfortable leading to more
trips, but also more complicated
compared to always available.

Access to schedule and
knowledge how to read it
necessary.

Could lead to more trips, as
always available.

Improved comfort could lead to
more trips, empty trip until
meeting point possible.

Improved comfort could lead to
more trips, empty driving part of
the route is possible.

Empty trips are possible.

Private use (and ownership) is
the only available business
model to be totally always
available, with the battery as
energy carrier availability always
may not be guaranteed

Could be combined with
autonomous driving:
summoning the (2)
transportation mode when
needed. Information technology
can improve comfort.

Could be combined with
autonomous driving:
summoning the (2)
transportation mode when
needed. Information technology
can improve comfort.

Information technology can
improve comfort.

Always available

Simplify access and availability
to/of information about
departure times and requesting
process.
On request

Simplify access and availability
to/of information about
departure times and requesting
process.
Flexible schedule

Simplify access and availability
to/of information about
departure times and requesting
process.
Fix schedule

Always available, simple

Service on demand

Partly service on demand

Simpler system

Weaknesses

Depending on vehicle type high
investment and low utilisation

System can be complicated,
reduced availability

System can be complicated,
more reduced availability

User have to meet fix schedule

Opportunities

Costs would be lower with the
neighbourhood as owner, but
would slightly lower availability

Information technology can
simplify system

Information technology can
simplify system

Information technology can
simplify and enhance system

Threads

Cannot be bought by user as too
high costs depending on vehicle

Could be perceived as a
reduction of freedom.

Could be perceived as a
reduction of freedom.

Could be perceived as a
reduction of freedom.

Environmental impact
Trips done, empty trips
Connections to other
systems
To other elements, systems

Research topics

Summary
Strengths

Literature: 1 KreisVerkehr (2011), 2 Markoff (2010), 3 PostAuto (2010)
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Flexibility: Route

This element describes the basic criteria of the flexibility of the path. The flexibility of the route is on one side described by the possible distance to
travel with the transportation mode, on the other side through the extend it is possible to reach every destination. Flexible routes are mainly allowed
through individualized travelling, fix lines are used by high capacity public transportation, between are flexible lines.
Description

Flexible route

Flexible inside region

Flexible inside locality

Flexible line

Fix line

A transportation mode
that can go anywhere (on
streets).

A transportation mode
that can go anywhere (on
streets) in a region including the next big
centres.

A transportation mode
that can go anywhere (on
streets) in a municipality
and to the next localities.

A transportation mode
that follows a predefined
line, but can make some
detours or leave out parts
of the line.

A transportation mode
that follows a fix line.

Allows to drive totally
freely

Commuting inside region
possible, for further trips
as going on holidays needs
additional transportation
means, allows to drive
freely inside region

Trips to any place inside
municipality are possible,
needs additional
transportation means for
functions like commuting
and going on holidays

Follows mostly a fixed
route, some detours are
possible, but limited range
of possible destinations.
Connections with other
(flexible) lines allow
getting further.

Follows a fixed route
therefore limited range of
destinations. Connections
with other (flexible) lines
allow getting further.

Could need some stopping
points

Could need some stopping
points

Need some stopping
points

Need stopping points

Range limited to region,
inside efficient as optimal
route can be taken. Speed
may be reduced due to
occasional stops

Range limited to locality,
inside efficient as optimal
route can be taken. Speed
may be reduced due to
occasional stops

Range reduced to the
flexible line, can leave out
not needed part of the
trips, but can take longer
routes to fulfil customer
wishes, stops lower the
average speed, but
possibility to leave out
unnecessary routes/stops

Range limited to line,
drives also not needed
parts of the trips, stops
lower the average speed.

Ev. investment to built
stations, could have an
extra fee for the flexibility

Ev. investment to built
stations, could have an
extra fee for the flexibility

Investment to built
stations, could have an
extra fee for the flexibility

Investment to built
stations

Possible functions
Flexible routes (e.g.
leisure activities),
commuting, going on
holiday, driving
pleasure
Preconditions
Infrastructure
Technical data
Range, efficiency:
optimal route, speed

Costs
Costs for provider,
running costs

April 2011

Unlimited range, efficient
as optimal route can be
taken
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Flexible route
Handling
Before/after transport
Comfort
Other
Social and
psychological issues
Access, pattern of
thought

Freedom of choice of
destination and route.

Environmental impact
Optimal route, Number Optimal route can be
of trips.
taken, but could lead to
more (motorised) trips, as
it is possible to go
anywhere.
Connections to other
systems
To other elements,
Low-density energy
systems
carriers are not optimal,
also not compatible with
electricity from the grid,
and track bound systems.
GPS technology can
improve orientation.
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Flexible inside region

Flexible inside locality

Flexible line

Fix line

Ev. knowing where the
station(s) are placed, ev.
planning connections

Ev. knowing where the
station(s) are placed, ev.
planning connections

knowing where the
station(s) are placed, ev.
planning connections

knowing where the
station(s) are placed, ev.
planning connections

Changing transportation
mode necessary to go
further.

Changing transportation
mode necessary to go
further.

Limited range of
destinations available on
one line.

Only fixed destinations
available on one line.

Access to information
about system, station(s)
may be needed. Allows
freedom of choice of
destinations inside region.
System may be
complicated (2)

Access to information
about system, station(s)
may be needed. Allows
freedom of choice of
destinations inside locality.
System may be
complicated (2)

Access to information
about system, station(s)
may be needed. Some
customization possible,
but complicated? (2)

Access to information
about system, station(s)
may be needed. Restricted
freedom, system easy to
understand.

Optimal route can be
taken, could lead to more
(motorised) trips, as it is
possible to go anywhere in
the region.

Optimal route can be
taken, could lead to more
(motorised) trips, as it is
possible to go anywhere in
the region.

Can leave out not needed
parts of the trips, but can
do take longer routes to
fulfil customer wishes.

Will drive only at not
needed parts of the trip.

Not compatible with
electricity from the grid,
and track bound systems.
Batteries and to some
extend compressed air as
energy carriers can work
well. GPS technology can
improve orientation.
Information technology
can improve orientation to
next stopping points,
stations.

Not compatible with
electricity from the grid,
and track bound systems.
Batteries, compressed air,
human powered
transportation modes
work well. Information
technology can improve
orientation to next
stopping points, stations.

Partially not compatible
with electricity from the
grid, and track bound
systems. Information
technology can improve
orientation to next
stopping points, stations.

Works with track bound
systems and therefore
good with electricity from
the grid. Information
technology can improve
orientation to next
stopping points, stations.
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Research topics

Flexible route

Simplify access and
availability to/of
information about stations
or stopping points.
Flexible inside region

Simplify access and
availability to/of
information about stations
or stopping points.
Flexible inside locality

Simplify access and
availability to/of
information about
stopping points.
Flexible line

Simplify access and
availability to/of
information about
stopping points.
Fix line

To get anywhere

To get anywhere in region

To get anywhere in locality

Simple system

Weaknesses

Possible more sustainable
low energy density energy
carriers cannot be used.

Limited to region

Limited to locality

Some flexibility allows
optimisation of route
Optimal route cannot be
taken, changing of line
necessary to get further

Opportunities

More sustainable on-board Compatible with batteries
energy carriers, efficiency
as energy carrier, to some
gains
extend compressed air

Compatible with batteries,
compressed air, human
powered mobility

Perceived as good
compromise between
flexibility and fix line.

Compatible with potential
environmental direct
electricity driven
transportation modes and
high capacity enabling
track bound systems.

Threads

Could lead to more trips, as Limited range is perceived
it is possible to go
as annoying, system may
anywhere
be perceived as
complicated

Limited range is perceived
as annoying, system may
be perceived as
complicated

Relative inflexibility is
perceived as annoying,
system may be perceived
as complicated

Inflexibility is perceived as
annoying

Summary
Strengths

Literature: 1 KreisVerkehr (2011), 2 Hofstetter (2011)

April 2011
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Starting point

The element describes where the transportation modes can starts. Naturally, every trip starts in the end at home, and most often by foot will be the
first transportation mode.
Front door
Description

Possible functions
Luggage & goods
transport
Preconditions
Infrastructure

Transport with the intended
transportation mode starts at
front door or some steps away of
the home.

Parking spaces next to houses

Technical data
Speed
Costs
Costs for producer or
seller
Comfort
Weather influences,
speed
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Costs for providing a parking
space, land could also be rented

Parking space in ca. 300m
distance
Transport with the intended
transportation mode starts at a
parking site in about 300 m
distance from the home - about
the distance to a station.

Stopping point

Parking space in municipality

Transport with the intended
transportation mode starts at a
station. If stations are built, the
maximum distance to homes
should be around 300 m
according to the rule of thumb of
Swiss public transportation (3).

Transport with the intended
transportation mode starts at a
parking site in the municipality.

Transport to home has to be
solved for large, heavy goods

Transport to home has to be
solved with large, heavy goods.

Transport to home has to be
solved.

Parking spaces in about 300 m
distance

Station(s)

Parking spaces in municipality

Way to parking space may be
done in walking or other slow
speed

Way to stopping point may be
done in walking or other slow
speed.

Way to parking space may be
done in walking or other slow
speed

Costs for providing a parking
space, land could also be rented

Infrastructure costs for provider
only

Costs for renting or buying a
parking space, if central land
could be more expensive

Exposed until parking space
depending on transportation
mode until parking space. Need to
go by reduced speed to parking
space.

Exposed until stopping point
depending on transportation
mode and exposed while waiting
depending on type of stopping
point. Need to go by reduced
speed to parking space.

Exposed until parking space
depending on transportation
mode until parking space.
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Social and psychological
issues
Access, liveability,
In dense populated areas space is
limited, access to near parking
space could therefore be
restricted. Near house parking will
take space from other uses as e.g.
recreational area.
Environmental impact
Land use
Connections to other
systems
To other elements
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In dense populated areas space is
limited, access to near parking
space could therefore be
restricted. Enables more traffic
reduced or (motorized) traffic
banned streets, can produce
focused high traffic areas.

Reduced space demand gives
more space free for other use.

In dense central areas space is
limited, it could be more
beneficial to have other services
instead of parking spaces.
Problem of the last mile is not
solved.

Land use for parking space

Land use for parking space,
possibility to reduce use through
multi-storey car parks.

Land use is reduced (at housing
area a least)

Land use for parking space,
possibility to reduce use through
multi-storey car parks.

Easy to implement electric
charging as near homes, i.e.
compressed air, battery as energy
carrier can be promoted.

For electric charging (energy
carrier comp air, battery) plugs
may have to be installed;
automatic driving would allow
summoning them (2) from the
parking area. Enhance possibility
of renting vehicles.

Won’t be a total route flexible
system and availability can’t be
always.

For electric charging (energy
carrier comp air, battery) plugs
may have to be installed;
automatic driving would allow
summoning them (2) from the
parking area, but is more
complicated due to larger
distances than 300 m distance
parking, Enhance possibility of
renting vehicles.

Research topics
System that provide electric
charging at place. Car stackers,
automated multi-storey car parks
would further reduce space
demand.

April 2011

System that provide electric
charging a place. Car stackers,
automated multi-storey car parks
would further reduce space
demand.
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Front door

Parking space in ca. 300m
distance

Stopping point

Comfortable

Allows traffic-reduced areas.

Allows traffic reduced areas,
Allows traffic-reduced areas.
reduced land use. Necessary for
different kinds of public transport.

Weaknesses

Takes space from other functions
of space around houses

Reduced comfort, transport of
heavy goods the last mile has to
be solved

Reduced comfort, transport of
heavy goods the last mile has to
be solved

Opportunities

Space use can be reduced through
underground parking. Enhance
use of electric rechargeable
energy carriers.

Space use can be reduced through
underground parking, multistorey car parks or car stackers. If
the parked vehicles are at same
distance as public transportation,
use of potential more sustainable
public transportation will be
higher (1), renting vehicles is
easier. Autonomous driving of
vehicles would enhance comfort
(2)

Threads

Vehicles are used more often as
they are very next to home (1)

Reduced comfort could be judged
as not acceptable.

Summary
Strengths

Solution for last mile
transportation has to be found
Matches with the business model
of renting vehicles. Autonomous
driving of vehicles would enhance
comfort (2)

Reduced comfort could be judged
as not acceptable.

Literature: 1 (Konflacher, 2009), 2 Markoff (2010), 3 Lorenzi (2011)
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as not acceptable.
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Business model

With ”business model” it’s described under witch conditions the transportation mode can be used: By paying a fare, by renting it for a certain time or
privately, as the vehicle belongs (also) to oneself.
Private use
Description

Possible functions
Flexible routes (e.g.
All function are fulfilled
leisure activities),
commuting, longer
time periods (holidays),
status & style, driving
pleasure
Preconditions
Infrastructure,
knowledge & skills of
the user

April 2011

Fare

Availability and flexibility of route is reduced
depending on system how to get a vehicle and
where to give it back. Commuting is not focus
of renting and would require many vehicles to
be ready at once. Also renting for longer time
needs special schemes. If status with a rented
vehicle can be shown can be doubted (7), but
pleasure of driving can be felt.

Needs parking space for the vehicle that has to Users need to have access to a parking area
be organized by the user, users need to be able (most often) where they can rent the vehicles
to drive themselves.
and to booking technology, and they need to
be able to drive themselves.

Technical data
Range, fuel efficiency
of vehicle, efficiency of
vehicle use

Costs
Costs for producer or
provider, investment
costs and running
costs for user

Renting

Vehicles are purchased by the user(s) and used Vehicles are rented to customers, which can
privately. Users could also buy transportation
use the vehicle according to their wishes.
modes as a community.
Vehicles can be located at some fix parking
lots (3, 1) and/or can be given back at any
parking space in a certain area (6, 4, 8).

Seller produce vehicle, user has to purchase
vehicle and has maintenance and ev. fuel
costs.

Customer pay a fare to use a transportation
mode that is driven - may be indirectly - by the
provider. Fares can be bought as general
allowance for a certain period of time or only
for several times for a certain route or region.
Availability can be reduced because the
provider serves only a certain region or
(flexible) lines, no pleasure of driving, as
vehicles are driven, and status cannot be
shown through the vehicle.

Needs a system for ticket selling.

Range can be limited due to designated places
to give vehicle back or due to renting
organization’s rules. Generally vehicles (e.g. car
sharing) are often more recent models and
therefore more efficient ones (3) due to e.g.
customer expectation, faster turnover.
Vehicles could be managed that way that a
vehicle is used more often than when
purchased and used by only someone (1).

Transfer to other vehicles can be necessary to
extend range. Often more efficient use of a
vehicle, also faster turnover and therefore
more modern fleet is possible.

Provider has high investment in vehicle fleets
(1) depending on desired flexibility for
customers. The more availability (time) the
more costs, i.e. larger vehicle fleet is needed, to
ensure that there are always vehicles
available.

Provider has high investment in vehicle fleet,
employee’s salaries or automatic systems for
driving. The customer pays only a fare and has
therefore no investment costs.
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Providing high flexibility could therefore very
expensive (7). The renting (especially of
environmentally friendly products, e.g. bikes)
could be subsidized (2). Parking spaces could
be costly (7). Investment costs for user are if at
all registration costs or membership costs (3),
Running costs can be pay-as you drive (km)
and/or time, or for free. The provider manages
insurance costs and maintenance costs.

Comfort
Maintenance,
customer
specifications
Handling
Before/after transport
Social and
psychological issues
Access

Environmental impact
Impacts of vehicle
efficiency and vehicle
utilization
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Vehicle appearance, features and equipment
can be made according to user wishes.

Maintenance haven't to be done, what is a
comfort element (10)

No maintenance is necessary for the user.

Maintenance and fuel recharging, has to be
done or organized through user.

Probably fuel recharging, but no maintenance
has to be organized or done by the user. Users
have to book vehicles before using them.

Users need to pay transport fare beforehand.

For some vehicles access is restricted to people
who are able to get a driving license. Users
need to have enough reserves to invest in
vehicle.

Users need to have access to a central parking
area (mostly) where they can rent the vehicles
and to booking technology. Also for lowincome possible business model (5).
Professional maintenance is possible: safer
and reliable vehicles (5) can be the result.

All people also with low budget have access,
although through half fare and complicated
ticket buying system there are some obstacles
(10). Better maintenance is possible: safer and
reliable vehicles can be the result.

Vehicle capacity utilization can be lower than
with rented vehicle or vehicles where users
pay a fare. Vehicle models may not be as
recent as with other business models and
therefore more polluting.

It could be managed that way that a vehicle is
used more often than when owned by
someone. Productivity is than higher what
reduces the needed number of vehicles per
persons (1), and therefore reduces material
need. Vehicles are also more recent and more
efficient, what lowers emissions when driving.

Vehicle utilization can be higher than when
privately used, therefore fewer vehicles are
needed and material use is reduced. Probably
use of more recent models reduces pollution
through higher fuel efficiency.
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Connections to other
systems
To other elements and
systems

New more sustainable energy carriers could be
accepted easier, as people went through an
extensive evaluation process (11). Not
compatible with traffic lane: track bound, but
necessary for availability: always, ownership
can be either private or community. With the
latter availability may be reduced similar to
renting, and vehicle equipment, appearance as
to be discussed, vehicle could be further away.

Dominik Ruprecht

Combination with all kind of sustainable
energy carriers possible, but people may not
like it as they didn't went through an
evaluation process through buying it, they
may not like it, (9), cannot work with ”always
available”. Information technology is used for
booking and to locate next available vehicle.

Combination with all kind of sustainable
energy carriers possible, but people may not
like it as they didn't went through an
evaluation process through buying it, they
may not like it, (9), but also could not be
remarked. Size will be at least for 1-2 people,
mostly higher, driving automatic or through a
chauffeur (with platooning or/and electronic
assistance), will not be ”always available”.

Information technologies that simplifies
booking and to locate next available vehicle.
System optimization for high availability and
low costs and customer-friendly concepts.
Analysis of possible new customer groups.

Information technologies that simplifies
ticketing.

Private use

Renting

Fare

Always available, customization possible,

Higher utilization and higher efficiency of
vehicles is possible, maintenance hasn’t be
organized by user, reduced land use

(Even) Higher utilization and higher efficiency
of vehicles is possible, maintenance hasn’t be
organized by user, can be cheap. Reduced land
use.

Weaknesses

Costly, maintenance has to be organized by
user. Weaker utilization and efficiency of
vehicles possible. Highest land use.

Range could be limited. Is not always available. Is not always available, range may be limited.

Opportunities

New more sustainable energy carriers may be
accepted easier

It's can be seen as a trend (10, 11). Enhance use
of more divers mix of transportation means,
which could be more sustainable, and more
recent models (3), information technologies
simplify use.

Threads

Low efficiency of use and vehicle

Research topics

Summary
Strengths

High utilization/capacity use lowers
environmental impact. Information
technologies simplify ticketing.

Control of cleanness, condition of vehicles has
to be controlled, people may not care for it (11).
People may not like new energy carriers in
rented vehicles (9).
Literature: 1 Wagner (2010), 2 (Stadt Zürich, 2010), 3 (Mobility Cooperative, 2010), 4 (velopass, 2011), 5 (Shaheen et al., 1998), 6 (DB AG, 2010), 7 Wick (2011), 8 (car2go
GmbH, 2011), 9 Schneider (2011), 10 Hofstetter (2011), 11 Form (2011)

April 2011
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Ownership

Private persons, communities or companies can own transportation modes.
Description

Possible functions
Status & style

Private

Community

A private person owns the transportation
mode.

The transportation mode is owned by a
A company owns the transportation mode.
community e.g. in the neighbourhood or in the
municipality.

Company

Status and style can be expressed through
transportation mode

Status and style cannot be shown in the
classical way.

Status and style cannot be shown.

Investment for new models can be a high
obstacle and used models can therefore be
older and less efficient as it would be with a
community or company as owner

More professional management and split
investment can allow to buy more recent,
more efficient models

Professional management, more monetary
stock, can allow buying more recent, efficient
models.

Investment costs can be depending on
transportation mode decisive for a private
person.

Investment can be split in the community,
More financial resources allow having higher
higher capital available. Economy of scale with investment costs. Economy of scale with
running costs possible.
running costs possible.

Technical data
Efficiency of
transportation modes

Costs
Investment costs,
running costs

Comfort
User specific attributes Allows to equip vehicle according to ones
of transportation mode wishes, according to use (private, rent, fare)
customers wishes have also to be regarded
Social and
psychological issues
Access, social
Need depending on vehicle enough monetary
interactions, pattern of reserves for the investment, so not feasible for
thought
everyone. People can call the transportation
mode ”theirs”.
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Allows equipping vehicle according to
community wishes, possible extern users
wishes have to be regarded.

Question of who can be how member of the
community. It allows people with lower
budget to invest in vehicles, (but) community
members have to interact with each other.
Could be perceived as complicated, but gives
also a feeling connectedness to the
transportation mode and enhance therefore
engagement (2)
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Ownership by external professional
organisation. People won’t feel much
connected to the system.
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Connections to other
systems
To other elements and
systems

Limited financial resources can restrict people
to cheapest solutions e.g. ICE-fossil fuel- for a
family- robust construction.

Dominik Ruprecht

More divers and vehicles with larger size could
be bought, also more expensive ones, i.e.
different ones from ICE - fossil fuel - for a
family - robust construction.

With battery technology as energy carrier a
professional management of the battery
system would be possible (1), More divers and
vehicles with larger size could be bought, also
more expensive ones, i.e. different ones from
ICE - fossil fuel - for a family - robust
construction.

Research topics
Optimal organization structure and processes.
Private

Community

Company

Summary
Strengths

Customer specifications is possible

Costs can be shared and still some customer
specification is possible.

Professional management, higher monetary
resources.

Weaknesses

Highest investment costs, limited access

Customer specification is possible, more
complicated system. Transportation mode
won’t be always available.

No identification with transportation mode. It
won’t be always available.

Engagement of people for transportation
mode as it is their own (2), more probable to
afford money for more expensive possible
more sustainable vehicles.

Easier to buy more expensive possible more
sustainable vehicles.

Opportunities

Threads

Cheapest and possible more polluting
transportation modes could be bought.

Could be perceived as too complicated. Risk of
free riders.

Literature:
1 Kaufmann (2011), 2 Beglinger (2011)
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3.3.3

Assessment of transportation modes

It is neither intended nor feasible to describe every existing transportation mode. Instead the focus is on
characteristic transportation modes, which are remarkable different for the user. Therefore many
technological element specifications differences are not considered as an own transportation mode. For
example is a bus system propelled through an ICE or an electric motor still just a bus system for the user.
The transportation modes are ordered firstly by the element Availability: Time and then Flexibility: Route,
which are assumed to be the most decisive elements from a user perspective. Inside the section the
transportation modes are arranged according to size. Table 3 gives an overview of the discussed
transportation modes in this ordering scheme. In the following firstly the possible elements specifications
for each section are shown. This is more or less only a merging of the connections described in the element
description for the elements Availability: Time and Flexibility: Route. Next some for the listed transportation
modes specific issues are mentioned. These issues are emergent holistic issues and not inherent issues in
one element specifications, which are described above. A final SWOT analysis including also issues of
element specifications summarizes each transportation mode. In the end of this chapter transportation
modes for special functions will be shortly presented as well as common combinations and used sets of
transportation modes in daily life.
Table 3: The discussed transportation modes ordered by the elements Availability: Time and Flexibility: Route.
Specification of Availability: Time &
Flexibility: Route
Always available & Flexible route (p.
81)

By foot
With wheels
Bike
EBike
Scooter & small motorbike
CarSharing
Ride matching, Car pooling
Shared taxi, shared bus
Taxi
BikeSharing

Short definition
No sheathing, two-wheeler
For 1 – 2 persons, minimal dimensions
Size for a family
Cars for 1-6 persons, private, with
batteries or compressed air
No vehicle
Wheels
Two-wheeler, muscle-powered
Bike with assistance of elec. motor
No sheathing, two-wheeler
Renting a about family sized vehicle
Sharing a ride
Also flexible schedule, fare
Single person transport, fare
Renting a bike

Personal rapid transit (PRT)

Track bound, fare, demand responsive

Flexible schedule & Flexible inside
region
Flexible schedule & Flexible line (p.
112)
Flexible schedule & Fix line (p. 115)
Fix schedule & Fix line (p. 116)

Shared taxi, dial a bus

Also on request, fare*

Flexible bus line system
Closed circle driving bus
Classic public transportation

Fare, size for 10-20 persons or more,
eventually on request
Fare
Fare

Combinations (p. 119)

Bike and Ride
Park and Ride

Bike and public transportation
Car and public transportation

Always available & Flexible inside
region (p. 87)
Always available & Flexible inside
locality (p. 90)

On request & Flexible route (p. 97)
On request & Flexible inside region
(p. 102)
On request & Flexible inside locality
(p. 106)
On request & Fix line (p. 109)

Transportation mode
Motorbike
Microcar
Family car
Cars with a limited range

*Discussed in the section ”On request & Flexible inside region”
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Always available & Flexible route

General possible element specifications

Figure 10: Possible elements specification for transportation modes to be always available and flexible in the route.
Framed ones are possible, such without frame are not. Battery is a specification that is to some extends possible.

Figure 10 shows which element specifications are possible for this section and which are not: Framed ones
are possible, such without frames are not possible. Transportation modes that are always available and are
total flexible in their range of destinations need energy carriers that allow large ranges without long
interruptions. Specially qualified are therefore gasoline, diesel and depending on exact type biofuels. The
energy carrier battery is on the edge, as it reduces range compared to other carriers to a big extend, but
quick chargers (or possibly battery exchangers) could recharge the car in a short time period. Still it would
have to be recharged much more often ass e.g. today’s gasoline driven cars.
A large vehicle, which is normally used by many people with different, desired times of travelling cannot
meet the criteria of being always available, that’s why size is reduced to one that could be possibly privately
owned. Also having a chauffeur would not meet this criterion, that’s why this is also excluded.
Characteristic transportation modes are the motorbike, the microcar or the family car.
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Family car

Microcar

Motorbike

Common and possible element specifications of characteristic transportation modes

Figure 11: Common (framed) and possible (light framed) element specifications for a motorbike, a microcar and a family
car. Element specifications without framing are possible in this section, but not for the specific transportation mode.

The transportation modes mostly vary in their size and construction. Other elements remain constant,
although some specifications are in some transportation modes more common, such as electronic driving
assistance or electric motors with micro- and family cars and efficiency-optimized construction with
microcars.
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Holistic issues
Motorbike

Microcar

Family car

A privately owned two-wheeler, motorised
and without sheathing.

A private owned small motorised vehicle
with sheathing. It has space for 1 to 2
persons that can serve all functions, but
could have limited carrying capacity.

A private owned motorised vehicle that can
fulfil all function with sheathing and space
for a family.

Luggage and goods transport is very limited.
Status and style as with the family car can
be shown.

Relative inefficient for short distance of
about 3-5 km (see family car). Status & style
similar to the family car can be shown,
although a larger car could be more suitable
for this.

The size of the car and the relative inefficiency especially if not fully occupied
makes it inappropriate for very short
distances of about 3- 5 km. Considering
status & style a privately owned car is (still)
for many people (5, 12) a symbol for
expressing this attributes. Especially for the
feeling of freedom.

Many but relative small parking spaces
needed.

Large amount of parking spaces are needed
because of relative large size and private
ownership, but reduced compared to a
family car.

Large amount of parking spaces are needed
because of relative large size and private
ownership.

Efficiency is higher compared with the other Some microcars have reduced engine power
characteristic transportation forms as the
(2). Is more efficient as a family car as the
occupancy problematic isn’t existing here.
size rather fits the low average occupancy.

Efficiency is low as occupancy is on average
low, between 1.2-1.5 persons (15, 26),
therefore too much weight per person is
carried.

Description

Possible functions
Flexible routes (e.g. leisure
activities), commuting,
shopping, going on holiday,
luggage & goods transport,
status & style, driving
pleasure
Preconditions
Infrastructure

Technical data
Speed
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Costs
Availability, investment costs
and running costs

Social and psychological
issues
Liveability, social contacts
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Motorbike

Microcar

Family car

Available, investment costs and running
costs are reduced compared to the other
characteristic transportation modes.

Some compact small cars with different
driver trains and energy carriers are
available like the Smart, Think or the Mini,
GX3 von VW and others. More extreme
forms are in the stage of concepts to
prototype. E.g. the EN-V of GM, which
should be a 2-seater using a third (or a 6th
(3)) of the place of a traditional car (2).
Investment costs can be lower as for a
family car, depending on element
specifications. Fuel costs will be also
reduced, as consumption is lower.

Available with different drive trains and
energy carriers. A classical starts has
investment costs starting from about 15'000
CHF, depending on drive train it could be
significantly higher, e.g. for an electric car:
Nissan leaf 49'000.- (21).

Needs an extensive network of streets, but
they could theoretically be smaller as for
cars. These streets cannot normally be used
for other functions than traffic. Exception
are traffic calmed streets or localities, but
this measure reduces functionality of the
transportation mode. Social contacts are not
necessary for this transportation mode.
Motorbikes could reduce traffic jams.

Needs an extensive network of streets, this
cannot normally be used for other functions
than traffic. Exception are traffic calmed
streets or localities, but this measure
reduces functionality of the transportation
mode. Social contacts are not necessary for
this transportation mode. Microcars could
reduce to some extend traffic jams, but
won’t eliminate them.

Needs an extensive network of streets, this
cannot normally be used for other functions
than traffic. Exception are traffic calmed
streets or localities, but this measure
reduces functionality of the transportation
mode. Social contacts are not necessary for
this transportation mode. Today this
transportation mode leads to sometimes
massive traffic jams, due to low occupancy
and lower efficiency in terms of person per
space transported as other transportation
modes.
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Environmental impact
Land use, pollution and CO2,
use of (rare) material)
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Motorbike

Microcar

Family car

The street net needs large land resources: on
third of settlement area in Switzerland used
for traffic, 82% of this are streets (4). Parking
space has to be also considered.
Emissions as hydrocarbons and particulate
matter can be higher as with a car (27), but
increased efficiency reduces CO2 emissions.
Material use is also reduced. Noise is with an
ICE increased compared to cars (27).

The street net needs large land resources: on
third of settlement area in Switzerland used
for traffic, 82% of this are streets (4). Small
cars can reduce the needed parking area to
some extend. Emissions will be generally
lower as for the family car due to reduced
fuel consumption and increased efficiency.
More material as for a motorbike, but less as
for a family car is used.

The street net needs large land resources: on
third of settlement area in Switzerland used
for traffic, 82% of this are streets (4). For
each private owned car also considerable
land for parking is used. In general pollution
through burning fuel for propulsion is low,
but CO2 emissions are considerable, ranging
from 289 g CO2/km (pure coal electricity
production) to about 55 g/km (electricity mix
Switzerland for kamoo 500 car, 6, 19).
Hybrids are comparable with average CO2
emissions of a bus trip (26). Uses more
material per person compared to other
transportation modes as biking or public
transportation.

Additional to many other less flexible and
less available transportation modes
thinkable. Also for transport of goods. Can
be combined with public transportation
what is called Park and Ride, could happen
more often if prices rise to get into centres
(13).

Additional to many other less flexible and
less available transportation modes
thinkable. Also for transport of goods. Can
be combined with public transportation
what is called Park and Ride, could happen
more often if prices rise to get into centres
(13).

Connections to other systems
To other MS
Needs often some backup transportation
modes if weather conditions are bad. Can be
additional to other less flexible and less
available transportation modes.
Combination with public transportation as
Park and Ride is thinkable.

Research topics
User perception and acceptance of
microcars (see also SWOT). Use of micorcars
as 2nd car and for witch functions (see also
SWOT).
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SWOT
Strengths

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Threads

Motorbike
Flexible, personal. Most efficient
transportation mode and lowest costs in
this section.
Comfort is reduced as it comes without
sheathing. Luggage and goods transport is
reduced. Air pollution can be some fractions
higher than with cars and noise can be also
increased with common element
specification.
More sustainable energy carriers could
enhance environmental performance,
although desired range could be in conflict
with these fuels. Electric motor eliminates
high noise emissions. There are some twowheelers with sheathing, this would
enhance comfort, but add weight.

Electronic driving assistance, platooning,
and automatic driving are not researched
for two-wheelers; if this system is coming
two-wheelers could be left behind.

Microcar
Flexible, personal More efficient
transportation mode as the family car can
have reduced costs.
Not as inefficient use as a family car, but still
energy demand per person is high. Space
demand is high, costs can be high. In
contraire to the family car it’s not anymore a
good-for-all solution, as space is reduced. Is
causing traffic jams.
More sustainable energy carriers and high
efficient electric motor could enhance
environmental performance, although
desired range could be in conflict with these
specifications, but reduced weight enhance
application. Electronic driving assistance,
platooning, automatic driving and
optimization of construction can lower fuel
consumption. Automatic driving and
platooning can reduce traffic jams.
High energy demand could lead to high
negative environmental impact. It is not
bought as people strive for a good-for all
solution (5, 6), or they use it only as 2nd car
and therefore environmental impact
reduction diminish. They could use it (even
more as a family car) to go to near places
instead going by foot or other less energy
intensive transportation modes (5).

Family car
Flexible, personal. A good-for-all solution.
Simple.
Inefficient use leads to high energy demand
per person. Space demand is very high. Costs
can be high. Main contributor to traffic
jams.

More sustainable energy carriers could
enhance environmental performance,
although desired range could be in conflict
with these fuels. Electronic driving
assistance, platooning, automatic driving
and optimization of construction can lower
fuel consumption. Automatic driving and
platooning can reduce traffic jams.

Increasing fuel costs. High energy demand
could lead to high environmental impact.

Literature: 2 General Motors (2010), 3 Sayers (2011), 4 Altweg (2010), 5 Wick (2011), 6 Guzzella (2009), 13 Hofstetter (2011), 15 (Weidmann, 2008), 19 Toyota (2010), 21
Gautschi (2011), 26 VöV (2011), 27 Spielmann & de Haan (2008)
Images: (Wikimedia, 2011)
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3.3.3.2

Always available & Flexible inside region

General possible element specifications

Figure 12: Possible elements specification for transportation modes to be always available and flexible inside a region.
Framed ones are possible, such without frame are not. Dark brown, grey and light brown coloured are common
respectively possible specification of the discussed characteristic transportation mode. Muscle-powered transportations
are to some extend possible.

The region is per definition an area of about the possible range of today’s electric car. This means that 80%
of all trips happen inside the region (Kaufmann, 2011; Lache et al., 2010). Figure 12 shows the possible
element specifications. Human-powered mobility is to some extend in combination with other propulsion
methods possible, an example would be the Twike-Mobil, a small vehicle for 1 to 2 persons, with sheathing,
use of pedalling action and an electric motor for movement. In the following only cars with a limited range
are discussed, as they are with the electric car more and more coming.

Common and possible element specifications of characteristic transportation modes
The coloured specifications of elements in Figure 12 are feasible for cars with a limited range. Dark brown
coloured are the common specifications. Often the size is reduced, as it is not intended to transport more
than two people or large amount of goods.
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Holistic issues
Cars with a limited range
Description

A private owned motorised vehicle that can go anywhere in a region. Often only for 1 to 2
persons and with limited carrying capacity. Electric cars will be at the upper border of the
range, compressed air cars at the lower.
Possible functions
Possible routes,
status & style.
Preconditions
Infrastructure

Relative inefficient for short distances. Considering status & style a privately owned car is (still)
for many people (5, 12) a symbol for expressing this attributes. Especially for the feeling of
freedom.
Large amount of parking spaces are needed because of relative large size and private
ownership, however the often reduced size reduces space demand compared to a family car.

Technical data
Speed
Costs
Availability,
investment costs and
running costs
Social and
psychological issues
Liveability, social
contacts, pattern of
thought

Environmental
impact
Land use, pollution
and CO2, use of (rare)
material)

Connections to other
systems
To other MS

Some small cars have reduced engine power (2). Is more efficient as a family car as the size is
often reduced and fits better the low average occupancy.
Electric cars are expensive because of the high price of batteries often expensive, the Nissan
leaf costs around 49'000.- (21). Compressed-air cars could be much cheaper. Running costs are
at the moment lower than with a family car, also because of increased efficiency.

Needs an extensive network of streets, this cannot normally be used for other functions than
traffic. Exception are traffic calmed streets or localities, but this measure reduces functionality
of the transportation mode. Social contacts are not necessary for this transportation mode.
The transportation mode can contribute to traffic jams, although their often reduced size. As a
car is a symbol of freedom, people have often problems accepting a car with reduced range
(21).
The street net needs large land resources: on third of settlement area in Switzerland used for
traffic, 82% of this are streets (4). Small cars can reduce the needed parking area to some
extend, and material use. CO2/km are reduced with an electric car, 55/g km with the Swiss
electricity is possible (6, 19). Uses more material per person compared to other transportation
modes as biking or public transportation.

Additional to many other less flexible and less available transportation modes thinkable. Can
be combined with public transportation what is called Park and Ride, could happen more often
if prices rise to get into centres (13). Rent a car or public transportation is necessary to go
outside the region.

Research topics
Similar to microcars the acceptance of the car by users have to be researched.
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SWOT
Strengths

Cars with a limited range
Personal and flexible inside region. Negative environmental impact can be reduced; emissions
when driving are eliminated through use of electricity or compressed air as energy carriers. The
car is more efficient through minimal dimensions

Weaknesses

Electric cars are significantly more costly today than other cars, compressed air cars have lower
costs, but are very inefficient (see compressed air, compressed air motor). Still relatively
inefficient compared to other transportation modes. Needs considerable amount of space.
Batteries have some additional negative environmental impact. Range is limited, with
compressed air most probably even more. Can also contribute to traffic jams.

Opportunities

Renewable electricity production can allow a drastic reduction of the negative environmental
impact. Lightweight construction would further increase fuel efficiency and would allow using
also human power as an additional power source (leading to an extension of the transportation
mode definition). Electronic driving assistance, platooning and automatic driving could also
contribute to increase fuel efficiency.

Threads

If electricity is produced through fossil resources the environmental impact could be even be
higher as with using fossil fuels directly as energy carriers. Due to very low efficiency well-towheel this accounts especially for the use of compressed air. People may not like cars that have a
reduced range, they want a good-for-all solution. Alternatively, the transportation mode could
only be a 2nd car, therefore positive effects would be limited.

Literature: 2 General Motors (2010), 3 Sayers (2011), 4 Burgener (2011), 5 Wick (2011), 21 Gautschi (2011), 6 Guzzella (2009),
13 Hofstetter (2011), 19 Toyota, (2010)
Image: Wikimedia (2011)
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Always available & Flexible inside locality

General possible element specifications

Figure 13: Possible elements specification for transportation modes to be always available and flexible inside locality.
Framed ones are possible, such without frame are not. Battery is a specification that is to some extends possible.

Flexibility inside locality is the playing field for human powered mobility. Therefore a range of human
powered or at least partly human powered transportation modes exist in this section. Logically deduced
there are therefore mostly small vehicles, although naturally also larger ones could serve the goal.
As characteristic transportation modes going by foot, on behalf of small vehicles like scooters – i.e. with
wheels, bikes, eBikes and Scooters and small motorbikes are described.
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Bike

Wheels

By foot

Common and possible element specifications of characteristic transportation modes
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Scooters and small motorbikes

EBike
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Previous page: Figure 14: Common (framed) and possible (light framed) element specifications for going by foot, with
wheels like e.g. kickboards or skates or by bike. Element specifications without framing are possible in this section, but
not for the specific transportation mode.
Figure 15: Common (framed) element specifications for a bike and an eBike. Element specifications without framing are
possible in this section, but not for the specific transportation mode.

For wheels, scooters and small motorbikes a range of energy carriers and drive trains is possible. However,
mainly tried today is the combination battery – electric motor. Batteries are easy to store and recharging is
also simple.
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Holistic issues
Electro-Scooter and small
motorbikes

Walking

Wheels

Biking

EBikes

The destination is
reached by foot.

A very small vehicle, that is
not using pedalling action
e.g. a scooter, skates or
similar. Mostly nonmotorized, but could be
assisted through some
motor.

A Bike is used to reach the
desired destination.

An electric motor assists
when driving the bicycle,
what allows speed up to ca.
40 km/h. *

Range is in the eye of
many people very
limited. If destinations
are near functions can
be fulfilled, shopping
will be possible if not
too many goods are
bought, in general
goods transport is
limited. There is no
pleasure of driving, but
of acting oneself.

Range is limited, but a bit
extended compared to
walking. If destinations are
near functions can be
fulfilled, shopping will be
possible if not too many
goods are bought, in general
goods transport is limited.
There is no pleasure of
driving, but of acting oneself.

Is a vehicle for the last mile,
distances in suburban
settlements are mostly more
than it's attractive to go by
feet, the bike could close this
gap, (1). Transport
possibilities are limited, sort
of a pleasure if driving is
there and pleasure of
exercising the body.

Range is extended compared Range is even more
to a normal bike, other
extended. Still transport
attributes remain.
possibilities are limited.
Pleasure of driving is there
but no human power is
needed.

Separated walks
next/away from
streets. If the
appearance of the
route e.g. ground floor
of buildings around are
interesting - people are
willing to walk longer,
it's more attractive

Separated walks next/away
from streets. If the
appearances of the route e.g. ground floor of buildings
around are interesting people are willing to walk
longer, it's more attractive –
this will also be valid for
wheels.

Bike lanes and other special
infrastructure on the road
are an additional comfort
and enhance security.
Measures to enhance
crossing or better treatment
at traffic lights make the MS
preferable (2)

Description

Two-wheelers that run with
some non-human powered
engine.

Possible functions
Flexible routes (e.g.
leisure activities),
commuting,
shopping, luggage
& goods transport

Preconditions
Infrastructure
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Electro-Scooter and small
motorbikes

Walking

Wheels

Biking

EBikes

To get around in the
city/village at most,
many people are only
willing to walk ca.
300m (1), speed at
max. 4-6 km/h

To get around in the
city/village at most, speed
from 4-6 km/h to assumed
ca. 15 km/h

To get around the
city/village and to the next
settlements. Mostly ca 3-5
km range is assumed (3),
speed between 20 and 40
km/h

To get around the
city/village and to the next
settlements, the range of the
battery (ca. 45km) does
seldom limit it. Mostly ca 3-5
km range is assumed (3),
speed up to ca. 40km/h

To get around in the
city/village and next
settlements. Mostly ca 3-5
km range is assumed (3),
speed is around 40 km/h

Available for everyone
with walking abilities,
no costs.

Available for everyone with
walking abilities, often
negligible costs.

User need to know how to
drive a bicycle, a license is
not needed. Investment
costs are low; there are
practically no running costs.

User need to know how to
drive a bicycle, a license is
not needed. Investment
costs are around 1000 CHF
and more mainly caused
through the battery, running
costs are very low as energy
demand of the battery is
low.

A driving license is
necessary. Investment costs
are much lower as for cars or
large motorbikes, but
considerable depending on
used technology. Electric
scooters are much more
expensive, which could be a
problem as buyers have
often low budgets (2, 6),

Easy way of using
muscles

Easy way of using muscles

Some effort is needed to
achieve a normal speed

Assistant of an electric
motor can put an additional
comfort element to a bike,
still muscle power is used,
but the effort is much lower.

No muscular strength
needed.

All people with walking
ability and some skills
depending on exact type of
small vehicle used have
access. It doesn’t influence
liveability of places
negatively and can enhance
neighbourhood contacts.
May not be comfortable in
bad weather conditions.

Access for all people who can
ride a bicycle. Therefore
limited for elderly people
(and very young ones). It can
be used without large
negative impacts in living
areas and also to some
extend in mixed used streets
with pedestrians (with or
without wheels).

Access for all people who can
ride a bicycle. Can extend
use of bicycle as less effort is
needed: For elderly people, or
e.g. businessmen as it allows
to arrive with a bike at any
destination without being
exhausted (1, 4). Can extend
also the use of bikes to hilly
areas for more people.

Access for all people with a
driving license. For vehicles
with a noise can be higher
than with cars (8) but with
electric vehicles there are
silent, (10). Can use to a
limited extend a mixed
street with pedestrians.

Technical data
Range, speed

Costs
Availability

Comfort
Effort to give in

Social and
psychological issues
Access, noise,
All people with walking
liveability,
ability have access, is
therefore the transportation mode that
can be used by the
most people. It doesn’t
influence liveability of
places negatively
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Can enhance
neighbourhood
contacts. May not be
comfortable in bad
weather conditions.
Environmental
impact
Land use, pollution
and CO2 emissions
during driving,

Connections to
other systems
To other MS

Dominik Ruprecht
People may think that biking
in winter is not comfortable
nor is it in bad weather
condition or in very hilly
areas (3), even less than as
going on foot.

Other factors similar to the
bike.

No negative
environmental impact

Negligible

Very small environmental
impact. Also when privately
owned land use remains
small as small vehicle.

Also when privately owned
land use remains small as
small vehicle. Very small
impact, battery and
electricity use have a limited
impact (12), but at whole
even only half the impact as
the use of average public
transportation, ca 1/2 (12).

Also when privately owned
land use remains small as
small vehicle. About 8 times
less CO2 emissions then a
gasoline car for Escooters,
with gasoline ca 3 time less.
Other emissions are also
reduced despite of carbon
hybrids, which are 8 times
higher with gasoline
compared to a car (12).
Escooters have about the
same impact overall as
public transportation.

Combination with any
other transportation
mode for longer
distances.

Combination with any other
transportation mode for
longer distances.

Often used in connection
with public transportation
(Bike and Ride see p. 119).
Folding bicycles could allow
taking the bike into public
transportation modes or
cars, but it is an additional
weight to carry (5). Needs
some back up transportation
modes mostly for bad
weather.

Same connections possible
as with a bike. Needs some
back up transportation
modes mostly for bad
weather.

Needs also other
transportation modes for
longer distances. Needs
some back up transportation
modes mostly for bad
weather. Ideal combination
is an electric motor and
batteries (9) as distances are
short and weight reduced.

Similar to Electric scooters,
research (how) to lower
investment price could
enhance use.

Electric scooters needs lower
prices or/and better
acceptance by customers.

Research topics

* There are eBikes that allow much higher speed (Lorenzi, 2011), here we focus only on eBikes that heighten the normal speed of a bike only little
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SWOT
Walking
No costs, no negative
environmental or social
impact, access for almost
everyone. Healthy

Wheels
Negligible costs, negligible
costs negative
environmental or social
impact, access for almost
everyone. Allow mixed-use
streets. Healthy

Biking
Low costs, negligible
negative environmental or
social impact Allow mixed
use streets. Healthy

EBikes
Low negative and social
environmental impact.
Allow mixed-use streets.
Healthy. Comfortable
biking extended access
compared to a bike.

Weaknesses

Very limited range,
exposed to weather. Very
limited luggage and goods
transportation.

Very limited range,
exposed to weather.
Limited luggage and goods
transportation.

Limited range. Some effort
is needed when riding,
therefore access is more
limited. Exposed to
weather. Limited luggage
and goods transportation.

Extended range compared
to bikes, but still limited.
Exposed to weather. Costs
significantly higher than
with biking. Limited
luggage and goods
transportation.

Opportunities

Appearance of the route is
crucial: Can make it more
attractive and make it look
shorter (2)

Some products are seen as
trendy and fancy (e.g.. the
Segaway) at least for inside
cities (10, 11)

Bike trailers would extend
possibility for goods
transportation. Separate
lanes and other measures
that enhance comfort /
safety could enhance use
(2).

Is trendy (2), Bike trailers
would extend possibility
for goods transportation.
Separate lanes and other
measures that enhance
comfort / safety could
enhance use (2).

Threads

Distances in agglomerations are often larger
than normally accepted for
walking (2)

Distances in aggloUse can be very restricted
merations can be larger
because of low comfort.
than normally accepted for
this transportation mode.

Strengths

Still comfort e.g. because
of weather influences is
low. A rebound could arise
if many people that would
without the availability of
eBikes use a normal bike
use now an eBike (1)

Electro-Scooter and small
motorbikes
More efficient than other
motorised vehicles. Still
allows mixed streets.

Range limited, but largest
in section, on the edge to
”flexible in region”. Noise
can be a problem.
Investment costs are the
highest in this section,
especially for Escooters.
Limited luggage and goods
transportation.
Are ideal to run with
electricity (9), what would
lower environmental
impact and eliminate
noise, trailers would
extend possibility for
goods transportation.
Separate lanes and other
measures that enhance
comfort / safety could
enhance use (2).
Still comfort e.g. because
of weather influences is
low. Use of fossil fuels and
an ICE leas to some
pollution and noise.

Literature:
1 Schneider (2011), 2 Lorenzi (2011), 3 Wick (2011), 4 Hofstetter (2011), 5 Beglinger (2011), 6 Zanoletti (2011), 8 Spielmann & de Haan (2008), 9 Kaufmann (2011), 10 Form
(2011), 11 Mertens (2011), 12 mobitool (2010)
Images: Wikimedia (2011)
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General possible element specifications

Figure 16: Possible elements specification for transportation modes to be available on request and flexible. Framed ones
are possible, such without frame are not. Battery is a specification that is to some extends possible.

Again using a battery as energy carrier is only a limited option. Transportation modes won’t start at
stopping points, as they won’t be classic public transportation because of the flexible route. It is possible to
rent vehicles or to pay kind of a fare is it is the case when doing ride matching or car pooling. In the
following car sharing and ride matching together with car pooling are described. Rent a car system, which
are more long-time and one-time oriented, share many attributes with car sharing and are therefore not
treated separately but together with car sharing. Car sharing is taken as characteristic form as it is more
widely used in Switzerland.
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Ride matching, Car pooling

Car Sharing

Common and possible element specifications of characteristic transportation modes

Figure 17: Common (framed) and possible (light framed) element specifications for Car Sharing Ride matching and Car
pooling. Element specifications without framing are possible in this section, but not for the specific transportation mode.
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Holistic issues
Car Sharing

Ride matching, car pooling or CARLOS

People share one or more cars, which they
use individually. There are several concepts
of ownership and from where and to where
you can go with the shared car. Most popular
in Switzerland is the Car Sharing concept
where everyone can buy a membership but
the cars belong to a company and cars are
and have to be brought back to dedicated
parking spaces. However, the ownership
could also be limited to near neighbours (car
clubs), or the car belongs to an individual but
can be rented (CashCar, 8). There are also
concepts, which allow parking the car
wherever you want in a certain area (Car2go,
20). We focus here mainly on the first
concept.

A more organized way of hitchhiking. People
who need to get to similar places use a car
that belongs to one of them, the hitchhiker
pays sort of a fare or it’s for free. This could
be organized through (internet) platforms, or
through ride matching stops, where people
who need a ride can wait and drivers can
come by. Somehow different is the system of
car pooling, where people come with e.g.
their own car to a meeting point near the
highway to share then one car to travel to
their destination (14).

Mainly used for special occasions like
transports, free time, shopping etc. If the
system works more like a rent a car system
cars will be used more for holidays, and free
time (13), in classical car sharing such long
periods are not possible to rent. Driving
pleasure can be high, as often modern cars
and also trendy ones can be rented (13).

In the system with ride matching stops, start
points are fixed and possible end points of
the trip are fixed to regional destinations (17),
else flexibility is not touched despite of
coordination needs with the driver. It can be
used for commuting (19), it is than even
easier to organise. Transporting large
amount of goods is mostly not intended
or/and limited if fix start points are made.

Needs parking areas in good accessible area
(13), as often complementary to public
transportation connections are necessary.

Needs a systems that let people who need a
ride meet with people who want to share
their car, either virtually or with some
stations as it has been done in the CARLOS
system (17).

Generally car sharing vehicles are often more
recent models and therefore more efficient
ones (3), for the Swiss Mobility company fuel
consumption of the fleet is 15% lower than
the average (6). Use of the cars can be higher
than with private use.

Generally more efficient as than private car
use, as it transports two or more people. The
CARLOS project concluded that 37% of the
ride matching trips replaced car travels, 48%
public transportation, overall gasoline was
saved, but few (17).

Description

Possible functions
Flexible routes (e.g.
leisure activities),
commuting, shopping,
going on holiday,
luggage & goods
transport, status & style,
driving pleasure
Preconditions
Infrastructure

Technical data
Efficiency:
well-to-wheel, well-totank, tank-to-wheel,
storage, engine and
drive train, energy per
pkm
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Car Sharing

Ride matching, car pooling or CARLOS

The transportation mode is available, there
are several rent-a-car companies and
Mobility has many car sharing stations in
Switzerland (3). For the provider there are
high running costs at the start, depending on
how much availability he want to provide, a
good middle way between availability (cars
are available and not all in use) and cost
effectiveness could be hard to find (12). Users
pay per time or/and per km and eventually
for a membership annually (3, 13). Renting a
car can be cheaper as owning a car if it is not
used more than ca. 10 days a month (13).

Systems with stations are not available; the
CARLOS project was only a pilot project.
Internet platforms for ride matching are
available. Costs for providers depend on used
infrastructure; the CARLOS project had costs
of 40'000 CHF/per stations (17). Prices for
users are mostly very low (18).

Access is for more people provided as renting
is cheaper than owning a car, it also gives
access to mid-and high-priced cars to more
people (5). Depending on type of Car sharing
neighbour hood interaction can be
needed/enhanced. Depending on type of Car
Sharing, neighbour hood contact is
needed/enhanced.

Safety can be an issue in such systems.
CARLOS enhanced security through several
measures as video surveillance, insurance
protection and preselection for women to
drive only with women (16, 17). The system
can be judged as not very predictable,
if/when a trip is available cannot be said or
needs long time planning (18).

Land use is reduced if it replaces private
owned cars. For Mobility Switzerland it is
said that it replaces ca 4 to 8 private cars (3),
car clubs can replace ca. 5 cars (4). As car
sharing companies have often a more
modern fleet as the average, cars are more
efficient and therefore have a reduced
negative environmental impact.

Could lead to reduced car ownership what
reduces land use. Enhances efficiency of a car
and therefore reduces negative environmental impacts.

Sharing could be enhanced through
autonomous driving, witch would allow
summoning cars (2). Is often used in addition
with public transportation or other non-car
using transportation to allow getting where
you only can go with a car (3, 11).

As addition to public transport, integrated
through the public transportationorganisation at best, in CARLOS test mainly
used as time flexible measure (4), taxi can be
used as backup (4). Public transport could be
also seen as competitor. Works well with
internet platforms.

There are some doubts if there are working
business models, especially an economical
balance between availability and utilization
have to be found (12)

System reliability and safety

Costs
Availability, costs for
provider, price for user

Social and psychological
issues
Access, social contacts,
pattern of thought.

Environmental impact
Land use, emissions
during use, material
need

Connections to other
systems
To other transportation
modes and systems

Research topics
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SWOT

Strengths

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Threads

Car Sharing

Ride matching, car pooling or CARLOS

Often use of more recent and therefore more
efficient models, higher utilization is
possible. Access to cars is improved. The
provider does maintenance.
Parking spaces in central areas needed, these
can be costly and could use space that could
be use otherwise for other services.
Investment in fleet can be high, optimizing
for high availability causes very high costs.
Vehicle cannot be personalized; system could
not allow spontaneous renting.
Allows having traffic free streets easier, as
vehicles are parked outside. Used in addition
to public transportation for more flexibility.
Autonomous driving can bring vehicles to
front door, enhance comfort. Car Sharing is a
trend in Switzerland (3).

Boost efficiency of a car through increased
efficiency. Can have very low costs, no
maintenance costs.

With Mobility, it is concluded that 78% drive
more, but 22% would buy without this
service an additional car and so consumption
is reduced (6). If availability is low, system is
not reliable.

Could compete public transportation (4).
Also it is judged as not as secure as public
transportation (9). Organising trips can be
(judged as) complicated.

Reliability can be low. Safety can be an issue.
Dependency on driver.

Pooling could be enhanced if mobility pricing
is coming which puts high prices on going to
centres (8).

Literature:
1 (Wagner, 2010), 2 (Markoff, 2010), 3 (Mobility Cooperative, 2010), 4(Cairns et al., 2008), 5 (Shaheen et al., 1998), 6
(Haefeli et al., 2006), 7 (Wick, 2011), 8 (Canzler & Knie, 1999), 9 (S. Schneider, 2011), 10 (Hofstetter, 2011), 11 (Beglinger,
2011), 12 (Stauss, 2011), 13 (Zanoletti, 2011), 14 (Anderhub, 2006), 15 (Frick et al., 2003), 16 (CARLOS GmbH, 2011), 17 (Artho et
al., 2005), 18 (Mikini Media GmbH, 2011), 19 (Buliung et al., 2009), 20 (car2go GmbH, 2011)
Images: Car Sharing: Wikimedia (2011), Ride matching CARLOS: (Stadtmarketing Burgdorf, 2011)
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On request & Flexible inside region

General possible element specifications

Figure 18: Possible elements specification for transportation modes to be available on request and flexible inside region.
Framed ones are possible, such without frame are not. Battery is a specification that is to some extends possible.

Again human power can be used in addition to other propulsion methods. Vehicles for more than hundred
people are not included, as they cannot be total flexible as they have to follow dedicated streets and cannot
be responsive to individual destination requests. All sizes that extend 20 people by far will be hard to run, as
it has to be a system remaining sensitive to requests.
In the following shared taxi /shared bus and taxi are described as characteristic forms.
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Shared bus, shared taxi

Taxi

Common and possible element specifications of characteristic transportation modes

Figure 19: Common (framed) and possible (light framed) element specifications Taxi and Shared bus or shared taxi.
Element specifications without framing are possible in this section, but not for the specific transportation mode.

In this section systems that use cars with a limited range are possible. However, those haven’t been used
widely in the characteristic transportation modes taxi and shared taxi / shared bus. The shared bus / shared
taxi may also have a flexible schedule, therefore fitting also in the section flexible schedule & Flexible line,
but it is discussed here. Shared taxi systems are mostly run by companies, but there are applications where
there are communities owner of the system (Beglinger, 2011).
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Holistic issues
Shared Taxi, Shared Bus

Taxi

A form of demand responsive transport (DRT), a
service between bus transport and private
transport. Cars with four seats up to minibuses
operate flexible in a region or on a route, which is
only defined through start and end point and
sometimes intermediate stops. Along this rough
route or in that certain area people can get out
and in where they want. The shared taxi / shared
bus will have to be booked before via phone or
internet or/and could have also some fixed
starting time.

A chauffeured personalized service, which can
take customer to anywhere in a region. Service is
booked beforehand or directly at some starting
parking places.

Requesting reduces spontaneity. The PubliCar of
PostAuto Switzerland has to be ordered at least
24h before the ride (2) but more flexible ordering
(30 min in advance e.g.) schemes are thinkable (4).
Luggage transport may be limited; changing
transportation mode may be needed.

Requesting reduces spontaneity, although waiting
times will be only be some minutes.

At least a taxi concession is needed (8), could be
an issue when run through a community. Rather
for disperse populated areas (below 100 P/km2) to
complete public transportation use, but it could
be also efficient for small cities, especially at
late/early hours (2)

Additional to other transportation modes as in
Switzerland quite expensive.

Can have reduced energy consumption than
regularly bus lines, as there are no empty trips (2)
despite to go to meeting points. But more driving
as on (semi)fix routes. Vehicles can be varied in
size according to demand. A study concluded 7%
consumption reduction have been achieved
mainly because of smaller more efficient vehicles
than normal buses, other cases show 2-3 times
higher reductions (3)

Empty trips until meeting points are possible.
Vehicles can be occupied by only one customer;
therefore efficiency like private owning a car,
although fleet as owned by company can be
newer and therefore more efficient.

Description

Possible functions
Spontaneity,
luggage & goods
transport

Preconditions
Laws, situations for
applications, other
transportation
modes
Technical data
Efficiency:
occupancy, empty
trips

Costs
Availability, costs for
provider, costs for
customer
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The PubliCar of PostAuto Switzerland operates in
Available in almost all places. Providers have to
24 regions (2); there are other door-to-door
invest in fleet and drivers, customer pay a fare,
services in planning (6). As with other public
which is as it is single transport significantly
transportation systems, costs for providers are
higher than for public transportation.
firstly costs for employees, than vehicle costs and
fuel costs (9), Customer pay fare plus sometimes
an additional comfort fee (2), for PubliCar the price
consists of the regularly public transportation rate
and a distance-dependent additional fee of 0.4 to 3 francs (1, 5), price will be reduced the more
people use simultaneously the transportation
mode.
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Comfort
Weather influences

Social and
psychological issues
Access to other
transportation
modes, liveability
Environmental
impact
In general

Possible door-to-door transport reduces weather
influences, still people may be exposed during
waiting/changing for/to the shared taxi / shared
bus.

Possible door-to-door transport reduces weather
influences, still people may be exposed during
waiting/changing for/to the taxi

Allows elderly people and young people to move
around more freely in region with weak public
transportation. Enables in general to live and rest
mobile without owning a car in rather remote
areas (2)

Can have the same influences as shared taxis /
shared bus, but is much more expensive.
Therefore access is limited.

Can reduce energy consumption, indirect
influences through enhancing normal public
transportation and reduction of private car use or
replacement of car ownership.

Energy consumption can be reduced because of
newer fleet, if not comparable to private car use.
But could also enhance use of other more
sustainable transportation as it adds a flexible
option.

Connections to other
systems
To other
Could be a pre-step or extension to a bus line (2)
transportation
and completes normal public transportation at
modes, systems
night hours, or early hours (8). It should also be
integrated in public transportation to make
system easy to use and understand. Information
technology (IT) can simplify use (7). Can be
implemented in cooperation with taxi companies
but can also be seen as competitors (5)

Builds mostly upon other transportation modes.

SWOT
Strengths

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Threads

Shared Taxi, Shared Bus
Comfortable sometimes door-to-door transport is
possible. Reduction of fuel consumption
compared to private using a car in total. Gives
access to transportation system for almost
everyone.
System is not well suited for spontaneous
demands. Personalized routes lead to more fuel
consumptions.

Taxi
Personalized comfortable door-to-door transport.

Enhances classic public transport and makes it
attractive in regions where it cannot be run
economically. Integration in public transportation
simplifies use. If organised in a community it is
thinkable to have voluntary drivers and get
income through donations (5), or can be organized
together with a tax company. IT simplifies use
also.
Although theoretical potential is there, actual
demand remains often low (3), can be perceived
as complicated. Can be in competition with taxi
systems

Connection with other (public) transportation
modes.

Efficiency is low. High costs for users make it a
niche product. Although personalized, no driving
pleasure.

Can be in competition with shared taxi / shared
bus system

Literature:
1 (Verkehrs-Club der Schweiz (VCS), 2011), 2 (PostAuto, 2011), 3 (Frick et al., 2003), 4 (Linz AG, 2011), 5 (Dalkmann & Ötting,
2004), 6 (Lienin, 2010), 7 (Bresch, 2011), 8 (Beglinger, 2011), 9 (Dalkmann & Ötting, 2004), Images: Wikimedia (2011)
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On request & Flexible inside locality

General possible element specifications

Figure 20: Possible elements specification for transportation modes to be available on request and flexible inside a
locality. Framed ones are possible, such without frame are not. Dark brown, grey and light brown coloured are common
respectively possible specification of the discussed characteristic transportation mode.

Similar specifications as in the section of ”always available & flexible inside locality” are possible, but the
transportation mode is not privately used. Sizes that extend 20 people by far will be hard to run, as it has to
be a system remaining sensitive to requests.

Common and possible element specifications of characteristic transportation modes
The coloured specifications of elements in Figure 20 are feasible for the characteristic transportation mode
of this section – the bike sharing. Dark brown coloured are the common specifications. Optional it could be
thought of using also Ebikes or Escooters as (also sustainable) extension of the concept of bike sharing.
Eventually also a community could be the owner of the system.
Normally bike sharing doesn’t work like car sharing with an actual requesting system. But we can
understand the act of getting a bike at a station also as a request, although immediately fulfilling it, as long
as a bike is available at the station.
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Holistic issues
Bike Sharing
Description

Bikes are rented from a company (or the government administration), which most often has
several bike stations in the settlement, where the bikes can be taken and given back to. Thereby
bikes can be differently to most Car Sharing systems given brought back to any stations,
alternatively there is also a system where you can pick up and leave the bike at any big crossing
(3). Bikes can be used freely, or unlocked electronically (2, 3, 4).
Technical data
Range
Costs
Availability, costs for
provider, investment
costs, running costs

Social and
psychological issues
Access, treatment of
vehicles
Environmental impact
Land use

Places to give back the bike are limited to a locality.

There are some bike sharing organisations in Europe, in Switzerland a new system has started in
the western part (4). Companies have to invest in bikes and (often) in parking area. The bike
sharing system in Paris has costs of 3300 CHF inclusive maintenance and system start-up per
bike, only manufacturing the (robust) bike was ca. 1100 CHF (5). It may also be needed to relocate
bikes from one station to other (6, 7). Often bike sharing is done in cooperation with
governmental organisations or subsidized, to make it attractive, sometimes even to provide it for
free (1), alternatively space on bikes can be used for advertisement (2, 7). User have to pay often
registration costs of ca. 5-10 CHF (2, 3) sometimes annually (4), renting itself can be for free or at
last the first 30 minutes (1, 3, 4), than costs are 1-10 CHF/h (2, 4).
As investment is very low and running costs also, access is granted to almost everyone able to
ride a bike. Problems could arise through damages or even burglary of bikes, as they stand all
days in public places with often no surveillance (5, 6).
Needs some parking space for the bikes, parking bikes saves space compared with a car - about
10 times, one floor parking the proportion is about 1 to 13. (8). Air quality could be improved
through an induced change in transportation mode use, the bike sharing system in Paris lead to
measurable better air quality (7)

Connections to other
systems
To other transportation Combination with car sharing, through e.g. using the same electronic card (4) is thinkable. It is
modes and systems.
often use in addition to public transportation. Extension of the concept by also lending eBikes or
eScooters, what would extend the range of possible customers and would enhance use in hilly
areas. A first eBike-sharing system will be tested in Zurich at ETH (9, 10). Bike renting can also
lead to more bike sales (7). Needs (often) information technology for access.
Research topics
Not broadly applied in Switzerland, use and economical model has to be researched. Technology
for extension through eBikes ev. eScooters has to be produced and tested (10)
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SWOT
Bike sharing
Strengths
Weaknesses
Opportunities
Threads

Can promote more sustainable transportation modes and is a very efficient and therefore
environmental friendly transportation mode. Healthy
Investment for provider is relative high. Range is limited to locality, user are exposed to weather.
Could be extended through also lending eBikes and/or eScooters and get this way more users.
Can lead to increased use of private bikes.
Especially in suburban municipalities, people may not need it as they have anyway there own
bike. Many transports of bikes from one station to another e.g. from foot of the hill to top of the
hill to maintain availability can be laborious and expensive (6, 7) Problems with burglary and
vandalism can arise (5, 6), it can be seen as a not comfortable transportation mode.

Literature:
1 (Stadt Zürich, 2010), 2 (nextbike GmbH, 2010), 3 (DB AG, 2010), 4 (velopass, 2011), 5 (Erlanger, 2009), 6 (Bembaron, 2010),
7 (Nadal, 2008), 8 (Anderhub, 2006), 9 (ecoworks, 2010)10 (Lehmann & Meenen, 2011)
Image: Wikimedia (2011)
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On request & Fix line

General possible element specifications

Figure 21: Possible elements specification for transportation modes to be available on request and run on a fix line.
Framed ones are possible, such without frame are not. Dark brown, grey and light brown coloured are common
respectively possible specification of the discussed characteristic transportation mode.

On request and a fix line is a quite unique combination, as availability on request mostly is connected with
flexibility to a certain extend. However, personal rapid transit (PRT) systems built exactly upon this
combination and there are some applications of this system today.

Common and possible element specifications of characteristic transportation modes
The coloured specifications of elements in Figure 21 are feasible for the PRT system. Dark brown coloured are
the common specifications, light brown are possible ones. Eventually also a community could be the owner
of the system.
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Holistic issues
Personal rapid transport
Description

Personal rapid transit (PRT) is a public transportation mode built on fully automated small
vehicles running on an exclusive guide way. Service is demand responsive i.e. vehicles can be
ordered at stations and be available in some minutes, bringing customers directly to the desired
destination in the PRT-Net (8, 9).
Possible functions
Luggage & goods
transport
Preconditions
Infrastructure

Technical data
Speed, efficiency of
trips
Costs
Availability

Social and
psychological issues
Liveability, rebound
effects

Environmental impact
Land use

Luggage and goods transport can be limited, but inside the PRT system no change of vehicles
with the transported goods are necessary.
Guide ways have to be built, these can be on ground, underground or elevated, as it was thought
in the beginning of the idea of PRT (2). PRT was in the beginning a concept for suburban rather
disperse settlements (1) and therefore needs only low population densities, but it can serve
capacities as high as for light rail (2). Due to high investment and the need of an own lane,
cooperation with the government in many topics is necessary. Although some applications are
running today, for a broader commercial application technology may need still some research
(2).
Average speed can be higher than with classical public transportation as it is non-stop direct
transport (2). As mostly small vehicles run on demand, energy consumption per person is low
and efficiency high, but empty trips to station where the vehicle has been requested have to be
considered.
PRT systems have not reached broad application yet. There are small application at Heathrow
Airport and testing in Masdar City (8). In Germany there has been already a large elevated
testing track from 1975-1978 (4). In Morgantown, West Virginia, a system is running that
sometimes is counted as PRT, it has 8 seats and can transport 20 passenger, it works since 1975
and fully automatic (5). An American study says that investment costs are between those of a
bus system and a light rail system, a study of the EU judged it even to be cheaper as
conventional public transport, able to cover operation and maintenance costs and some capital
cost amortization (2).

Originally PRT systems are also imagined to replace private cars in suburban regions. It at last
can create traffic reduced or non-motorized traffic areas in settlement (despite of PRT). PRT can
be seen as a solution that allows, or even support disperse settlements (1), which goes against
current thinking.
Can allow or support disperse settlements and therefore increase land use, on the other side it
can reduce land use if it is elevated or if less efficient transportation modes are replaced.

Connections to other
systems
To other transportation As it will be at least at the start only a solution for a small area, it is very important to have good
modes, to elements
connection to other transportation modes (7). It builds upon automatic driving on guide ways,
which is easier to achieve. It works well with electricity from the grid and/or small batteries. It
could also be combined with goods transport through special vehicles in the PRT system
transporting only goods.
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Research topics
Technology may need to be further developed for broad application (2). Customer need and
acceptance and combination with other transportation modes have to be theoretically derived
and practically tested.

SWOT
PRT
Strengths
Weaknesses
Opportunities

Threads

Service is more comfortable as public transportation, as personalized and direct. Energy
consumption is low, average speed high.
Inflexibility of route, investment costs are high and if not elevated or underground additional
space for tracks may be needed. No pleasure of driving although individualized transport.
Use of electric propulsion can make the system very environmental friendly. Lightweight
construction can be easier to apply, as it runs on separated guide ways, and can therefore further
drop energy consumption.
It is in competition on to sides: Flexibility is higher with non-track bound private used vehicles,
costs are lower and capacity higher with classic public transportation – therefore the question
arise is if it is filling a gap (6). Unsustainable electricity production, mistrust in automatic driving.

Literature: 1 (Warren, 1998), 2 (Ehlig-Economides & Longbottom, 2008), 3 (General Transport System Foundation, 2010), 4
(J. Schneider & Komerska, 2010), 5 (West Virginia University, 2011), 6 (Pauli, 2011), 7 (Beglinger, 2011), 8 (PRT Consulting,
2009), 9 (Schweizer, 2009)
Image: (ULTra PRT, 2011)
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Flexible schedule & Flexible line

General possible element specifications

Figure 22: Possible elements specification for transportation modes running on a flexible schedule and a flexible line.
Framed ones are possible, such without frame are not. Dark brown, grey and light brown coloured are common
respectively possible specification of the discussed characteristic transportation mode.

As it is a partly fix line, it could be possible to have direct electricity from the grid, or to recharge battery or
compressed air tanks. However, the compressed air technology has yet to prove that it can be applied to
bigger size vehicles. The characteristic form discussed here is a flexible bus line system.
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Common and possible element specifications of characteristic transportation modes
The coloured specifications of elements in Figure 22 are feasible for a flexible bus line system. Dark coloured
are the common specifications, light coloured the possible ones. The system can also work on request, but
requesting stops is often only possible for customer already being the vehicle.
Holistic issues
Flexible bus line system
Description

A flexible bus line system, sometimes also called Dial a Bus, is similar to a shared taxi / bus
system, but the route is more defined through more stops. Still drop of at any point can be
possible or extensions of the route. Often this is an addition to a classic bus system at late/early
hours, following the normal route but only working or driving to specific stops if booked in
advance or desired by the passengers.
Possible functions
In general, luggage &
goods transport
Preconditions

Is an addition to public transportation. Luggage & goods transport is limited; changing to other
lines may be necessary.

Density of population,
users, other
transportation modes
Technical data

If demand allows a normal bus route, this will be the method of choice, it will mostly an addition
to normal public transportation.

Range, efficiency

Can extend range of public transportation lines in time and space. Efficiency can be eventually
improved through size adaptation accordingly to demand.

Costs
Availability, costs for
provider, fare for user
Social and
psychological issues
Access

There are some flexible bus lines in e.g. Germany (1). As with other public transportation systems,
costs for providers are firstly costs for employees, than vehicle costs and fuel costs (2). Users
could have to pay an additional fare despite the normal public transportation price, ca 0.5 - 3 CHF
(2)
Enhances mobility of people not willing or not be able to drive personally in late/early hours.
Safety, e.g. burglary can be an issue in public transportation with many people (5).

Connections to other
systems
To other transportation Can be an extension/pre-step of a bus line or an extension (4). Integration in public
modes
transportation is often there and very useful to enhance use (3)
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SWOT
Strengths

Flexible bus line system
Adds comfort element to public transportation and extends use of it. Can be efficient in terms of
route optimization.

Weaknesses

Range is restricted to flexible line, availability to a flexible schedule. Often run with fossil fuels,
causing pollution and CO2 emissions.

Opportunities

It is thinkable to have voluntary drivers and get income through donations (2), builds upon
existing public transportation. Information technology can simplify use

Threads

Low occupancy could occur at those early/late hours, leading to low efficiency. System can be
perceived as not comfortable, complicated or not safe.

Literature: 1 (KreisVerkehr, 2011), 2 (Dalkmann & Ötting, 2004), 3 (Bresch, 2011), 4 (Beglinger, 2011), 5 (Zanoletti, 2011)
Image: Wikimedia (2011)
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Flexible schedule & Fix line

General possible element specifications

Figure 23: Possible elements specification for transportation modes running on a flexible schedule and a fix line. Framed
ones are possible, such without frame are not. Dark brown, grey and light brown coloured are common respectively
possible specification of the discussed characteristic transportation mode.

As with classic public transportation, track bound technologies are here possible. Because of higher
flexibility, vehicles may have reduced size compared to a fix line & fix schedule. There aren’t’ very common
characteristic transportation modes in this sections. We can think of a bus that circles on a closed-loop fix
line, only with fix starting times or no fix schedule at all as it is used at some special events or on times of
high demand e.g. in ski region or at expositions.

Common and possible element specifications of characteristic transportation modes
The common and possible specification of such a bus are coloured in dark respectively in light brown/grey.
The transportation mode as such is not very different to classic transportation; therefore most holistic
issues also account for it and can be reviewed in the next section.
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Fix schedule & Fix line

General possible element specifications

Figure 24: Possible elements specification for transportation modes running on a fix schedule and a fix line. Framed
ones are possible, such without frame are not. Dark brown, grey and light brown coloured are common respectively
possible specification of the discussed characteristic transportation mode.

A fix schedule and a fix line are naturally element specifications of the classic public transportation system.
It can use any energy carrier, despite of the limited power in connection of human body substances and very
low energy density energy carriers not very feasible for larger vehicles. Batteries could there used mainly in
combinations. Because of the fix line track bound systems also work well and therefore energy from the grid
as an energy carrier is feasible.

Common and possible element specifications of characteristic transportation modes
The coloured specifications of elements in Figure 24 are feasible for the characteristic transportation mode
classic public transportation. Dark brown coloured are the common specifications, light brown are possible
ones. We look at public transportation for suburban municipalities in general, were mainly buses are used,
eventually tram systems. Therefore dark brown coloured items show the most common public
transportation – a diesel bus (Vuchic, 2007). Naturally tram- and bus systems have some very different
attributes. However, this are mainly already described in their elements specifications, here we look at
overarching issues of classic public transportation.
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Holistic issues
Classic public transportation
Description

A public transportation system with fixed routes and fix schedules operated by buses or trams.
Possible functions
Luggage & goods
transport
Preconditions
Infrastructure, other
transportation modes,
density of population

Transport of goods is limited and not practical, as changing lines is necessary.

Regional public transportation organisations have to work in coordination with other public
transport providers to allow users to travel further and with good connections (7). Cooperation
with governmental organisations is usual, which also supports financially the public
transportation organisations for their services. Public transportation systems with classical sizes
makes only (economically) sense in region with multi-family houses and if it is possible to bundle
traffic flows (7), trams are mainly implemented only in cities with 150'000 to 400'000 people.
However, these are only rules of thumbs and many factors as actual potential (7), supporting
remote areas and frequency play a role.

Technical data
Range, efficiency:
occupancy,
electrification

Costs
Availability, costs for
provider

Social and
psychological issues
Access, noise,
liveability, security
Environmental impact
Land use
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Range can be seen as unlimited with connection to other public transportation networks. For the
efficiency of the transportation mode average occupancy is very important. The average today
allows reduction of energy consumption per person of 50% for a standard bus compared to
private family car use (1). Trams can have fare more reduced energy consumption due to the use
of electricity and therefore more efficient drive train and also track bound technology, trolley
buses lie between buses and trams (1).
18.8 % of the total distance travelled in Switzerland was done with public transportations. The
bus is the most often used transportation mean (44%), in distance trams and bus account for
19% and for 44 % of the time spent in public transportation (2). For providers costs for employees
are decisive than investment in the fleet follows (11), a diesel bus of standard size has e.g.
investment costs of ca. 300'000 CHF (10). For track bound technologies costs for infrastructure
have also to be considered.
Because of the large investment need, mostly extending existing nets by existing organisations
is done. As it can be argued to allow a broad range of people to be mobile and therefore serves a
basic need, it is often financial supported by the government. (5). Cost-effectiveness could be
possible but would than not serve that basic need having a less frequent schedule (7). Users pay
a normal fare.
Allow most people to get around. Noise is depending on technology, generally there are fewer
vehicles as with use of a private car, but these are larger and can be therefore noisier. The system
will concentrate traffic to fewer streets, allowing traffic reduced areas. Security e.g. burglary can
be an issue, as public transportation is not per se restricted for anyone (12).
Land use can be reduced compared to less efficient transportation modes. A study concluded bus
and tram use can save 20% of the space necessary for traditional cars; it needs e.g. fewer streets
and fewer parking spaces due to greater efficiency (1, 4). Every seat is used 11 times per days
compared to 1.5 people for 4-5 seats in a family car (8).
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Connections to other
systems
To other transportation Is often combined with walking and cycling and eventually car sharing. Is especially suitable to
modes and systems
serve large capacities e.g. to provide access to large cities. Stop-and-go driving makes it ideal to
have an electric motor (19); the fix line allows track bound technologies.

SWOT
Strengths

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Threads

Classic public transportation
Access for almost everyone, has only costs for user if transport needed. Efficiency is on average
more than doubled compared to the use of a family car, land use is reduced. Chauffeured service
allows many activities during transport for customers. Can handle large capacities in an efficient
way.
Range is restricted to flexible line; goods transport is limited, not personalized transport form.
Large investment necessary needs some minimum transport demand to be efficient. Large
vehicles, if not track-bound, are harder to provide with sustainable fuels.
Use of electricity from the grid is possible as sustainable energy carrier; also hybrid vehicles are
suitable as stop-and-go regimes. Track bound technologies can further drop energy
consumption. As larger size, lightweight construction could have less safety problems.
Information technology simplifies information about schedules and stations. Automatic driving
can drop salary costs (10).
Many stops and waiting time at changing points can make average speed low. Can be perceived
as not comfortable. Can be complicated, especially if coordination between transportation
modes is weak.

Literature: 1 (Spielmann & de Haan, 2008), 2 (Bundesamt für Statistik (BFS), 2007), 3 (Ehlig-Economides & Longbottom,
2008), 4 (Lorenzi, 2011), 5 (S. Schneider, 2011) 7 (Beglinger, 2011), 8 (VöV, 2010), 10 (Vuchic, 2007) 11 (Dalkmann & Ötting,
2004), 12 (Zanoletti, 2011)
Image: Wikimedia (2011)
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Transportation modes for specific functions

There are some transportation modes that only are used for specific functions, which therefore are not
discussed here in depth. Table 4 gives an overview of some of these transportation modes, although it won’t
be complete. When choosing the main transportation modes from above, these additional transportation
modes can complete these sets of transportation modes by enhancing or covering certain functions.
Table 4: Transportation modes for special functions
Function
Going to school

Transportation mode
Walking school busses

Shopping

Shopping bus
Online shopping

Commuting

Teleworking

Goods transportation

(Shared) bicycle trailer
Taxi for carrying goods
Organized luggage transport (by
e.g. train company)
Delivery services

3.3.3.12

Combinations

Any trip will use at last two transportation modes, as at least we need to walk to our vehicle. Despite of
walking, which could also have a more substantial part when e.g. walking to a stopping point or to a station,
the change between two public transportation lines is naturally the most often used combination. Also
quite often used is the combination of private owned cars and public transportation, known as Park and
Ride, and combine bicycle riding and public transportation, known as Bike and Ride. This two combination
are of particular interest for our case, the suburban regions, as they combine individual transportation
modes well suited for disperse settlements with a transportation mode with high capacities that can bring
people inside centres.
Bike and Ride is e.g. used for commuting to Zurich by 4% of commuters (Anderhub, 2006). To allow Bike and
Ride system enough bike parking spaces at stations or large stopping points have to be provided. Mostly
these bike stations are provided for free, but there are some surveyed stations, which enhance security but
naturally come with some costs for the users. Providers often also have to sort out not anymore used old
bikes for scrapping or re-selling, as they are sometimes left at stations. To enhance use, it is most crucial
that bike stations are as near as possible to the transportation mode it is combined with (Anderhub, 2006).
Park and Ride use largely depending on absence of parking area in the destination area (Anderhub, 2006).
Mobility pricing for heavy used streets, e.g. for streets to go inside cities, could further enhance the use of
Park and Ride (Hofstetter, 2011). Users pay a fee for parking spaces near (mainly) train stations, ca. 5 CHF per
day and save on the other side fuel and maintenance costs, but also have to pay the fare for public
transportation. Providing enough parking area near stations can be difficult (Parkhurst, 1995) and may not
be as economical as using it for other services, as fees can’t be too high to make Park and Ride attractive.
Underground parking could save space and reduce aesthetic impacts (Zanoletti, 2011), but will rise costs. A
drawback can occur when it is used only at times of traffic jams in the city, then public transportation has to
cover additional load at peak hours, what can be very expensive (Anderhub, 2006). It could also lead to more
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traffic, when people living further away and who weren’t commuting to the centre connected with Park and
Ride before are now using this faster connection (Parkhurst, 1995).
In general Bike and Ride is for sure more environmental friendly and economical. It is saving about 10 times
parking space and includes using a non-motorised vehicle. On the other hand Park and Ride can allow access
to public transportation for people living further away and is more comfortable. If both are provided, Bike
and Ride stations should be located nearest to the public transportation, as second priority car parking
should be installed and there should be space to allow driving directly in front of stations to drop out or pick
up people (Anderhub, 2006).
In any combination, comfortable and safe transfer points and good connections will be most decisive.
3.3.3.13

Mobility portfolios

If we think one step further and go beyond single trips where combinations are used, we can conclude that
every household or every person will choose in the end a certain set of transportation modes with which
they can cover all desired functions, i.e. do all desired trips. The improvement of these mobility portfolios on
the way to sustainability should be the final goal of interventions, and should be therefore always kept in
mind. Such a portfolio could for example be the use a relative small private car, public transportation to get
inside cities and car sharing for transporting large goods or going on holiday, illustrated as example in
Figure 25. Or it could be a combination of public transportation and eBikes or just bikes, having shared bike
trailers and car sharing for transporting goods. The goal of a sustainable mobility laboratory will be to
change components of the mobility portfolio in a way that all functions are still sustained or even better
fulfilled, but in a more sustainable way.
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Figure 25: A possible mobility portfolios using a small car, car sharing and public transportation as main transportation
mode
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3.4 Suitable transportation modes for testing in projects like NAMO
After having assessed important element specifications and transportation modes, the question arise,
which of them are now suitable to test in projects like NAMO. To get hints for an answer we take different
perspectives: Firstly we present what NAMO can provide for researching and spreading transportation
modes and element specifications. We then discuss under which circumstances transportation modes are
sustainable, by taking a general look on different sustainability issues and then asking experts, what in their
opinion should be spread. Finally and as a counterpoint to our first topic we summarize what kind of
research transportation modes and element specification actually need. With this background, it should be
possible to answer the question of which transportation modes should be implemented in projects like
NAMO in the next chapter.

3.4.1

The project NAMO offers a unique opportunity for testing new mobility systems

To derive what NAMO can provide for further development of element specifications and transportation
modes we recall quickly what NAMO is from chapter 1.3 and Box 1: A real life mobility laboratory in a built
part of a Swiss suburban municipality, whereby the transdisciplinary project is advised by a group of experts
of all important fields. The old mobility system inside this laboratory can therefore be completely
overwritten. It can test transportation modes that involve a for user remarkable stretch in technologies and
it even aims for a stretch in the user context i.e. the mobility behaviour of people. Such stretch-stretch pilot
projects are mostly made to explore for possibilities for renewal rather than optimisation of transportation
systems (Elzen, 2001), especially when they allow to implement a whole set of new transportation modes as
in our case.
NAMO therefore provides a field for testing in real life transportation modes and their combinations. It
allows the implementation of a whole new mobility system inside the boundaries of its laboratory. The
latter quality is not found in other pilot projects and NAMO therefore provides here a unique possibility.
There are also few projects focussing on the combination of different transportation modes. Especially
connection nodes inside the mobility laboratory could build an interesting research opportunity. However,
as NAMO wants to test for already built environment, large infrastructure adaptation as e.g. separated new
tracks may be difficult if not impossible to implement.
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Suitable transportation modes are sustainable transportation modes, that satisfy under
very different perspectives

It is not the aim of giving a in depth life cycle analysis or even a ranking of all transportation modes here,
which would also be hard to achieve as it would be depending on very variable factors as well as the
function for which the transportation mode serve. Instead, through reviewing the SWOT analysis this
sections aims to elaborate some general thoughts. Similar to the three well-known dimension of
sustainability – environment, economics and social sphere – we can made out for transportation three
criteria somehow related:
• Reduction of negative impacts of transportation on the environment (Environmental dimension)
• Access for everyone to transportation systems for fulfilling essential functions (Social/Economic
dimension)
• Reduction of side effects of transportation modes on liveability (Social Dimension)
The focus will lie in the following on the first criteria, as it seems to be the most problematic. Finally, all
criteria have to be weighted against an often oppositional one: comfort.
3.4.2.1

Reduction of negative impacts on the environment

To reduce negative impacts on the environment we can use the avoid-shift-improve concept (Dalkmann &
Brannigan, 2007; Neuenschwander & Walter, 2005; Schweizer Akademie der Technischen Wissenschaften,
2003) as a framework. According to this, first the need to travel should be reduced, however this can be
mainly achieved through the incentives discussed in section 3.1.1 and not through transportation modes as
such, although a change from motorized transportation modes to non-motorized ones can be seen as a
reduction, as it almost eliminates all negative effects. The next option is shift, classically meant from using a
private car to other transportation modes. Extending this concept we can also say, that a shift occurs when
we change from a less environmental friendly to a more environmentally friendly transportation mode,
which has a different functionality. A change from gasoline to natural gas as fuel for a family car would be
therefore no shift, as the car still can fulfil the same functions. But a change from this car to an electric one
would be a shift, as then range and therefore functionality is changed. But which transportation mode is
more environmental friendly?
We can say in general that more sustainable transportation modes are those being efficient i.e. using less
energy per person and hand in hand with this less space per person and secondly also use less pollutant
material and fuel. Those variables are mainly influenced by occupancy, driving behaviour, construction, drive
train and fuel (Guzzella, 2009; Vuchic, 2007).
Occupancy is most decisive for any kind of public transportation (Vuchic, 2007) and is also important for
individual transport. It influences energy consumption per person as well as land use. Small size
transportation modes as going by foot or two-wheels have always an optimal occupancy and therefore
perform well, for large vehicles actual occupancy is more and more decisive. The weak occupancy is also the
main problem of private used cars, if the number of people it has been built for would occupy it, efficiency
can easily compete with other transportation modes. Smaller cars, for e.g. 1 to 2 persons could diminish the
problem, car renting can also lead to higher use per car.
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Once chosen the transportation mode, the way of driving the vehicle also can make a difference: We have
seen that Eco driving can save a substantial amount of fuel, (partly) automatic driving can also save fuel
through more efficient driving style.
Next, the construction of the vehicle has to be considered: The less weight, the better. Vehicles with no
sheathing are better of naturally, but as also has been discussed weight can be optimized at vehicles with
sheathing, so that it has a significant influence on fuel consumption. However, the environmental impact of
newly used lightweight material has to keep an eye on. Also other optimization on the vehicle construction
and infrastructure can reduce fuel consumption, e.g. rolling friction can be largely reduced used track bound
technologies as rails.
The drive train decides how efficient the fuel is converted into kinetic energy. But although may be not
efficient, firstly (partly) human powered vehicles will perform on environmental impact score the best. Then
the electric motor follows with a very high efficiency, and last the classic internal combustion engine and
the compressed air motor. But it would be too easy to prefer always the electric motor, as side effects of
possible fuels have also to be considered.
Naturally we should take the fuel with the lowest CO2 and pollution in its life cycle, whereby a possible shift
of emissions to power plants have to be considered. Although supplying a very efficient motor, batteries are
therefore not always the best option, as they also have a negative environmental impact during production.
Therefore when large battery capacities are needed as e.g. for long distance transports (Althaus & Gauch,
2010) or very large vehicles, environmental performance can be bad. Other fuels with higher energy density
as hydrogen via fuel cells for propelling an electric are less making the well-to-wheel chain less efficient. So
an optimized ICEs in combination with electric engines may be a good option for providing e.g. long ranges
(Althaus & Gauch, 2010). Where less battery capacity is needed as for smaller ranges or smaller vehicles,
pure electric motors can be suitable.
3.4.2.2

Access for everyone to transportation systems for fulfilling essential functions

Coming to the second criteria or dimension, access for everyone to transportation systems for fulfilling
essential functions is best granted if costs (investment, running costs) as well as preconditions in terms of
skills and abilities (driving licenses, ability to ride a bike etc.) are low. Considering elderly people and possible
lack of monetary reserves for investment, kind of public transportation should be therefore always be
available as it can provide such a service (Beglinger, 2011). But also there we have to keep an eye on simplicity
of the system, as e.g. the ticketing system can be hard to understand for first-time users (Hofstetter, 2011).
With the emergence of automatic driving, we could alternatively also think of vehicles driving themselves
for people not able to drive themselves.
3.4.2.3

Reduction of side effects of transportation modes on liveability

In the third criteria, reduction of side effects of transportation modes on liveability, there are despite the
obvious factor of land use discussed in the environmental impact part also noise and safety issues in
connection with speed and mass of vehicles to be thought of. These factors are only partly related to specific
transportation modes. If traffic reduced streets are the goal, this can be achieved with any transportation
modes, also e.g. privately owned cars can in the extreme be parked outside these zones. Naturally, smaller
and slow speed vehicles can profit of such zones as they may be allowed in it, on the other hand they
enhance such zones. Electric or compressed air motors propelling vehicles can reduce noise in general,
public transportation can lead to fewer infrastructure need (Lorenzi, 2011) and less frequent noise, but may
be some larger streets.
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Comfort, the devils argument?

All this consideration above go partly against a most comfortable solution, a transportation modes that
covers all functions, which is always available at the front door to go everywhere. This one-for-all solution
we (almost) have today with the family car (Gautschi, 2011). However, as the consideration above made also
clear, it shouldn’t be the transportation mode of choice for every function, especially for local traffic and for
commuting to centres non-motorized or light-motorized respectively high capacity serving public transport
make sense. In the end, comfort is always a matter of perspective. It can’t be ignored, but it can be enhanced
in modern transportation modes if we think e.g. at information technology or (partly) automatic driving.

3.4.3

We need to test what should, but will not be spread

Which transportation modes or technologies will or should be spread in Swiss suburban regions was asked
13 experts. These experts came from very different fields, not always able to judging every technology or
transportation mode. However, the balanced mix of experts (see 0) should give a good average picture on
what experts think should come in the field of mobility for suburban regions.
Figure 26 gives an overview of how experts judged technologies according to their importance for Swiss
suburban regions. The dimension „will“ means that this technology will come anyway, „should“ means that
it is desired by the expert that this technology is used.

Figure 26: Technologies judged according to if the will and/or should be implemented in Swiss suburban regions (N=13),
rating has been 0, 0.5 or 1, where 0= not important, 0.5=medium importance 1= important, Abbreviations: ICE=Internal
combustion engine, Platooning= Automatic Driving through following of the car in front.
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Of special interest are technologies that should, but will not come, as they may need additional research
and testing in a framework like NAMO. Few times, but almost only mention in the ”should”-dimensions are
extreme lightweight construction, platooning and automatic driving. Optimization of weight, aerodynamics
and rolling friction was often mentioned in the category ”should” but equally also in the category ”will”. The
electric motor performs high in both categories, in the ”should ” dimension as in the ”will” category.
Compressed air (motor), fuel cells and ICE drive train with hydrogen, as fuel were only mentioned one time
and can therefore judged as of non-central importance.
Similar, Figure 27 gives an overview of the judged future importance of different modes of transportation
for Swiss suburban regions. Elements of the form were not asked directly.

Figure 27: Transportation modes judged according to if the will and/or should be implemented in Swiss suburban
regions (N=13), rating has been 0, 0.5 or 1, where 0= not important, 0.5=medium importance 1= important.

Not in the graph as they weren’t asked during the interviews directly are Family cars, Taxis and Motorbikes.
Naturally, the family car is the standard, the others can be judged as of minor importance as they weren’t
mentioned by any interviewee as missing. Also not in the graph, as they get 0/0 points are folding bicycle,
Personal Rapid Transit (PRT), and bikes with coaches (e.g. twikes). All transportation modes ranked quite
equally on both dimensions. Of interest, as they have slightly higher ratings in the ”should” as in the ”will”
dimensions are going by foot (inclusive small vehicles like skates, but mostly seen as minor addition (Wick,
2011)) bikes and scooters and small motorbikes, whereby the latter were mainly mentioned in connection
with electric motors. Not well performed have microcars, ride matching and car pooling, these could be
therefore critical when trying to implement them.
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We should test transportation modes and element specifications which need NAMOs
unique research opportunities

The element specifications and the transportation modes may need further research to be implemented at
all or in large scale, as also mentioned specifically in section 3.3 ”Assessment of transportation modes”
within the criteria ”Further research topics”. The needed research can be at very different levels:
Technologies may need to be further developed in classic laboratory work, they can need to be tested in real
life or have to prove their usability in combination with other element specifications or transportation
modes, or may even needed to be co-implemented with other new concepts. Clearly, the latter can only be
realised in a pilot project like NAMO and also the second last research level can be done in an optimal way in
such a framework. Table 5 gives an overview of the most important research needs according to the four
research levels. Some element specifications or transportation modes will appear several times, as they have
different attributes needing different research.
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Table 5: Research needs for element specifications and transportation modes ordered by four different research levels
Development and

• Storage of hydrogen in compounds

• Enhance efficiency of comp. Air (motors)

testing in classical

• Sustainable production of biofuels

• Cheap lightweight materials

laboratory

• Battery capacity & lifetimes extension

Further development
and testing in a
controlled setting is
necessary.

• Quick chargers

• Components for platooning, automatic
driving and dualmode

Real life testing

• Comp. Air vehicles

• Fuel cell, electric motor

• Components for PRT

• Optimization of ICE

Prove of usability in real • Acceptance of limited range cars
life of the element
• Recharge behaviour battery and compressed
specification and
air technologies
transportation modes as
• Enhancing purchase of efficient ICE
such.
propelled vehicles

• Organisation structure when communities
are owner of transportation modes
• Electro scooter acceptance
• Safety and reliability of ride matching
• Business models for bike (and car) sharing

• Enhancing purchase o minimal size cars

• EBike and/or eScooter sharing (as extension
of bike sharing)

• Increase occupancy of larger size vehicles

• Use and acceptance of PRT systems

• Acceptance of extreme lightweight vehicles

• Practical potential of flexible bus systems

• Acceptance of (partly) automatic driving
Real life testing with

• Adaptation of laws for automatic driving

focus on combinations

• Information technologies for requesting,
retrieving schedules, fares and for renting

Prove of usability in
combination with other • Implementation of parking spaces with
electric charging for electric vehicles
transportation modes or
systems. Included are
• Promotion of non-motorized transportation
new transportation
modes as combination with other modes
modes, in a way that
• Use of cars for 1-2 persons in combination
they can occupy a new
with family cars, renting family cars or other
combination of
modes
functions and therefore
largely influence the use
of others transportation
modes.
Real life testing needing

needing active safety concept, leading to

transportation modes

automatic driving
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• Use of cars with limited range in addition to
non-limited range cars, renting of such cars
or other modes
• Integration of PRT system with other
transportation modes

• Extreme lightweight construction vehicles

adaptation of other
Transportation modes
or elements that can
only be implemented if
other transportation
modes are adapted
accordingly.

• Flexible public transportation in
combination with classic public
transportation

• (Partly) automatic driving needing
adaptation of infrastructure and
information exchange with other
transportation modes
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4 Suggestions for testing in NAMO
From the results of the last section, we can derive in this last chapter which transportation modes are best
suited for testing in projects like NAMO. First, we present single transportation modes and elements
followed by two sets of transportation modes, which could be tested in NAMO.

4.1 Transportation modes that should be tested in projects like NAMO
Based on experts views on what should and will be spread, sustainability considerations, as well as further
research, which is at the same time needed, possible and also suitable for being carried out in NAMO, we
can derive which transportation modes finally should be tested further in NAMO. Table 6 shows the
findings of the experts’ views and the overlap between research needs and research suitable for being
carried out in NAMO. Taking common results from this both, they can then in a second step be examined
against the sustainability criteria and the somewhat opposing comfort criteria, which are also shown in
Table 6.
Table 6: What should be tested in NAMO based on a synthesis of experts views, overlaps of research needs and what
NAMO can provide for research, examined through sustainability and comfort considerations.
What should but will not be spread

Overlap between research needs and
what NAMO can provide for research

Sustainability – to examine emerging
propositions

• Platooning
• Automatic driving

Unique opportunity for cat. 4: Real
life testing needing adaptation of
other transportation modes:

• Reduction of negative impacts of
transportation on the environment
(Environmental dimension)

• Extreme Lightweight construction

• Extreme Lightweight construction

• Optimization of weight,
aerodynamics and rolling friction
(get high ranking on the ”should”
category, but also on ”will)

• (Partly) automatic driving

• Access for everyone to
transportation systems for
fulfilling essential functions
(Social/Economic dimension)

• Electro motor (get high rankings)

One of few possibilities for cat. 3: Real
life testing with focus and
combination:

• On foot (poss. incl. wheels)

• Information technology
implementations

• Bike

• Electric charging possibilities

• Scooter and small motorbike
(electric)

• Non-motorized transportation
• Renting
• Microcars
• Flexible public transportation
• Cars with limited range

• Reduction of side effects of
transportation modes on liveability
(Social Dimension)

Comfort – to examine emerging
propositions
• Comfort: An all-for-one
transportation mode for all
functions, always available starting
at front door, simple

• PRT systems
Allows also other real life testing (cat.
2)
Large infrastructure changes are
thereby only limited possible.
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If we first look at common results of experts’ views and research needs overlapping with what NAMO can
provide, we quickly can see that transportation modes involving (partly) automatic driving and lightweight
construction are in the pool position to be implemented in NAMO. Also non-motorized transportation
modes should clearly have their stake, as a means to connect to other transportation modes. Also electric
motors should be in some form, as they appear in both fields. Other options listed in the second but not in
the first column should be used to complement these transportation modes.

4.2 Suggestions of transportation modes sets for testing in NAMO
As NAMO wants to test a whole new mobility system, we have to now find an optimal set of transportation
modes with these findings, fulfilling all functions. Two options are presented in the following, which fit
quite nicely to the findings and also can get through the second filter, the examination through
sustainability and comfort criteria.
These are just two options derived from the still limited knowledge gathered in this master thesis. Also
other combinations are possible, and other surveys with other experts may also lead to other conclusions, as
would different perspectives on sustainability and comfort issues.

4.2.1

A PRT back up system

In the first option the core system is a kind of an electric propelled PRT system running on dedicated streets
with medium speed, lightweight vehicles for up to ca. six people. Streets would therefore either be
reallocated to the PRT system or at least PRT vehicles are given right of way. The streets don’t need to be
changed much, some infrastructure for guiding vehicles may be needed, but actual tracks such as rails
won’t be necessary with the automatic driving technique. PRT systems would run on all main streets
allowing traffic-reduced streets on others. They would work on a demand responsive scheme, serving the
test area and connecting to the most important transportation nodes such as train stations. The PRT system
would principally serve as a back up (system?), for example in case of bad weather, when going on foot or
using private bikes or eBikes is either not feasible or comfortable. It would also connect to parking areas at
roads open to all traffic. To these central parking areas, which should/would be situated at most 300m away
from every home; privately owned cars could still be taken. Alternatively car sharing could be implemented,
providing plug-in hybrid models or efficient ICE models. If flexibility is only needed inside the region, lending
of electric cars or fast eBikes and eScooters should be possible. A common internet platform would simplify
requesting a PRT vehicle or borrowing a vehicle and photovoltaics at the parking areas could cover some of
the additional electricity needs.
In this option most of the findings are incorporated. However the question is, whether going on foot would
happen more often due to a lack of front-door parking, or less often because of the availability of PRT
vehicles at very near starting points on request. Flexible public transportation modes are also not realised, as
PRT replaces them and PRT can also be seen as a kind of flexible public transportation.
Looking through this proposition with sustainability in mind, we see that if we first look at environmental
impacts, occupancy will be higher, if two-wheelers are used more often and assuming that PRT vehicles are
replacing privately used cars to some extent. Renting instead of owning can also increase occupancy.
Automotive driving of the PRT system will increase efficiency and therefore lower fuel consumption, as will
lightweight construction. Use of two-wheelers at more occasions naturally also saves weight and therefore
fuel, but also space and material. As the PRT vehicles only need to serve limited ranges, batteries can be kept
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small and so the use of the efficient electric motor comes without (large) environmental drawbacks. But
probably the most important factor in this option is the enhancement of classic public transportation, by
having a comfortable system for the last mile.
Access to transportation modes is guaranteed, as at last everyone can use the PRT system with only costs for
fares. With connection to classic public transportation most people can therefore be mobile. Considering
lower investment and fuel costs for two-wheelers, those are also vehicles that many people can use.
Liveability can be enhanced by (partly) traffic reduced streets enabled through outside parking, less space
demanding PRT systems running only on some streets and through increased use of slow-speed twowheelers. Additionally, the use of exclusively electric driven vehicles inside most areas reduces noise
problems.
It is clear that comfort is reduced, as parking at front doors won’t be possible. However 300 meters is not
that far and additionally we have the comfort of being able to request a vehicle, which drives us non-stop
and individually to our desired destinations, without us having to do something. Naturally, this system
comes not without costs, mainly due to the PRT system and the parking areas. Last but not least, through
confining automatic driving to guide-ways and medium speed, feasibility of the concept should be quite
high.

4.2.2

Optimal vehicles through a sharing system

The guiding principle in the second option is ”an optimal personal vehicle for every circumstance”, enabled
through a vehicle sharing system, whereby vehicles can be requested at home and they will drive slowly but
autonomous to your front door from parking areas similar to the option explained before. Small streets may
be restricted for small vehicles and low speed, therefore also allowing using streets as a living area to a
certain extend. Vehicles available to rent will be mostly four-wheelers (as autonomous driving is easier with
them) and depending on their use, come with different sizes and technologies: For large distances
optimized ICE or plug-in hybrids robustly constructed vehicles, for regional use electric cars, to only get to
somewhere nearby like for example a train station or somewhere inside the locality, it would be a tiny
electric car with lightweight construction. However this would only be an addition to privately owned bikes,
eBikes and eScooters for local transport. Some flexible public transportation system like shared taxis could
complement the system by serving people unable or not wanting to drive. Like above, for large distance and
travelling to centres, trains or other public transportation would be promoted. As an alternative to an allsharing solution, privately owned cars could also be adapted for autonomous driving to the front door from
the central parking areas. This would allow former car owners to use their car in the same system for long
distance trips. As above, a common internet platform would simplify renting vehicles and photovoltaics at
the parking areas could cover some of the additional electricity need.
This option substitutes PRT with some sort of flexible public transport, which is also mentioned as an
interesting transportation mode in Table 6. It does apply automatic driving in another way, which also may
need different adaptation e.g. when considering legal issues. With regards to environmental impacts, it
logically optimizes occupancy, but also enhances efficiency of the motor where possible. As in the other
option, it uses small batteries combined with the efficient electric motor as well as efficient ICE technology
or hybrids. As many different vehicles are demanded, material use has to be carefully examined.
Access to the transport system is guaranteed through a flexible public transportation system like shared
taxis. Sharing also eliminates investment costs and therefore a possible obstacle. Speaking of liveability, it
also allows some traffic-reduced areas, although it is in concurrence to the idea of front-door delivery of the
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vehicles. Noise is reduced, but some potential noisy ICE motor driven vehicles may still be used in living
areas. Feasibility of automatic driving is enhanced, as only slow speed is needed. Speaking of costs, the
conflict between availability and investment of the highly differentiated fleet becomes very important here.

4.3 And the transport infrastructure, the incentives?
As the focus of this thesis lies on the transportation modes; naturally the chosen transportation modes will
bring different transport infrastructure into the pilot project, and will also call for different incentives.
Whereas the transport infrastructure can be defined quite straight forward, the incentives needed to
facilitate their introduction cannot always be deduced so easily. Referring to Figure 5 here some first
thoughts about possible incentives, that could complete the options discussed above:
•

Spatial planning is influenced due to the need for parking areas and the possibility of creating
traffic reduced or traffic free areas. On the other hand, it can promote the use of the most
sustainable transport modes walking and biking with attractive routes.

•

Regulation is certainly needed both for automatic and autonomous vehicles, but also for trafficreduced areas. We can think about financial incentives for purchasing eBikes or eScooters to
promote these modes.

•

More attractive offers can be made for the use of classic public transportation, if e.g. ticketing of
PRT or the car sharing system are integrated in the public transportation ticketing system.

•

Naturally, promotion of the new system in form of information and e.g. trial days is needed. An
informative internet page and/or an advisor at stations or parking areas could introduce and
explain the system to the citizens, and therefore promote its use.

When it comes to actually implementing such a system, the transport infrastructure in demand, as well as
the suitable incentives that go along with it, have to be investigated in depth, as they can decide over
success or failure of the project.
When actually implementing a new mobility system, the deduced transport infrastructure respectively the
suitable incentives will have to be researched in depth, as they can determine success or failure of the
project.
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5 Conclusions
Aim of this thesis was to establish an ordering of transportation modes for western suburban regions to
show their use in those localities, a description and evaluation of these transportation modes and initial
suggestions of most promising transportation modes and technologies for an application in the project
NAMO.
Through the application of simplified criteria, reflecting possible functions of transportation modes, the
transportation modes could be ordered in a user friendly way. The standardized description makes them and
their element specifications comparable, so a simple basic overview could be established. As it was
expected, the evaluation through a SWOT-Analysis based on the descriptions did not reveal one superior
transportation modes. Instead, choosing optimal modes for every function and every user-profile is
necessary. Not astonishingly, for local flexible transport, going on foot, by bike, eBike or eScooter are very
good options, as was affirmed by SWOT and expert interviews. Also, extreme lightweight construction and
(partly) automatic driving together with an application of electric motors are suitable to be part of the set of
transportation modes tested in NAMO. This is indicated by the research needs of transportation modes and
their element specifications compared to possible and suitable research in NAMO, and is as well in
accordance with experts views and the application of general sustainability criteria and comfort
considerations.
Two sets of transportation modes were derived from these findings, named ”PRT back up system” and
”Optimal vehicles through a sharing system”. These are covering all functions by using the connection to
existing conventional public transportation for some long distance trips. Both are trying to promote walking
and the use of bikes, eBikes or eScooters for local transport.
The PRT system is serving as a back up system for those modes. It is a system of small lightweight vehicles
for up to ca. six people using electric propulsion and driving automated on dedicated guide ways, which are
reallocated parts of the main streets inside the test area. The PRT system serves all homes inside the
laboratory, runs to the next important transportation nodes as e.g. train stations and to centralized parking
areas, which are at about 300 metres from every home. There, personal cars can be parked, or plug-in or
efficient ICE propelled cars can be rented. This system will grant access to transportation for everyone. Its
largest environmental benefit will most probably be the enhancement of conventional public
transportation and the promotion of the use of efficient two-wheelers, for which the PRT system serves as
back up system. It improves liveability, as PRT vehicles are quiet, the system reduces land use and allows
traffic-reduced areas.
The other transportation mode set tries to optimise the efficiency of individual motorised transport by a
sharing system that allows using the optimal vehicle for every function. It also needs parking areas like in
the PRT back up system, but vehicles can be ordered from home and will drive slowly but autonomous to
users, allowing trips to start at their front-doors. Vehicles are adapted according to the use in size and
technology: For large distances optimized ICE or plug-in hybrids, for regional use electric cars and for trips
inside the test area, small lightweight vehicles will be used. To guarantee access to the transportation
system for everyone, a kind of flexible public transportation is needed. This transportation mode set will
minimize negative environmental impacts by optimizing occupancy and efficiency of vehicles. Through
autonomous driving the combination with and connection to classical public transportation can also be
enhanced, as the problem of parking space is solved. Noise problems will be reduced and centralized parking
could also allow some traffic-reduced areas.
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Both sets involve the challenge of implementing automatic driving, although eased through guide-ways,
slow speed and the possibility in NAMO to adapt also transport infrastructure and incentives. Legal
questions may be thereby equally important as technological ones. For sure, the technology of automatic
and autonomous driving as well as their legal consequences will be crucial points if these approaches are to
be further developed.
The next step in NAMO will be the completion of the new mobility system through the induced transport
infrastructure and suitable incentives. A concretion of a set of transportation modes at the example of a real
municipality in the next master theses for NAMO will identify such elements and reveal practical
implications.
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Appendix

Land-use
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walking- and bicycling friendly
environment
traffic calmed area
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Shift

Category
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A. Incentives

Ince ntives

street reclaiming
car free residential areas
roadway connectivity
More attractive
offers

Enhance attractiveness of the
local environment
MobilCard

x
x

Guaranteed Ride Home GRH
Regulation

traffic ban
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Reduce speed limit
Financial
incentives

x

Toll
Road pricing
PAYD Insurance
Tax reform

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

RailAway Offers improvement

x

Subsidies on ticket prices

x

fuel pricing, CO2 tax

Promotion

x

Discount prices for
environmental friendly cars
Promoting using modern
busses and general public
transportation
Information centre for mobility
Inform and promote Sharing
systems
...
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B. First grid of the MS
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C. Interview guideline
Project NAM O – Ma ster the sis D. Ru pr echt
Mobi lity S yst em s for S wiss S u bur ba n Comm u nit ies – I nterv iew gui deli ne
Data
Expert:
Place, time and date:
Start & end of interview, duration:

Pream ble
Presentation:
Interview for a master thesis within the framework of NAMO
NAMO: Sustainability Lab Mobility Switzerland, it tries to realise a pilot project to test new and
comprehensive mobility systems (new forms and tech.), in Swiss suburban communities, agglomeration.
Does so together with all-important stakeholders, stress on cooperation with the industry.
Master thesis: wants to present what could be tested, the whole range. Their qualities and connections. May
be some advice which direction. Master thesis at the NSSI, environmental science.

Stateme nts :
Statements, not literally, would like to use in the master thesis
If use of statements literally: Will ask
Dou you want that I send you the finished master thesis? ....... Yes, ...... No

Outli ne of t he Int ervie w:
•

(Introduction: Mobility in your daily work)

•

Discussion of the overview of the mobility systems by a list (may be sent): Are there MS that you
miss? What are the most important MS for Swiss suburban communities in the future? Is the
ordering meaningful?

•

More focused discussion on some mobility systems. We discuss mobility systems of your interest.
Their advantages/disadvantages and also connections to other systems.

Is it OK if I record this interview? (-> ev. start recording)
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Introd uction
(Which transportation mean have you used today? Why?)

(How do you get in contact with mobility in your every day work?)

Part I : Ove rvie w Mo bility s ystem s
In this part I will mainly built on this list (list of the mobility systems, plus description). Explain ordering. If
already remarks, just speak them out...

Which parts or which MS are familiar to you? (Or which not?)

Dou you think this ordering of the MS meaningful? Would you choose other categories?
(Do you know other illustration for an overview of the MS?)

Dou you miss important MS or categories?
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Now I want to look at the future of mobility in Swiss suburban regions. What do you think, which mobility
systems will be common there in the future? Why?

And which mobility systems should be common in Swiss suburban regions in your opinion? Why?

Part II : C haract eristics of som e mobilit y s yste m s
In the first part you mentioned ... as good concepts. Dou you agree if we now concentrate on ... (-> list)

((May be first) Are there any MS that you wouldn’t recommend to put any effort in it?)

Main drawbacks:

-> Discussion of specific transportation modes based on collected data

Thanks you very much for your time. This was it.

(Stop recording)

Closur e
Dou you have any question?
Have you missed any questions?

Recommendation of literature, other experts, other:

End time: .........
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